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Market.
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May (I.

of stock at market
; sheep
Cattle,
ii
nib*, -j-ia* fat swine, 17,ufifj; horses, P.»f>.
Ib'-ees of |»eef cattle i? i-><• tb Jive weight, extra
.:dic
fn 7 ($7 .si; i’:r.*l,
uogfl Oi-.j
second,
•r'• ‘>71v. third. #4 00 £ I >7l-s poorest grades
ot
arse oxen, bulls, et<
oog.'i 87',.
Brighton Hides, 7 ysr r tb; Brighton Tallow 01,
<
G» "; if tl
ountry Hides, light ones, ‘I1, <s7c tr tb;
tiea' \, 7«j7 v if th .Country Tallow', 4-g.V tf n>; < alf
mut

.Marion Staples said farming paid him
the best of any thing for the labor d me.
Henry MeCosiin said farming paid

when the business of farming
tended to.

was

at-

Nathaniel Ridley did not think farmlie thought fanners had
ing paid.
to

get

way

■■

skin*, 11 sj*><#e \f tb; •sheep and Lamb .‘skins, 7.V«
-r> each.
rie- trade for Western Cattle opened slow this
week with a light supply in market for sale. The I
•piaiil) of the "tiering* was not so good, and the
price* ilitl not vary Imt slightly from those obtained
l.i*i »yeek.
The demand for export Cattle has been
light, most of the Cattle being suitable for the
butcher’s trade, prices ranging in most instances
from f»a7e per lb., live weight.
•Sheep and Lambs—Prices for Western Sheep at
present range from Gtj7 V and Lambs from TBflHc
per lb. live weight, landed at the yards. There
were a few hundred head of sheep brought in
which were intended for the export trade, store
pigs are in light demand at $2g$7 per head.

Druggists' say its attractiveness sells it on
sight. The people say its medicinal virtues are
all that is claimed for it. and that it is the best
thing that has l>een offered yet. It is perfect—
Jadwiu’s Tar Syrup. Sold by Win. O. Poor &
Son, Belfast.
“Was nor George Washington Johnson
afraid to die?” asked a gentleman of one of the
friends of a colored man. “Oh, no,” was the
reply; “he took more’ll ten dollars worth of
patent medsons duriu’ his las’ sickness.”
“Don’t you believe there are people who enjoy grand operas?” “Oh. yes.” “They are
highly cultivated, are they* not?’’ “No, not
necessarily.” “What kind of people are they?”
"Deaf people, young man.”
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soon as that begins to fail,
■apply lie' iU li.deucy with some of the
"the] ii-ti ioops named, using enough to
tin n iw of milk.
Tliis course
my he continued tili clover, peas and
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lo'ldei eorn, can lie given for
-|'• ling, t" lalto the
place of the dry feed,
ni pa:
l’.y uppoittiiig the herd partly
on gi.ns, partly on
dry feed, and partly
hy green so.img. ;iif milk they will give
alio.o what they would
produce on grass
alone, will pity tor all the extra feed and
label. ami something in sides as a protit,
and the huge amount of rich
droppings
iiba-ii will be scattered over the
jmstoros
will onn tell upon their fertility. It
woui'i pay to start tip the
pastures by
sowing oi or them equal quantities of
■ne
Hour and land plaster,
mixed,
rather than to leave them as they are,
but it will he much hotter to enrich
by
<1 '.fa fee- I, as that
pais its own cost.
iop dress the meadows in the fall
with barn yard manure, if you have am,
"'id it not, u.i early in the
spring, with
!i" finest manure you can get.
leaving
•hi court oi quality for
plowing under,
i he ticii manure you will get from feeding '■ o with lieli food will give your
leadoivs .; start at once, and
repeated
applications will soon give you heavy
cals.
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sjmiident of the Triliunc writes:

I notibc ill tin l'libune and other
papers
nis to tile elleet that main
sheep
are
o
mg this sprma from a. disease
known as gruh in tlie heatl. The cause,
symptoms, and results of this malady are
eorrertlv ilescrihed in the articles I have
seen.
If taken in time the disease is
easily cured, but it tint there is no reme'ivB is caused liy a
peculiar kind of
i!>, winch deposits its eggs in the nostrils
ol (lie sin-op ::t liot wcittlier.
These eggs
develop Iowaids Spring into grubs, which
'■at into the bruin and
invariably produce
•lcuth. A sure remedy is this: After
the !xit weather is over and tlie
eggs
deposited, make a strong decoction of
Scotch snull .md assalii tida and then in■''atraa

ject with

a

sjringc about

a

tablespoonful

into each nostril.
The sheep will reel
and stagger like a drunken mail alter the
operation, hut there is no danger. I was
brought up mi a larm in New York, and
have seen this remedy
applied on thousands ot sheep, and always with success.
1 he snull induces the most v iolent sneezmg. which dislodges and * jects the eggs.
N 1 sheep properly treated in the manner
described will ever die of this disease,
lint w hen the grub is once hatched and
developed there is no remedy.

of their money in some other
Few farmers after investing their

most

money ill

a

farm

ever

get it back

again.
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Every good tiling lias it- host of imitator-: every

MK.

Calla.

The Scientific Vmc.rican gives the following directions tor growing the calla :
The best method we have tried is to
procure

an

earthen jar

--suitably

decor-

ated on the outside, if

desired, by painting or pasting on of frieze or Mower pictures. or by a paper oorn work covering.
In this place rich mould some live or six
inches deep, and in this set the calla
plant. Now put on the top of tins mould
a layer of clean, coarse sand, about two
inches deep, and on the top of this some
small pebbles. Then iill the jar with
water, and replace as evaporated, so as
always to have the water several inches
deep above the pebbles. Place ill a
warm and sunny window, and the plants
will throw up large luxuriant leaves, to
he followed by the magnificent bloom.
" hat is still better, the Mower stalks will
be sent up in succession, so as to atforil a
nearly continuous series of Mowers. A
few minnows introduced into the water
will usually thrive without further care,
and afford a pleasing study.

Vick’s

Floral Gi

iijk.

Here

it

is

again, brighter and better than ever;
the cover alone, with its delicate tinted
background and its dish of gracefully arranged Mowers, would entitle it to a permanent place in every home.
The book
contains three beautiful colored plates, is
full of illustrations, printed on the best
of paper, and is tilled with just such information as is required by the gardener,
the farmer, those growing plants, and
The
every one needing seeds or plants.
price, only ten cents, can be deducted
from the first order sent for goods. All
parties any way interested in this subject
should send at once to James Vick,
Rochester, N. Y., for the Floral Guide.
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oxi kdkkit X Hoads.
)
(AVieh i> in tin* State uv Kentucky.)
And proved that the mornings grew less fair;
]ss|.
5,
April
J
That a taint of poison lurked ill the bloom,
The wiminen uv the Corners are given us
And hung on the breath of the summer air:
iHiJch
more (nibble than the men.
We kin
That life is not as good as it seems;
gil on with Higier ami Bollock, for we kin tite
That faith and virtue rarer grow;
them, but when the wiv
dawters and sisters
That the worm is hiding with greedy mouth
uv the Comers
git to invadin the sakred preAt the hearth of all tHat we love or know.
* im ks ii
worries us. Only last nite ther wuz
And a shade fell over the summer fields.
almost a tragedy.
They cum in and led out the
Ami the sun in its brightness seemed to wane.
bet-kin Issaker, the (iavitt and Kernel MclVlHer heart's song faltered—alas! for her.
D r b; the
took em home and locked em in
ear,
His doubt crept into the perfect strain,
their cold houses and
returned and sot up
iKate I- Ill-own. in Harper’s Magazine for in Bascom’s har-room they
till 12 o'clock at nite.
It
May.
wuz terrible.
I hev studied woman with great care: and I
am free to admit that she hex her
Wanted—A Peacemaker.
yooses in this
""rid; but she is not a man and never kin be.
11Y M. <(UAI>.
All the attempts to convert her into sieli will
It lias always been a wonder to me allux result in ignominyus failyoors. Woman
i- ornamental; and, in certain
capacities, yoosethat there was not a professional class tnl.
Iu her proper speer.—liiovin in her
regbetween the lawy er and t lie clergyman
ir'' "Kbit,
nothin kin be better. The wife uv
a class to lie called : “Peacemakers : all
I-saker Caviu is to Buscom a pleasin pieter
"hen she is the foreground uv a wash-tub,
Kinds of tpium-is Made i p at the shortpertikelerly ez lie knows that all the money she
test Notice and at Reasonable Kates." earns
at that pursoot lie w ill
inevitably spend
II you oil to ;l clergyman with a quarrel at bis bar. There
she is in h<r nateral speer.
Ip- talks and advises, but leaves you as and i' good. But when that same bein flics
mad as you were before. If you go to a out uv her orbit, and Hies into hi/.zen. she is
I like a comet, wieli sloshes abour among worlds
lawyer lie bears you out and replies:
and smashes things.
When she rushes fran“Sue him. sir: you've got all the tically in to hi* l»ar. with h r four
hungry brats
points to beat him. and it won’t co.-t you dose behind her. and forbids him to sell likker
Io
!"•
aki
r.
/. she wants what she hez earned,
over >|o to make him wish he'd nc-er
;*t
J- ast. to bin pervisheiis and shoes for the
been born 1"
children, s’n.- don’t pit a><* m- it all: sin* is in'I a lie in my neighborhood, for instance. ! terferin with l>sak« r’prerogative ez a man;
The man who lives in the cream colored and. while I don't deliie in brootality. I can’t
brick bouse got a new piano the other deny that she richly deserves the black eye
" i' h she allux Liit> on sieli occasions.
week.
The widow who lives in the cot
1 wuz never so eonvitisi uv the
danger uv
with
a
cow
stone
in
the
luge
yard wasn’t women gelt ill out uv ther speer ez I wuz one
a
bit envious over the act.
nite
She didn’t
when she wuz 11*\ in to »"t Isaaker home,
and lm struck her. “Bevins! ef
can' if in- had a new piano in every
only rood
d> Mithin." set I this brazen wretch, eliokin
room in the house, and a three-ply. war
with
and pashun, ’’its tjuiek eiiuft’weM
teeiy
ranted last color organ dow n in the base■>lmt up sich holes ez yoorn !”
This to Bascom I
ment. but she couldn't resist saying to
i lie remark wuz frill u\ meanin to me.
Issaker. and the others who spend the most uv
one of her ft iends :
■h' ir time
all their momv with Baseom.
••Well, ji is curious to me how s mie agreed willsand
nn that nothin cood lie so
dangerfolks will starve their stomachs and "IIs- to our liberties ez women.
They In vn't
pinch their souls fir the s ike of buying the reasonin faculties uv men. and hevn’t the
stiddiniss n.-eessar} to the proper exercise uv
an old horse liddle to torture their neighthegoverniu funeti'on. Uaseum’s customers hev
bors with !"
often eullimeneed the diseiishll uv this
ipiestion.
She didn’t mean anything wrong, I ami wood, doubtliss. he\ struck out
suthin
assure you: but the family in the cream
s'artlin. cl'ilc-v omd Iha kept sober long enutf
to
hev
colored brick heard ol her remark, and
developed their ideas; but this 1 know
that
every mail w ho frekents his |,:,r is opposed
they replied to it :
to wimmiti. eepfin at home in tlicjr
place.
And it is curious to us how a widow
1 le v reasons for not lovin women too much.
(Mil lake her husband's In,
I wuz wunst tin* head t;\ a familv; that is. I
insurance
and squander it in velvet carpets, when wuz where 1 wuz entitled Idle s„ii\ iaw. Ill
she never had a rag on her
Hum my yoothtui days, i married. My spoils-* wuz
(

<

parlor

during his iiletiine."
They didn't mean anything, of fonts.
but

the owm r. ii* her own rile, uv
farm in Noo.b-rsoy: and S bed

:

that then

seemed to be coldness Ik",wiell the two families,
('an fialter

nis
wore
killed, cal.- poisoned, dogs
clubbed and windows broken, and only
yesterday both were down to see the
lawyers about slander suits and dam ;ges.
How easy it would have been lor a
peacemaker to have explained that the
piano was a present from a rich uncle to
his cousin, and to have excused the
widow's remarks by saying that insanity
was hereditary in her famiiy, and that
one of lie]1 spells was just coming mil
>::e would Rave been invited to
go over
and pound on the instrument, and she
would have pressed the family to run
over and play circus oil her new
carpet,
mid peaches and cream would Inne ceiiH'iiM'i! aiii-i'sil ai ii
iciiiismi>.
I’he family living next to the eoniei
ami the family in the house with a hoi schlock man had been friends lbr years.

win- ol the stone in.,•scout with a
fur-lined
circular.
.She bought it without consulting tilt other woman. Indeed, she did
not let on that she had it in the house
for a week alter it eame home. Some
one told the wife of the man next to the
corner that the ston
horse-block woman
A

yi-ai

hlock

had

ago the
man came

fur-lined circular.
“1 don't believe it."
“lint I've seen it !"
‘■It isn't silk."
tii. yes, it is.”
“Then the fur is cheap
"i Mi, no ; the fur is
splendid."
“it must be her daughter's."
“It can't lie; in fact, she said it
her own."

was

buy such things."
fdic didn’t mean anything, but her
remarks were carried to the other, who
replied :
"Well,

I want her to understand that
I don’t sit up nights to watch
my neighbors, and I never stole a hymn book out
of a church pew."
•''he didn't mean the least thing- 1 as-

sure you upon my solemn word she didn't
—but the bit was in the lire. I p went a
fence twelve feet high between the
houses. Complaints were made to the
police of smoking chimneys, how ling dugs,
bad smells and a dozen other
thing. They
are mad yet.
They hope each ol her
children will have diphtheria, scarlet lever. measles,
chicken-pox, and various
other goad things, and they no longer attend the smile church, nor buy tickets
HIV

imwii

.'(HIM

■'( Ilimi

lAVWJM'Ul.

nicely
peaeeiuaker could have
patched things up. lie would have been
told that the circular was bought with
the s.yo received from a grandfather's
will, and that the w ile of the man next to
the corner had the jumping toothache
the day she spit out her criticism.
lie
a

would have had them shaking hands and
kissing and wiping their eyes inside of
live minutes, and the stone hors.--block
wife would have saitl to the next to the
corner woman :
“1 got it a little large through the

shoulders so that you could wear it when
you went to visit your sister in I(avion!"
And I am mad at the man on the
northwest corner of the block, and he is
mad at me. and it’s ail on account of

nothing

at all.

We

bought

a

a

life

*!'•

It

wuz

productive
pictured in mv

felicity sich

a

e/ the poets dreem
and I sed to myself.
I. "e/'r .1 .me sbe| pick them
peaches: Looizer
•lane slid market them.
!./ for me. 1 shad
me
on
back
under
tie*
tre- s. and >mokhi}
my
li: m\ pipe. ir\ to foi-giv<- Kve for
bringing labor into the worid.
I thought 1 wood compel
Looix- r dane to make ivparaslien to me for
the evil her mother inflicted on me and all
id
a

front farm:

men.

mis.-aleiilated l.ooi/er dam*. When 1
gave my direekshens the tir>t time, ez to w hat
she shorn] do. she refoozed.
I remonstrated
with her: w lien that info.-rial id and miokeler
knocked
in-*
down
a
with
chair, and
fymale
!iisi.• d me out u\ the house by main
strength.
I
lien
returned, she poured hot water on me
1" i,-ii akkounts for
haldnis).
an-1 told me ef
my
1 '•"»!«■ *» ar her lor three
yerrs she’d kili me.
At :ii end uv that period sli<* got a divorce, on
tb xi -und uv desd'sheii! sene.-vcii'li time 1 hev
w andei t;
up and down tie* arth with noboddy
'"y'.an for m--. Th;* court -ii-ln*! evi n grant me
I le-d

iiav Inni runnin tin- farm ever since.
"UK proper marriage
arrangements I hc\
*-\
r si .-ii j-. aiiimiir Tin >.»■» i
Tinrior
l>ein
n\ th it tritie. when he want* a wife,
p;
simply knocks down with a Huh lie- maiden
onto wliom lie he/ ti\ -d liis |o\ i1'liis is in
token uv liis sooj>eriorily. Id she siir\ ives, she
ri'.*'. and imnn -jitly goes out and
picks up dry
wo "|. dresses tinname in his lodge. cooks hi*
dinin-r. u ieli the gu*hin child uv naeher eats,
and imni-jitly -roes to the nearest settlement,
i

•'«*

njuiis.

and gits

drunk

ez

"ntinyood

•

/.

a

lord: wii-h practice is

day tii! death doth them pari.
in name. tan> th«- 'kills uv the hufcultivates the corn. and. in short,

ev-rv

dr« 'M-s I
h'‘ kills,
dot
:|"- work uv life: wieli give* her master
tin- t!i!i" necessary to hi' mental and moral impro\ ••nnnt.
•' with all our lmast id ei vilizashen. we kin

\h

Then she never came honestly b\ it,
1 know it.
My husband earns as
much as hers, and I know we can’t

How

mind

i'''‘'

a

and

i-’i

mantel and

grate just alike, and costing the same
price. W e had tiling of the same pattern
laid down by the sum man. For five
years we wete like brothers.
If I had a
sick horse 1 consulted with him.
It his
dog seemed a little olf he consulted me.
We went over to his house to
play old
sledge, and his family came over to my
house to play croquet. Fd have turned
out of bed at midnight of the darkest
night you ever saw, ami walked twenty
miles through mud thirty feet
deep to
bring a doctor in case of sickness, and
I m certain he'd have done as much for
me.

arti« h its counterfeit*.
In an unfortunate hour my brother-inHint manners and
wicked li.aiiit- liavu theirs also; hut lie who shams
law from
me a visit.
the had never hoards of it, while they who
ape the :
He said the mantel was very handsome
virtues of the good or simulate the genuine never i
lie-itate to place the counterfeit before the pnhlie
and the grate a
and addm their most allurin'utes.
When these people j
ed :
imitate they always choose a pronounced type or
Popular subject to copy from; and when thev claim
“But you want a brass fender."
g'""! as “>'*-and-So,” or to sell an ‘article
“No !
| uni Jo “""-and So,” tin* put die may depend upon
:t that Mr. “>•»•and-So,” and hi-article are
it will he an imalways
you do.
the best <,f the kind.
Thus the sham is alwa'vs
mense
proving the genuine merit of the thing it copies.
A
A
lirm o| enierpri.-ing gentlemen
or two after he returned home
produce and
article of hou.-ehoM use, *u»*h as the
lie sent me a brass fender from
pcpularize.au
K". ii Baking Powder, whose convene
nee, useful
He uot
1"
sent it as a present, but
;‘h'*
merit make for itself an immense
and universal sab*.
\ hundred imitators arise on
the express
hand, and as they hold out. their sham !
Some one told the man on the southart tele- t«. the public,
yelp in chorus, “Huy this; it’s I
.iu-ta-aood as Itoyal, and much cheaper!” The
west corner that I had a brass lender.
K”\ ii Raking Powder is the standard tin* world
“It can’t he f”
over, and its imitators in their cry that t’lieirs is
-uu,l *'>■•' Royal” are all tin* time
“Hut he has.”
this I tet. In their laborious
attempts to show by
“I'll never believe it!’’
analysis and otherwise that the “Snowball” brand
“But I've seen it.”
has as much raising power “as the
or that
Royal;”
I he “Resurrection”
'•Then he is a scoundrel of the
powder is as wholesome “as
Royal;” or that tin* “Eartlupiuke” brand is “as
die! Some folks would
their
pure a- the Royal,” a.*- well as by their contortive
twi-tings o| ehemieal eertili<*ates and labored souls for the sake of
olf a little!”
ell.u
to obtain recognition from the (iovermnent
W hen this remark was
to me
chemists and prominent scientists who have cerI turned
luicd the superiority of
clear back to the collar
Royal over all others, they
all admit the “Royal” to be tin* acme of
1 called the southwest corner
perfection, button.
which it. is their highest ambition to imitate. Rut
man a liar and a horsethief.
I said that
the diilcrcnce between the real and these imitations, which copy only its general appearance, is
his
was
for
a- wide as that between the
and
tin*
true
<liapaste
and that his oldest brother was in state
m -ml.
The shams all pay homage to the “Royal!”

y it learn siitliin from tin- noble red man!
Kf
sicli customs prevailed among us. 1 wood le v
me t« wife to wuust. hut ml hr than he oerei-d
* /• the marri- <i men uv the
Corn-r* a-,
I will
i‘main single fon-ver. Id I nmd tind a woman
wiiiiu t«» work tor me it wood aiiser. hut wat !
kin horri r barely stipplh
my appetite, and 1
don't keer to fur; In r Inirdi n
myeapassity. The
woman win h wants me must he wiiiiu to keer
forme.
Them's my oulv terms. No man with
:i eon'ooiiiin
appetite ht-z any bizni* w ith a wife.
She don't iveoirni/'- tienecessity uv siipplyin
il. and murmurs at e..ld rooms, and bad elo/e,
wieli is annoy in.
-\" man km support Ikiscom and a familv at
th 'aiiie t inn1, lb 1 mist give Up one or t lie dth• fKf he he/ a appetite for l.aseotll till* wife
bills! support hers,.If and tie- children, and .-f
s!e is a lovin wile she will
help her husband
out w ith base..in.
>i- ii a wife I cood cling to.
!»ut no other.
Id t noumi \. N \sr,v.
I l oh-do blade.

(Philosopher.)

A

’1 here is

Sea

Captain’s

Home.

little nook down on the coast below Sint a barhara. California, into which a
reporter found liis way a few days ago. It i>
th" w reck of a ves'ej. pi rHicd
high among the
sandt.hl> upon the Palos Verdes rancho
upon
Hie shores Ot Sail Pedro
bay. It is the home
ot a vivacious, eccentric
individual, an old
'•‘It it <im d < aptain d. 1
Janes, who boasts of
haxitig met and \ au<ini'hed. single-handed, the
a

i\i-s of t he mn-t I.ovvio-fol
lie P;ieilie coast.
It i- a liaml-omc. sijua!•♦ house, with

rem esi-ntut

...i.......i

on 1

a

piazza

extending all around it and a Hag-stall’ surmounting the whole. At a di-taner ii presents
lie appoaram
of a tasty hotel, and over the
top can !)•• -ceil painted on the st-rn of some
\vi. i-k--d ship the words “Ocean Villa.”
U is
only wlien one ente r- the neat little enclosure
about the hou-e that it- true character i- ob-crI he hou-e and it- whole -urroundings
aiv made up of portions of wreck*.
Tic-gard* u I'net•. he plant.-, the ornaments all around
l*t ar the siens ol the -ea. The h;*u<e i- a combination of bulwarks, bulkheads, lockers ami
<-abin-.
1 lie principal room i- the cabin of
-‘mu lii'.-t-eia-ship: the loom above it i- cabin
o!
a bark.
I he
kitchen is the gallev of a
wrecked im reiiantman. and each ami all of the
mi'll) apartim-nts are either cabins, wherlliou-e- or e<tt»king gallev- transferred from
some dismantled craft wrecked
upon the hay.
It is. in
ift, a
house made up of wrecks
^atliered together l>\ ( apt. Jane.-, a-a waterman on tin- south eoa.-t
during indav*. Tlie
principal ;>ortion- of the house are’from a
Wi ek (d the Adelaide
<'ooper, which was ea-t
a-hoiv during a southeaster about three years
ago.
The interior walls are covered with marine curiosities gathered bv sailor- in all
portion- of the world. The collection of handiwork mad-- by -ailori- perhaps the best on this
eoa.-i.
| he models of
>hip and quaint carvings
are splendid,
i'he mo-t remarkable curiosity
<>l all i- a large star formed out ot
legal doeunietit- from the courts and sheriH"s oHiec. and
nailed upon the w.ill. “Those papers,” said
< aptain Janes,
in explanation “are my law
•'tiiis. ] Keep t hem on exhibition like an Indian
dees hi- scalps.
Those are suits I have had
brought against me by the Smtheru Bacilic
ami by (iem ral Bhiiica- Banning to drive me
:,way troin this spot. | have delicti them all
and have whipped 'em.** : Kxchangc.
1 i“‘ Adt.daide
Cooper was built in Bittslon
^
••

genuine

perfect beautv,

*•*

“Certainly
improvement."
day

Chicago.
paid

only

charges.

j
emphasizing!

red,

grandfather

deepest
mortgage
showing
brought

hung

murder,

I advised him to sell out and go
to the Cannibal Islands, and I offered to
buy his house and turn it into a soap

prison.

Ex< t sabi.p.
A gentleman in Richmond,
irginiu, had a servant named Joe. One morning he lay in bed till nine o'clock, but no Joe
and no tire. The impossibility of shaving with
water thirty degrees below
freezing-point
brought, imprecations on the tardy domestic's
head, when the door opened, and Aunt Polly
leisurely began to light the tin*.
“Where in thunder” (the historian Is nothing if he is not. accurate) “is that son of yours?
I've been waiting for him two blessed hours.”
“Now, Marse Trav, you must ’cuse Joe,”
said his mother in her most conciliating tones—
“you really must 'cuse Joe
mornin’—Joe
dead.” [Editor’s Drawer, in Harper’s Maga
\

zineforMay.

I II- Ricker, of Ricker’s Iron Works, Lock
Haven. Pa., writes March 2Jd: “I bought one
bottle of your Tar Syrup and found it an exexcellent article for colds and bronchitis.”
The best hand to hold in the game of life is
that of your best girl.

IELESTRATED BV DEMOCRATS IN' CONCHESS. THE JEST AND SWEEPING! CKNSERKS
<u
THE PRESS.

AS

CORNKKS.

Butting

Chicago paid

The

rie-.

"What i-

is the

he look*

startled hv remarkable dl.*Ii if fact that I>r. King’s New Discovery
tori ou-mmption and ai! Tnrual and I.ung di-ea-e.-,
i- daily
uring patients that they have given up to
l-*tartling them to realize their sense of duty,
and examine into the merits of mi* wonderful disry r---nding in humlreds ot our be*t l'hvsia-i,*ii.g it in their praetiee.
t rial Bottles tree
ai R. II Moody’* |>rug store. Regular Size $l.oo.
•-

Farming

put forth.

foundation and mainstay of the business
and commerce of the wm id.

pretty r>mgh, didn't lie?” remarked a
'.-tande* to I lie man who had just
il iieking. ‘‘Well, no,” replied Bit
thought Ii-- oou-iied me
if very

fodder crops for suimnei
ioi'il mg.
1 'llt oi:
n-w more eoivs than the
pastiii"s wT support foi the whole season
or as
•*>'
jot cent, moi,many as
v.;l! '•oiisiiu
the grass while growing
vigorously in tin-spring and early sum-

chant.

I.ymun Partridge tlmught a iarni a
good place to spend money, but a poor
place to get money.
Freeman Partridge thought tanning
paid better, in proportion to the eifort
put forth, ir the shore towns. The markets are better.
Farming is a regular

let I'

v

i»eifa-1 time,
}•• a. in., and

laic1

.!•
••

Hr.I.i V- I
‘'

LKi.Iu.V
111.-oil’s nfliee, IlavM Oid.tV
of e.n.'ll
\M1 Itlc.VN

J • ;. R" V VI. AitC.lM M.
Ma.-ome Temple, on the
.n.iugs of eaefi moiitli.

Mil

"I

N'n

atten

t

brain wotk every year as well as an interest at the business.
Farmer:- m i.-t

Cnj't. Hilbert Hart’s.
\ !i

1,t a

would pay the farmer, 'i’he funnel
he skilled in his calling, it requires

me.-t-

>.

ii.c

:In

.• .n;

day. working

...

i

1
-I

by

sti

sines., as st

:i

prospi'i ng

a

■

<

s

every fair day ami looked closely alter
( his business farming would
pay here as
well as in other places. Fanm-i' must
raise more to make it pay.
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Annuals.

gained by sowing seeds of They walked in the clover-haunted fields—
A weary worldling and da nty child:
[For this department brief suggestions, facts tender annuals in open ground before it
and experiences are solicited from housekeepHe sated and worn with the love of self.
is thoroughly warmed.
Some large seeds
She fresh as the dew on the upland wild.
ers. farmers and gardeners.
Address Agriwill rot, as every gardener knows is the He stole the blush from the sweet wild rose.
cultural editor. J-•lined ntli
Hr 1 fast Maine.]
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factory.

The usual results followed. He killed
my cat and 1 shot his dog. He complained of my alley, and 1 made him put down
a new sidewalk.
He called my horse an
old plug, and I lied about his cow and
prevented a sale. He got my church pew
away by paying a higher price, and 1 destroyed his credit at the grocery. He is
now manieuvering to have the
city compel
me to move my barn hack nine
feet, and
1 have tdl the arrangements made to
buy
the house next him and rent it to an undertaker as a coffin warehouse.
It will cure you—it. will convince you—it will
be your stay during this life. Only trv it. .ladwin’s Pine Tar Syrup.

A

Lobster

under

a

Spell.

Biddeford fisherman was expatiating on
the lub-ler. Said he. “A lobster is a huincrous
A

rtiss, ion,

and lie

can

appreciate

a

joke quicker'!!

thirds of tin* men. I rcekerlcct a ease that
proveil thi- to me once. I took some Boston
chaps out with me when I went to look after
my traps one day, and them fellers kept tollin'
funny stories all the way. When we was cornin’
back one of *nn told a story the other fellers
called a ehesmit.
There wasn't no pin! to it
and nobod) laughed, but. just as true as Bin
standin' here, every one of them lobsters in the
bottom of the boat turned over on their bucks
and acted sort of nervous like. They bad all
been quiet and peaceable afore, and* I know
they saw there wa'n’t no fun in the story. An’
I tell you. boys, lobsters can be learn'l a good
many things. I was brought up among’em and
1 know somethin’ of their natiir. Just look
■M this.”
'Tin* old man picked up a big live one from a
barrel that was awaiting transportation, and
fora few seconds held the squirming, wriggling monster in the palm of one of his hands.
'Then he Hopped it over, back upwards, and
rubbed its tail briskly with the other hand. The
tish slowly drew in its ugly looking claws and
subsided into perfect quiet, exhibiting no more
signs of life than if lie had been boiled. “There,”
said the old man, “that lobster’s under a spell,
as they call it, and he’ll stay just so as
long as I
want him to.” The old man stood the lobster
upon his head, and performed a variety of other feats, hut then* was nothing to indicate life
in the tish.
two

All of one mind—the milleniuin must be at
hand down in Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Ohio, all over Pennsylvania, and
throughout the Tinted States. The millions
are.proclaiming Jadvvin's Tar Syrup. The
great cure for colds, cough and consumption.
Sold by K. II. Moody, Belfast.
“Next stop BroadBrakcman (rapidly)
passengers will pleaseremainseated until
train coinestoafullstopatthestation. Suddenlvawakcned deacon (fervently)—“Amen.”
—

street

NUMBER

-&LDemocratic Statesmanship.

The extracts given below from newspapers
<>f various political affiliations are fairly illustrative of public sentiment regarding the policy
and performances of Democratic Congressmen.
Kirst we have the New York Herald’s scathing
rebuke of Senator Bayard’s charge against the
executive departments of the government.
Senator Bayard has been generally accepted by
the country as a gentleman, as somewhat conservative in his judgments, and not given to
loose assertions.
The language the Herald
criticises is therefore surprising, coining from
him; but it shows that Mr. Bayard has descended to the level of his party in the use of
false and unjustifiable accusations against those
who happen to be opposed to him in polities.
Mr. Ilewitt, of New York, appears in an even
worse light. His insinuation that the
Secretary
of the Navy had not put into the Treasury the
money received from the sale of old ships, and
that he might he keeping it for an electioneering fund, was absurd upon the face, impossible,
improbable, and was so readily refuted that
the correction went to the country simultaneously with this wanton attack upon the head
of the Navy Department. As the Washington

correspondent of the New York Herald says:
hat makes Mr. Jlewitt’s accusation in the
House more inexcusable is the fact that lu* is a
member of the Committee on Expenditures in
the Navy Department. H was in the line of
his duty and authority to make a careful inquiry before he ventured on so gross a charge,
and if he had done this he would never have
made his charge.’’ lie did not mend matters
much in his attempt at an explanation on the
following day, in which he shifted his ground,
and in conclusion said that he “had desired to
make no charge nor to cast any
imputation of
dishonesty on the Secretary of the Navy.’’ Mr.
Calkins of Indiana, replied to Hewitt in a vigorous speech in which he went over the whole
ground in controversy. The Boston .Journal’s

Washington correspondent furnishes a synopsis of his remarks which may properly he inserted here:
He asserted that the construction given to tinlaw by the Secretary of the Navy wa* correct,
and that he is not required t<> cover into the
Treasury beyond the reach of his warrant the
money received from the vessels until he has
paid all t he expenses of sale, and also of breaking up the vessels not sold. In his closing remark" Calkins was very severe with llewiil.
lie denounced him as
man who would spring
from an alley t" assassinate the character of a
public officer. He said that Hewitt’s >peeeh today was a men* subterfuge, an attempt to
evade and cover up the charges which he made
the other day, and which were substantially
that the Secretary of tin Navy had not deposited. or placed in the Treasury the moneys received. and that the\ wen* somewhere possibly
drawing interest which did not inure to the
benelit of the I'nited Sta»es. These charges,
Calkins claimed, had not oi.lv been refut< d. but
"Imv, n to be lacking in common
decency and
common honesty.
Caikius was heartilv applauded when lie sat down.
I In* course of Mr. Kandail, chairman of the
Committee on Appropriations, with regard to
I Id*

naval appropriation bill, is universally condemned. Says the New York Herald’s Washmgion correspondent: “lie had persuaded the
II'*!ise by what was no better than a gross
misstatement ef aeeounts—to refuse the neees-

appropriation for

guns for the new eruisIt is not too mueh to say that lie came to
t!ie House with the authority of its chairman

v;iry
er**.

ot

Appropriations, and by a misstatement,
which, if made in ignorance, shows him to he
unlit for his place and unworthy of the eontideiiee which tin House ought to be able to
put
in its Chairman of Appropriations, led it to retime the money for the
required guns.** He
has pursued a like course witii regard to the
consular and diplomatic bill; but claims, and
no doubt
truly, that he is simply the exponent
<d his party.
No better evidence is needed >f
the unfitness of the Democratic party to ho d
the reins of government in this country than
may be tound in the following paragraphs:
w

ILL

SKNA IOI:

liAYARI*

sri.OIl V.

his letter to the Iroquois Club Senator
Bay aril made this sweeping assertion
In

The evils of maladministration are
everywhere
apparent; they are rnnfcs>r-d in many and proven
exist in nearly e\erv department of the executive branch.

The executive bratieli of the national government
comprises, besides the President’s
otliee. t he following departments : State. Treasury. War, Navy, Post otliee. Interior ami .Justice.
Senator Bayard declares that evils of
maladministration are confessed in many and
proven to exist in nearly every one of these departments. W in*re are ilie confessions to which
the Delaware Senator refers to be found?
Bv
whom and to whom wore they made? Ami
where is the proof which lie alleges to exi-d of
abuses in nearly every department? Will Senator Bayard give the
public specifications .Mild' wholesale charges?
There will be a
widespread curiosity to learn
ot t liese, because there m a general
impression
that the various executive
departments of the
government are now pretty honestly and
•
llieicntly administered. 'File onlv matter that
•'■lauir
say am undertakes to sp.cirv i* tin'iar route frauds.
Hut these have been exposed and thoroughly reformed by the party under
whose administration they were
pra< tisVd.
\\ e were not surprised to find in M r. Tildcu’s
l' tter t-i the Iroquois Club the
assumption that
everything in all the departments at Washington is had and growing worse, for this is the
old gentleman's pet hobby and hi* chief political stock in trade.
The public has also become
somewhat familiar with the plaintive
appeals of our zealous contemporary ttie Sun
to ••turn the rascals out."
Hut Senator Havard
has been looked upon as a I bought ful. conservative
democratic statesman, not given to
exaggeration or political claptrap, lienee we
were not prepared to tind him
indulging in the
extravagance of expression so common with
less moderate and conscientious men.
[New
York Herald.
DEMOCRATS

AND THE

N A V V

The action of the House on the Navy hill on
deserves the serious consideration of
citizen who possesses a single spark of
patriotism or pride of country. **■ This action
by the Democratic majority in the House proves
to the country :
1. That the country will have
to look t<» the Republican
party alone for the
national defence. *2. That the business men of
tin* country will have to look to the Rcptibiicau
party alone for the protection of our commercial
interests and the extension of our tra.ie with
otic r nations. .‘{.That tin-workingmen of the
country will have to look to the Republican
partv alone for a policy which will give employment and wages p> thousands and tend to
liven up our groat industries by putting active
life into the mines, the rolling mills, the machine shops, the foundries and the ship yards.
Tim attitude of the Democratic
parly on this
question ought to make the cheek of ova ry patriotic Democrat tingle with shame.
(Detroit
Rost ami Tribune.
!

htirsday

every

~

THE

MYSTERY

OK

IT.

Mr. Abram S Hewitt is about the last DemRepresentatives of whom
that he should so unreservedly and recklessly assail the integrity of a
ollieial.
as
did
Mr.
Hewitt the honesty of
high
Secretary ('handler, on I htirsday. in the House.
The matter is to he regretted f«»i* this reason, if
for no other; Mr. Hewitt, utterly without regard to his political opinions, has been held up
to he a gentleman, a man of great business ability, and one whose integrity was unquestioned.
1 here is no reason to suspect the quality of the
“cold tea." and Mr. Hewitt is a man of tolerable equable temper; doubtless the stress of the
Democratic situation must be held responsible,
and is an, if not a satisfactory, excuse.
[Providence Journal.
oerat in the House of
it would he suspeeted

A

DEMOCRATIC PARADOX.

The attitude ot the Democratic majority in
the House on the Navy question i* indefensible
in every particular. Since the organization of
the party the navy has been to them a pet hobby. During tiie last ten years hey have made
the atmosphere resonant vv iih their clamors and
complaints against, the Republicans for their
neglect of this arm of the nation’s defence.
Their papers have been tilled with these complaints, and they have echoed from every stump
in the land. They have found a place year after year in their platforms. After these years
of complaints the Democratic majority sets itself up not only against the building of new
vessels, hut against arming those already ordered. [ Indianapolis Times.
THE

CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC RILL.

Mi*. Randall is really getting too ridiculous.
He carried his hatred* of the navy so far as to
attempt to leave the ships now building without guns.
In the Consular and Diplomatic bill
which he reported Saturday afternoon he
shows a like hatred of that branch of the service, but in a similarly absurd and unreasoning
way. A close study of this remarkable bill
would be required to point out all its crudities.
We have had time only to note a few of the
most glaring. * * * We have not space to-day
to show further the combined ignorance anil
stupidity which characterize this last extraordinary production of Mr. Randall. But we
hope there are Democrats in the House intelligent enough to see that their party cannot afford to adopt such curious rubbish. [N. Y.
Herald.

HEWITT’S ROOMERANG.
But when Mr. Hewitt's charge was examined
he was placed in a most pitiable and painful
A great mistake prevails when it is asserted attitude. * * * The
spectacle which Mr.
that consumption cannot be cured. .Jad win’s Hewitt
presented, writhing and stammering
Bine Tar Syrup is a certain cure for It. It new when his
deception was exposed, was a defails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast.
plorable plight for a Democratic statesman. He
had evidently hoped that his false accusation
Josh Billings says: “Next to a clear con- might have at least a few hours’ start in travelI
science for solid comfort eiitns «ni old shu.”
I ling over the country; but its refutation was
MR.

mail.'so

promptly that the charge anil its disgo together, anil the onlv man whose
character is injured thereby is Mr. Abram S.
Hewitt, of New A ork.
[Boston -Journal.

Literature.

proof

clergyman in l’ortlami. who seeing how many
hoys are entering stores ami counting-rooms instead of I* anting t rad* s «>r remaining on farms,
rook th*1 pains to write to nearly a hundred
business n:* ti of that city for tin* purpose ol
ascertaining their iv*p< * live opinions t- itching
the qualitications n -rosary in a young man t«*

\\ lien Democrats rememlier that it
was umler
Democratic rule and by Democratic care for
tlie navy that the most brillianl
part of our
early history was math* they will hesitate to
support Mr. Randall in his cheese ]iaiin'-attitude Oil the ipieslion of
rebuilding the navy.
*
*
It we are to have
any imvv at all worth
speaking of the Democrats must amend Mr.
Randall s bill. Il requires them to refuse the
money absolutely needed to pav for effective
guns for tli" three cruisers soon to tie cuinplcted. and will, if passed, leave those
sliips for at
least a year unarmed, and therefore useless.
[Charleston News and Courier.

command success. To all of the**- two question* w tv put, a* follow*:
W hat has experience taught you to be
1.
th** most essential conditions of true business

HEGAKBI.KSS HE STATESMANSHIP.

young
The

matter

as

Herald.

IM: X1* It I :s SIB L V

lish*

Boston.

r>,

[Roston

taining to hygienic science, and Miss Alien is
superintend* nr of tic- Boston Ladies ami
Children* Gymnasium. In this handbook th*tirst author slows why gymnastic training is
absolutely necessary in a multitude of a** to
the pr< ** rvation or regaining of health, wuiLtic- second explains tlu- practical lm-thods by
*•

A

Abram >. Ib'witt has an idea that cruisers wiiieh tic* d* *ir* d r* suits an- attain* <1. Half
without guns is what tin* American nav\ needs.
tic mothers in th* community an- absdute
It is a pity that common scum- doesn't draw a
I
head on Abram S. once in a while. [Trenton
heathens so tar a* knowledge of tin* law* of
Tillies.
health an- (*onccrm*d. and thou'ami
t children
arc «-\**ry \. ar otf**re*l up a* >aeriiie*\s to this
Man, Variously Considered.
ignorance, and to a desire I" ltavc tlicir girls
iin
aid look ••.*!> ii*h.” Fr*-m-!i boo:* comA l’A IIAI’JIU as'iu's \ ikw
Man that is married to woman is of main
and highpr«-**i**n of the w.d.*:. tea ami *-oif< *
days and full of trouble.
*< a*om-d food, an
widcii
among tin- ag'-ic i
ly
In the morning lie draws his salary. and in
an- st* ailily uml«‘rmining I'm- lu-aith of multithe evening
Reliokl. it is gone.
tude* of -ii L of from ten to lift*-*-n. ami w !i;•-!i
It is a tale that is told ;
itii r srid th in to their grave- or nill' •> iin n.
It i- vanished, and no one know- whilher it
with *lis« as*
and deformitie* w hi.-h mak*- iii*
h.
goet
a buitl- n.
He y'iseth up clot lied in the chill v garments
We wish th;* !i;tle hook
mid be
**

•*

«

>f the night
A i:«i seek* th

<

the soniliamhiilen; ;
Wherewith to soothe iiis in fan
lb* comet Ii :is a horse or < -x
And draw-all tin* chariot of Ids
He spend'-t h hi* shekels iu tlie
line linen
To e*»ver the hosoni of his

Kamil)

if:: *r

i<-

j

ring.
ur*

iia-e of

know.

:

Bl'Bl»KT

i;’s

B

r*.

-*toi;.

Arthur Gilman’.*

lh'opl.

Man. horn of woman, i* of |Vw da' and no
And indeed, i; would b
m-mei iii hi*

teeth.

A
and

for his teeth. he has eouv'ulsi-ms \v11« n h « u;*
them, ami as the Iasi on-• conn*. through. i<>!
tli..

* ha

is

“History of the Aim-r.c.ui
brought out in Lngland.

be

t"

have

W*

vn:w.

poeket sometimes if he ha.I less of cither.
tor his days, lie w:Mefh one-i hi r-1 of them ;
ililili.f lX

I>. Lollirop A < '*>., pui'nii-ii
.\* *ti:>.

Y* t himself is seen at the gates of the eit\
W it h oil** *U->jlender.
Y**a! lie is altogether wretched.

tli.

distributed through tic* lion- hod- of dm couni”n«- n-*tnt woul'l w ! pay forth*try fr*
xpeu*e in cdti.-al itig hotli par* ni and daughters in thti*<* v*-ry tiling* lic\ ouuh: m*»*t t«••

ity.

•.*!*

The Art Amateur concludes it.- fifth year
with au admirable May number.
Notable
features are the frontispiece, "Morning Prayer”
fn»m < >. Pearce's Salon picture: the profusely illustrated article on the National Academy
exhibition, and the first of an invaluable series
of articles on
I'll Modern Home." treating of
the vestibule and had. With the May number
The Art Amateur i> to he introduced in Kngland after the manner of Harper’s and the
Century, and we doubt not the British public
will give it the cordial welcome it deserves.
Montague Mark-, publisher. ’2d l nion Square,
'*

York.

New

The

son of Monte-Christo.
A sequel to "The
Wife of Montc-( hri-to,” and end of the continuation of Alexander Dumas’ celebrated novel of The ( omit of Monte.( hristo." is in press

and will he published immediately by T. B.
Peterson A Brothers, Philadelphia. Like its
renown il pred- »•**—ors, it swarms with thrilling and dramatic incidents and adventures. The
ea-t over tie* reader in
spell <.f fascination

opening chapter and remains unbroken to
It deals chiefly with the astoundMont* -chrisfo\- son.
ing career of K-p ram
th-

the end.

<

wiio-e heroic devotion to dane/••Id is one of
the most touching and romantic love stories
ever written.
Ha\ «h ’s < \ pcrieiiee in the slave
mart at

IX MH.ISH.

SKNSIBI.K 11 >I!

answers

Ili.Ai.rn am* Sihi:n<;iii i*u; Giki.s. By
Mary .1. Salford. M. Ib, ami Mary F. Allen.
Dr. Salford is om* of tin- fa* ulty of Boston
Fiiiv* r.*ity ami an authority on matters p*-r-

There has been no authentic charge or evidence of a wasteful or corrupt use of the
public
money in the Secretary's management of the
navy, and to say that’the I'uited States shall
not have a proper
navy because “Rill < handler”
is Secretary i< a saying so
ine\pres>ihi\ foolish
that no capable member of Congress would repeat it. [Harper's Weekly.
NOT A

to-day ?

men

Sabbath-breaking, and evil e unpanion*.” But
in answering the*** questions the writers alwa> < had something more to say, whi< li i> *-mhodied in this book. 1>. I. dlifop A Co., pub-

s.

obstructionists.

mere

of

day V

to these inquire, s in m arly
every in*tam-e was tic same. Miiiimnl up into tin* smallest compass, the answer to the tirst
question was always “Go-at-it-ivem-ss, >ti* kto-it-iven* ss. politeness and honesty.” ami to
the second. “Bad literature, cigar-, low tlicit n**.

rI he House acted wisely in voting ati
appropriation lor arming the new cruisers, a-minst
the opinion of Mr. Randall and his
Appropriation Committee.
It would he ridiculous io
build ships-of-war and provide for no
guns to
arm them.
Randall's committee appeared in
this

sent

•J.

pateh.

I

at tie-

prWhat especial dangers, fiotn a practical
business man’s point of view, threaten the

sucres*

-Mr. Raudatt goes about bis eeonomv
very
much as .Morrison does bis tariff revision—
horizontally and regardless of several time's,
statesmanship included.
Economy is one
tiling, parsimony another. As chairman of tile
“white button" committee. Mr. Randall voices
tile sentiment of his party on file
navy ipiestion.
1> that sentiment such as would, under
I)**nio
eratie rule, “restore the I'uited States to the
proud position she once occupied as a leadm"maritime power?” Hardlv. Marie MM.i Dif.
MKKK OBSTUrcriONls

Htsinkss Bovs. By Rev. F. K. Clarke.
author of this valuable little hook is a

(M u

'I'll**

SOMETHING MOKE TO HE HONE.

ei\ *’t| from I£«»\

r*

F

iciice Naid i'i. M

i’ojm'.ar

Tin*

li’-bi -o’ it*

own

a

>

•

i

■..

»«*>.;

My

(iov.-rnnn-nt »«tli• ial- and invited guests to go
to the Isle of siioal- and Cape Ann.
Among
th gitests from Portland wa- dim (‘hadwick, a

rniiivking f* How win. wa- always up to something to amuse or "-. 11” the .inpatiy. While
la) iug ill (ito leoier a number of the oiliret's of
the -teauiei and their eompam \ mil. d a -aloon
at that place.
In th- -aloon wa- a tine looking
eat. v' hi*di ( bail wick g<»! hi\e on a- ,-oon aie entered and In said to tinprera-tor tin
thing : "Why. \\ In p di I <>u
that cat
B D Be litn -; -j'.'cinin of a cat 1 have ever
'em.
Wher*\on get ii y"
tir-r

-aid that he got him in town and he
that th tv was any thing rein irka >lc diout him < \.
-pt that he was a --I
mmis* r, and that wa- what he
kept him for.
I lie

aware

"\\
th-

!•.y. -a dChadw ek"that eat under-tands
Spanish language. Let me talk to him in

"i

ni-ii

1

an*

"What
loon

can

-v

b

»

s

>

«■

--

•,

sa-

*f

in

awe

in.ii

i•

i;i)

anus,

llll'lT."

'i !

*-

idin do?” said tin*

make

\ou

hadwe-k. “a ft.-r talking I" him awhile you
>«•! a full bottie of le er **n ill*' Hoot*
ami l
make him t:ik• hold oi ii. ami
put it up on

Ii'

last end oi that man's jaw is worse than tie
heinu- full of porcelain and a r<» i-p ni"
An 1 !•> n r u itii Mi"
!'• a
i ’.m.-} h t do
huilt to hold hlaekherrv seeds.
i! ie 111 a n- at i:i i 1.k \vIri.■!» Sumia} 'o|...
Stonc-hniN.
line hi' palliwe;. [>■ :i, .nIe• i :
U a- i:.
w ill tin-1 i;■ *• r«•>: iimm! 1: Ipfin.
It ihi' father hox*•> le- < ais at hone, !e* hu h
ell if him in tile play-irrouiid. and the !t .ieie r
iloMom
pubii-hed i>\ 1 >. i.i>tiir->:> A <
iiini
in
th
sehool-room.
lie
whips
< »ll o of ill- !.d>’ ail i I;: "»t
!;
All \ Id. Ilia >
Nortliw e'tern at tin. when lie has ...Id 'I,
hti. and hi' neighbor unloadeth upon him Inm
in In* ti mi ••!' tdi* a; I. mk>. k td
Youui: I'-dkk
at
Mountain
•>:; :»-s. and it Mraiulilway oi'-aket:,
nmntd!\ pnbiwa! i*>n of rdoirr and
Library,
down lo | l-|. ! h riseih arh. and 'ii'n up
Ir ani,fill
ti linn to i.
i->urd in dami-ome
late, that In* may ii:i his haru and ''on-hoii"
ami lo! his children's iaw\ers .livide tie -p. e1 a*i i' <’ov» r- a: s;;.ini por yar or -J.'i .am;
p.m
aiuoiur iheni'elvi■' and say. “Ha. ha 1“
lh
«•<
> b\ 1 >. L1 :drop a
irrowle]11 an i i' '.nv didn-". d heeau'- it r.iinet 11: a in I lie heatet li Upon iii' h v a' t and r-i \«• 11 >.
l‘;i-■ May mind, r
f ;!i
Am mi an A<n*:
“My crop i' l*>'t !" heeai.se it rainelh not. Th
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Liberty cone.-pondent -ends us the following good >tor\ : In the \ear lst'.s. while attached to the IP* venue S', amer Mahoning,
stationed at Portland, by ord. r of the Secretary
of the l’reasu.ry, we took on hoard a party of
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and reali-tie. while tie •:• i-od• •in which the
< ount of Monto-chri>to
figure- arc exceedingly
graphic. T rat it should he read by all who
have read "The ( amt of Monte-Christo” and
will delight them i- certain.
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Story.

A >l»n which,”-ay* tl.e rbiladelphh l‘r<
“*i-Wurth the attention of the Li bran < "inmii'of (ougres-, come- liaiii Wa-hingt-m.
It
i-apropos of Brumidi’s historical allegory of
tie* *( ioildt<s of Liberty Di-pcr-ing 'id rants.'
which i> in the top of ( apitol done'. Tile -ton
that Brumidi wa- indiscriminate in Id- asgot
sociation with the opposite -ex. to whom he
promi-ed in return for favors received tint he
would preserve their face- wlie re I h.*\ e-add be
sen b\ the Nation.
!!•• kept Id- word, and a
th" face- of females in the
idiegory an- portrait-of hi- ‘mashes*: tie Godde--id’ Lib. rt \
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The

Fitss-John

Porter

Case.

-have tried to make a point now ami then
against Fit/.-.John Porter's ease, and even tie
little t have said lias brought me score- <•
letters from old Pennsylvania soldiers prai-iug
the course of The Press. 'There wa-on*' tram
which I particularly wanted to qw.'te. hut l
have nii-laid it. You editor-, -ittiug' in \our
luxurious sanctum-, iiave little idea of the feeling throughout the country against porter. Ii
I

can
are

scarcely

he

informed.

has six

comprehended b\ tlce-i win*
For example. Senator l.ogau

enormous

by hi- wife. b\
t Logan's) course

volumes ot letters tpiv-n.
the way), commending hiin

oppo-ing

lie r.-in-ta:

■-

i:i -p -aking ->! tIc-•'eM<a-.
l.ogan said he believed tle-y r«■ | re-ented every country of every -tale North of >| ,-on
The Democrats ha\e j
and Dixon's line.
rd
the bill and let them -it on the blister.
By tile wav. General Slocum, lmw the < ho- n
champion of Porter, once wrote a letter
win n he was a soldier and not a politician
of the bitterest eharaeter again-t Porter. General Grant forgot hi< record a- a soldi* r when
he heeame a politician and Slocum follow- tin
poor example. [Wa-liingtoii < orre-pomleie-e
liu nt of
General

Porte)'.

Philadelphia
A

Pn

ss.

Palatial

Bridal

Chamber.

A bride’s chamber of great elegance was rnit by a g' lil!imail of New York
for !iis daughter, who wa- the bride prospt elive. The entire -uile of furniture i- of line
white enamel, with an exquisite tracery of gold
running through i>. 'Tlie bedstead ami bureau
are squarely topped, with lilit s. exquisitely carved and veined with gold. The window drap-aw
and portieres are ot wiiite plush sUsp* ml*d
from curtain poles of white enamel and gilt,
ami edged with a heavy fringe of white, gold
and pale rase. A carpet of indescribable neutral, scattered with half-blown pink roses, cov'The chairs, couch and footstools
ers the floor.
are upholstered in w hite plush and pale rose
satin, with slight thn ading of gold. ( M i.aim ntof crystal and in rare pink gla— at lorn Hu- mantels. and compose the appurtenance- of the
toilet. The walls are frescoed in a design -imilar to that of the bedstead and bureau, on a
ground of the same delicate rose tint which
mingles with the other appointments of tlu-

eently titled

room.

The effect is simply charming.

About half wo know, we guess at, and tho
other half, somebody has guessed at for us.
An actress is like a little girl in one respect
when sin* gets mad she won't play. [ Telegram.
A

man

hide it.

of a great deal of eharaeter ean not
lie will betray it even when lie sneez-

es.

Since David Davis’s new baby arrived he
goes out and sits oil the fence oftener and longer than ever.
“Don’t put in no muskeeter nettin' forme,'’
said Aunt Hannah. “I don't want to breathe
no strained air.”

Prince G-was once asked : “Which are
the great powers of Europe?'' He replied:
“England, Germany, Russia, France and—
woman.”
You may hurrah for Blaine and Lincoln from
to election day and not get hoarse if you
will only use Jadwin’s Pine Tar Syrup.
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mi-eeilany. Ail i lit ere-fing number of tin- favorite boys and yir;>
niayazine. Janie- LA r-oii. publisher, 1’iiiiadeiphia.
W
have reeei
the* lir.-t imtnh *r of The
". into!, a new mood A
maya/ine. published by
C. \X. I’.rovv u A * o., W -i-iiiny'on, I>. (
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Put thei e w a- a figure
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.if t lit hopeful elltelmom ’•.
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mild term tons' in
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-ti-.n wit ii t !m career
f Tii.leibs m \t friend m Congre-s. of Mr.
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s
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attack upon "v eretarv
handler mention i- mad
u-ew Imre, and of
I■: \ i■
peiT. nuances the Wotv.-br Spy1
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I"'' Welcome
;d.- dip»r'- tabb
i’;i< May
an exact liken*
of hi- faxoiite hotui.
liUlldier i' Mlpcrh.
i ." \\'i,"e!ma» < •*.. i*".
Another point about tin* picture i- that the ty- Tremont >tn ei. l; »-i. n.
rants who are tiering fioni ilic wriitli of Bruniidi's favorite it* .Jell’ I >a\ i-. Bod- ei |;. |.
i'lie M ;y number ot
;
w
y\ n hly
Alexander II. Su phens. "*donewalT ,lack-on. lia> for a 11 <mt
ay raw d
i-pi* ee ,i tin-ludah B. Benjamin, and ‘Bob* Toombs. As j
trait of Pi* sidi i.t Artluir. ml an aeeompat.v
the narrator ot the story said : ‘Take awa\ the
I * .Ik
frighten' d e\j-re—ion of their face-, and T11<• \ ing ski
d. IT S-v
would make gootl famil\ portrait-;, du-t think
w
contribute- an int<Tt -'
\ < r on “The
of sin’ll a collection in the top of !!>>• « apitol |
alld ! le f" at e o
r
dolin'
Lliyiatld Tev. n ii“ils«
Brumidi said lie w a-going to do it. and
lie did it. B i-a line -et nc for tie southern
in’, k
va’iiah!.*liistori.-al article-. .1 \\ M
chivalry to look at. Tiieir old war-hor-es '"’ing A <
d Milk str. et, B .-ton.
driven and laslual by -m-h a woman a- Well.
< .tnd"
Tiefor
1’atlitinder KaiAv.
[A- to tlie female portraits \%« cannot -a', month i- •: r la rye r and h iter than ever. It
but lh«' ex-t'onlVd-rates nmi d are all there
i.-giving liioia for tie- nmm y than any yuid.ami easily recognized. Editor .Journal.]
vvc know
■'
ami the public
"in t
<.■;»;

being
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>c|eel. d

puhlie

to

''tales

ever

they
If
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mi-bake m»t
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one

fhi- i- tim

Bangor’s
I hi-

is

a-

Bummers

of those
f law and

other

'ciper- a set of police
carried out. would ki ep

cover

and i- well print-

Col. T. W. 11iyyiu-oii*s Life of Mat-yard
Fuller, wltieli i- in the pres- of Houghton.
M illiu A <
for speedy publication in tin
American M* t <*!' L«*tter- set i -. is likely t-. at! tract con-id- rabie ait ntion from it- onyiiiaiity
a- regard- mat« red
as well as manner of ; reatlii* nt.
rI>e author h:.s had aeee-- to Margaret
1-dP!' r's diarie- md eorrespondctiehitherto
urn \ pi et red a in *;nprinted. ami ha
found nnieli
therein which will interest the reader of Ids
olumc.
ddie
i-!

April number

of the Amriean d •urnalcoudu-ion of Madaim* Ld“Woman Journalist-P‘ there i-

contains :!ic

holm's paper

on

anoihcr instalment

ot “Itinerau -."interesting
go—ip. obituary notices, editorial notes, and
the •‘Newspaper Notes by SiaUwliich are
very interesting' to journalists generally. The
national editorial directory i.-a valuable feature of tins publication, the only one in the
country devoted to the working journalist.

-atm*

abundance

one

day there

wa-

and

it ie-

a/ine has
ed.

attractive

manufacturing
machinery

in

at

tin* I >ist riet occupy a number ot pa ye-, and the
editorial dt parlun m
w
\n .;ein.
Tin mayan

t..

the beet sugar factory at Portland, which also prov ed a ruinous
undertaking to the -to. khold'n-. It looks athough we must give up heat trying to make
-ugar from beets in
\- w Fngiand. Sm e—
with -orghurn is -tid an unsolved problem and
« a tie
-ugar remains King.
that

eom-

schools ol

(.•!!,.■

file heel W'iii ii‘- t lm -olllVe trolll which
win make it.
New Fngkmd Farmer.

Migar.

m*t

Beggars.

wher. there is an
much ordt r. Tlm

published

in

tlm

daily

regulation-, which, if
loaler- oft' the corner-.
Xml yet to-day every prominent p.aee -w armed
with loafers and hummers of all kinds, m it her
iiitere-ting to bear nor beautiful to look upon,
r .ere i- al-o another street niii-am e here, and
that is a baker’- dozen of grotesque ereatlirewho. on account of -nine real or alleged defect
of physical or menial make-up, arc suffered to
pester and !>-g the public t.» death. < hie is at
leas. -'VI II feef tali : lie pretend- to be foolish.
but at tlm sann time lu gs nmre than a mechanic can < aril.
Another shouts and -tamps in the
streets and gives vent to the foule-t expressions ill the presence of ladies; he claim-that
his nerves were disordered by cannonading before Petersburg, but it i- likely that
they have
.-ii lie red more from poor rum in Pangor.
Another nui-am e i- a fool, but at the
turn time
an expert thief.
1 could go on with the list
indefinitely. but these will do for samples.
They are tolerated and eva n pelted here. 1 f ill
Boston they would b*
\. ici-ing their mc-ele
tit I>ia r Island.
[Cor. Boston Journal.
«

Our

Female

Authors.

The Slate of Maine has produced tifty-seven
female authors, twelve of vvliom have become
famous, only two of the latter have died,
leaving the following: Mrs. Flizabeth Oaks
Smith, of Blue Point, I.. I.; Miss Kcbccca S.
American Journalist Co., bub Chestnut Street, ; Clarke.
(Sophia May.) Norridgcvvoek. Me.;
Mrs. Laura Curtis Bullard, of New York;
St. Louis.
Mrs. Frames I Mace, of Bangor. Me.; Mrs.
Harriet Prescott .'-potl’ord, of Newbury port.
“What and Why" i- tin* title of a neat little
Mass.; Miss Sarah O. Jewett, of Berwick. Me.;
book compiled by t has. F. Pratt, for the use
Miss Blanche W Howard, ot Sluttgardt, Gerand information of bicyclers.
V chapter chrismany ; Mrs. Mary T hate her Higginson. of Camtened “Legal Lifts" cites every bicycle ease bridge. Mass.: Mrs. Mary Neal Sherwood, of
Boston; and Mrs. Anna S. Stephens, of Washbrought before the courts, and fully explains ington, 1). C.
the rights of wheelmen. 'I’lie book also gives
hints on what the cyder should wear; mentions
Patients fail to realize the serious character
the little conveniences which might be forgot- of these ailments until it’s often too late. Always have J ad win’s Tar Syrup in the house.
ten; gives comparative records in walking,
C-e no other medicine for coughs and colds.
running, rowing, skating, trotting, tricycling, IT HAS NO FISCAL.
and bicycling; and doses with extracts from
A new and dangerous bar has been discoverthe public utterance- of leading professional
ed on the Hudson. If it is anything like the
and public men. We are indebted to Col. Albars on tile Hudson river boats it. will be sure
bert A. Pope, Boston, for a eopy of this publi- death for the man that strikes it. [Protectioni-t.
cation.
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wi:i:ck of thk cn v of Portland.

The steamer (’ity of Portland, Captain Larof the International Steamship Company,
plying between Boston. Portland and St. John,

com,

\. B.. struek

on

(irindstone ledge.(Kvl’sHead,

a

night

was

clear.

As

the day

was

a

Republican

(piarter past three o'clock Thursday morning May Mb. The steamer left Portland Wednesday night at tifteen minutes to nine with
seventy passengers and about a two-thirds
cargo of freight of a general character. The
at

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

vessel arrived from Sullivan with
t load of what was entered on her manifest as
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1884.
>ld iron. It was not very old, but was the
rusty and neglected machinery of a mine which
was looked upon only a year or two ago as a
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY,THE
bonanza in silver by a few men.
The machinery eost $20,000, so those in charge said, but
the mine proved a failure, and now the costly
•rusher, etc., are to he sold for old junk.
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.Editor.
•■There is plenty of silver there, 1 think,” conRUSSELL G. DYER.LOCAL EDITOR.
fidently spoke up the captain of the vessel,
“but this machinery wasn't the right kind to
»et it out.”
It is not likely, according to the
Single Copies of the Journal
lesson of experience, that any machinery ever
may be* had at the following places :
made could extract enough of anything from
Belfast.—Journal Office. .1. S. Caldwell & Co.,
Main street. M. I’. Woodcock & Son, Main street.
the best ore in Maine, except iron, to make it
I*. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
pay as a business. A few years ago there was I>.Searsport.—Av
die Post Office. Mr. C. E.
:i great fever over copper, silver and gold.
Adams is authorized to receive subscriptions and
Blue Hill. Sullivan and, indeed, all Hancock advertisements.
county seemed in the excited vision of the unBivksport.—R. II. Emery A Co.
WlMERPORT.—E. M. Hall.
lucky ones who invested to be a second Sacramento or Bullarak, and soon the whole country
Camden.—F. Lewis.
Hot eton—Geo. Carleton.
round about was dug full of hob's and dotted
with shaft houses, while an army of men disturbed the earth with pick ami shovel and
FOR GOVERNOR,
threw it out in ungainly heaps upon the surface. Machinists and laborers and the stock
manipulators of the inner ring profited by the
OF GORHAM.
operations, but the small an t large buyers of
stock who were “green” lost enough to make
them rave when Maine mine** wi re mentioned,
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
while to this day the shafts are cursed by farmSETH Jh. MILLIKEN.of Belfast.
ers whose shet ft and cattle fall into their ione-

Recently

Al.I. OVKU 'I'HK STATE.

breaking the

first pilot in charge sighted a striped buoy on
the port bow between Sheep and Fishermen's
islands. In a few minutes the steamer struek a

ledge, slid on amidships and stuck fast, the
buoy then 1m ing lift> feet abreast the paddle on

the

port side. The pumps were started at
distress colors set. and the boats cleared.
The officer- and crew were cool and the passl'he mate landed in a
engers behaved well,
boat ami drove to Rockland, six miles distant,
for help. The steamer Rockland, Captain
-mw telle, of tinBoston and Bangor line,
promptly answered the call, and reached the
Meantime
-ccm- of the wreck at haif-p;:-t six.
a
sloop from Owl's Head, Captain Wallace,
answered the signals and two boat loads of
women and children wa re transferred to the
-loop without a.-eident. despite tlie heavy sea.
l'he r< >t of the passengers, together with the
baggage, express freight. Arc., were put aboard
the Rockland and brought to Rockland. The
passengers wa re weii eared for ami forwarded
to their destination.
Ab the passengers join in
praising tin* coolness and efficiency of tie
steamer's officers ami crew. Twenty-two years
ago the British steamer Kmperor was wreck' d
on this same ledge.
Several schooners ha\c
also roine to an end there.
In fair w 'at her tin- usual course of the stearners of tii<
International line from Portland to
j
John. N. B.. is outside of Monhegan and
Matinieiis Islands. In heavy weather the
eour-e i- of.vn laid lip through Musele Ridge
< hannei. sw :uging ;,t Ash Point Bell and pro*•••<ding a-t-muMli-ea-t out through (irindstone j
< hannei. so called. MMM- latter elummd is about
oiie-f.-iirtli o; a min wide, tin- narrowest pass-j

once,

Journal Publishing Co.

Bangor,
depths.
citement, many absurd things

in that

At

tune

of

ex-

said and
Join*, and to a sober. seiisibb person tin* tlurry
uilbrded much amusement. Farmers whose
hay stood ready for the culling and whose
potatoes went unhoed woke the echoc** round
about with blasting great ledges mi their land,
and then hastened to Bangor with a gripsack
full of any peculiar looking stone that might be
found, t«» have it assayed. To read sign** about
Bangor one would think himself in a < olorado
city, for here one reads “Rising Sun Silver and
Hold Mining mnpany. capital *1.000,000,” or
were

Republican

(..dd Mining and Milling Company,
sbnn.ouu.” while there were assayt :•***
without number and two mining ex-

“Ando*

capital
ollices

changes.

There

was

a

stock

auction

Saturday forenoon, and everybody who

Mississippi

Murders.

mittee. The democratic members of the committee will make a minority report. The re-

port says:
The committee entered upon its task with almost inexpressible repugnance. Nothing could
be more justly odious than to use such investigations and disclosures as partisan instruments,
unless it be to commit, profit by or screen the
crimes which are investigated. Rut the rights
invaded were rights declared by the national
constitution, and which the national Congress
was bound to secure by appropriate legislation
against infringements or violat ou by any State.
If the powers already conferred upon Congress
by the constitution were not ample for their
protection it would become a duty to propose
the granting of further powers, that the blessings of liberty and the equal protection of the
laws and the right to vote without distinction
of race or color might not fail through the
neglect of any State in it- duty. The proposition that the* protection of the right to vote
secured by the fourteenth aud fifteenth amendments to the constitution is the concern of the
whole people needed no argument. The census of 1880 showed 0,33:2,000 colored people in
the former slave States. 1'liese were counted
on to give these States their representation in
CHICAGO, JUNE 3, 1S84,
Congress and the Electoral College. Fortyflie Executive Committee of the BLAINE CLUB four members of the House of Representatives
OF M AIN E, having perfected arrangements for an and forty-four electors were given to these
EXCLUSION 'ft) CllK AGO to attend the Rcpub- j States by* this population—a weight of repreiiean National Convention, make the following an j sentation in the House ami in the Electoral
nouneement for the benelit of those who may desire
College sullicient to have changed the whole
to attend.
1 course of our history in the past and not unA SI KCIAI. TRAIN over the EASTERN RAILROAD
May
on
the
leave
will
30th,
Portland, Friday,
j likely to determine it hereafter. Mississippi
arrival of mornin. train from Bangor, arriving in j herself owed four of her seven representatives
The party will leave Boston at 7 to her colored population. 'Hie States of AlaBoston a 1 p. m.
Die same evening, by SPECIAL TRAIN, with Wagner
bama. Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi.
-!. eping cars, over’the Boston A Albany. New
South Carolina and Virginia have fifty repreYouk central and Lake shore A Michigan
sentatives, twenty-six of whom they claim
">ri been Bail roads, taking brcakfnst Saturday
by reason of the 3,8*J1,8*J0 colored persons
only
morning at Syracuse, dinner at Niagara Falls j
whom the electoral franchise has been
n-nmining four hours), and tea at Buffalo, arriv- upon
conferred.
ing in Chicago, Sunday morning, June 1. Ample aci‘ommodations for the party, while in Chicago, have 1
The committee quotes the provision of the
been secured at the Lelami, Clifton. Grand Pacific,
and Matteson Houses, and rooms will be assigned ; constitution relating to a reduction of the basis
while on train, thus avoiding confusion and delay of
representation when the rights of Mitlrage
on their arrival.
Hotel bills $2.50 to $5 per day.
Railroad fare Boston ToCiyuAGO and RETURN, are abridged* and declares it to b*. the duty of
$24355. Bertha in sleeping car, Boston to Chicago, j Congress and not a matter of discretion to take
,*.Y
Ham Rates from till stations on Eastern
and M aine central Railroads to and from Bos- I action in the premises whenever the conditions
ton.
Those desiring berths in sleeping cars can sewarrant it. The report continues:
cure thorn by enclosing $5 to the Secretary of the !
We would deal with this question with the
Club, Henry M. '-Prague, Augusta. All who I
wish to secure hotel accommodations in Chicago, I caution due to its gravity. 'The American
should address the Secretary as early as possible, j
people mean to assure to every section and
and not later than the25th inst. Tickets to Chicago : state and
individual their fullest constitutional
and return good for 15 days from May 2fth.
rights. They will bear much, as they have alCHARLES A. BOLTKLLE, President.
ready borne much, rather than resort to quesHenri M. Sprague, Secretary.
tionable or even to unusual remedies. Rut
Augusta, May 8,1884.
they cannot permit a minority in the States
above mentioned or in any of them to double its
Tammany’s Manifesto.
political power by fraud or force, and thereby
to
impose upon the country legislation or adTammany Hall rules the Democratic roost, ministration
to which the majority bad never
John Kelly is the Tammany boss and Mr. Kelgiven it- consent. It is to be hoped that tie
that
a
which
declares
lias
con.-ciem-e
of Mississippi or such
newspaper
organ,
returning
ly
“historic d justice” is the real issue of the com- laws as Congress may enact may prevent such
a condition of things
from becoming permaing Presidential election. Tilden and Hendricks nent in that State
as shall compel Congress to
and tin* nation were all cheated when Hayes enter upon the discussion whet In r her
representation in Congress must be diminished.
was count! d in. says the Tammany organ, and
No election for national odicers was pending
tilings will always be wrong unless the same in Mississippi in 1883. No national issues were
two candidates are again nominated, elected involved unless the
Legislature then chosen
should be called upon to till a vacancy in the
and inaugurated. We quote as follows:
Senate.
Rut
the contest was between a great
li i- a< much the duty of the party to-day as
national organization and its opponents. To
it ever was te keep uppermost in mind the flaovercome these opponents t>y terror and crime
grant outrage of lsTO. That the ueople do not ill one
year will surely prevent them trom asforg< t or condom* it is proven by the widetheir freedom the next. W< cannot
spread and emphatic demand for the old ticket. serting
that the methods which determined the
doubt
Whether Mr. Tilden be a candidate or not, the
election of county officers in Copiah in 1883
fact remains that the Presidency was stolen
will be in full operation so far as they may be
eight years ago and that the flagitious theft is needed in
determining the vote of Mississippi
yet unpunished. There i- no other issue that for Presidential elector* and incmb rs of Concun be compared to this in urgency, importance
gress in 1884.
Kv* rything else sinks subsidor foreefuiness.
The committee have investigated the occuriary to the still uniedressed, monumental crime
rences alleged to have taken place in
Copiah
of isTti.
county.
They have been unable in the tine
Whatev? !' Mr. Tilden's personal wish may be.
roll'd properly devote to this object togain
tlx* National Democratic Convention will not they
further evidence as to the condition of the
have performed its obvious duty unless its se- any
constitutional rights of the people of Mississiplection of a nominee is made with special referpi, not dwelling in Copiah, than i> afforded by
ence to tli-- vindication, in his person, of the
what was proved before them of the similarity
sanctity of the ballot box and the punishment of character
and opinions of the people of that
of tli.* ^ros> wrong done to the people of the
and of the rest of tin* State, from numl iiicd States in nullifying their legally ex- county
erous extracts from the press which were laid
pressed will.
before t hein, from evidence taken by the SenThe Tammany organ no doubt has forgotten ate or House in former years, and from a narrative of events in the neighboring county of
which
that tiie electoral commission act, under
sent u>
by Judge Ware, Assistant
tie- Presidential vote of 1870 was counted, was Madison,
t’nited States District Attorney, in answer to
a Democratic measure,approved of by Mr. Tilan attack upon him contained in a newspaper
and received by the committee in deference to
den and voted for by his friends in Congress.
tin* desire of two of their associates.
The records show that tlie Republicans of both
The committee then rev it w the testimony of
to the
branches of
stood

FREDERICK

soim

The

The report of the Senate Committee on
Privileges and Elections in relation to the
Copiah county, Miss., branch of the investigations that committee has been making has been
laid before the Senate. It bears the signatures
of the live Republican members of the com-

every
Mend-

ROBIE,

National Convention,

id. and there were many, bought more or less
■ »f the
alluring and handsomely printed stock.
The prices w re from s cents up to $2'»o per
'bare, and many purchased the cheap simply
1m ing betw> n two ledges, known as the j because it didn’t cost very much and might,
ag<
Nortbw. si ami <« rimi-tone. tin former marked ! they ft It. suddenly develop fabulous value am!
by a strined bn y. It was <-n this ledge the j make its owners men above the common things
ami pursuits of earth, in fact, self-made men of
( ity of Portland struck, going at full speed,
striking hard enough to prevent sliding of?', j their tin!'-'. But then came assessments and
delinquent sales, and failures and engineering
thus >' aping tlm additional horror of drowndillb ullit s. 'pin* head stock manipulators got
ing all on board.
oni from under and the innocents feit the crash.
<a plain
Lareom said: “The pilot has run
that eiiaum ! humlr.ds of times. It is always S»ine tew mines are 'till feebly worked for
Inn dividends then- are not. ami the
my custom to be on deck w hen running among copper.
:he isiami-. and w hen In r course was changed principal evidence of the “golden age” in Maine
is the yawning shafts which disfigure the
I should have been railed.
1 have seen the
co
-t'aimr
through that channel scores of country face. The assay'ers arc gone, the Bantiirn-.
right." F. A. Bibb* v the lirst pilot. | gor mining exchanges are occupied by a clothwas railed at Ash Point
sai«i:
Bell, and j ing shop ami sailor hoarding bouse, respectiva
'made Ash Point B«-ii ali right, and then swung !y. ami the mining papers, tlios. ,,f them that
live, have beroim ini rested in general indusea-i-ii >r■ ii-< .i-: and made Miecp Island stripu-d
buoy. two points on the port bow. 1 put the tries: »vliile there i> a lorn-some look about th
I'iilen
oni
and the husbandman lioetb carefulwho* haid-a-port to
r if. but struck in two
min
es.
1 have been
Mot on this coast for j iy his potatoes. m*r thinks more of being a
1
Mackey or a Flood. [Bangor Cor. Boston
tw
ears, and th.uk the buoy drifted
ity-six
f j'.a.
out
Had the steam* r gom her width Journal.
she
si nth
would have cleared d right."
MAINK l’Kl > At .< m a< v 1. sot n
v.
Captain Lareom was promoted from the;
in'
ie\
si-ill
iii''i iiil; "i
::
11 it ii. i.
*i a
po-.iioc <■: pi-ot two years ag and was eon- : Pedagogical
Society will be held at Rockland.
-id' r* i one l ;m- most reliable and be-t posted ;
and
ldth
and
17;
i.
Tin*
Friday
Saturday. May
"tli'-' t
-n any "it he const lines.
general conimi:iee will meet. 'Thursday evenrim t ity of Portland was to have been taken
ing, at tlii* Thorndike Hotel.
Friday's exerei.se>
oil’ lie route about a week ago and laid up for
will consist of a pap- r on ••lieography.” i-y
repair-, but tin burning of tic steamer Fal-{ (L A. Robertson of
tinal report of
Augusta,
mouth, of the same line, at Portland, a few ! oininitlee on
geography and general diseiisday siuc* iic. s-itatrd her being kept on. By sion: a pap r on “Mmal 1 list ruction” will be
tic->!• struciiou of tiiv't two boats tin *ompany ;
read by A. L. Fane of Weterviilc and tlie tinal
rm-ets w itb a I os— ict much short of >CiOO,o*m).
report of the committee will be pres. nted. In
i lc
<'ity of Portland was valued at about ! tin evening. Hon. John
Case of Rockland
> PJ-'i.eon:
insured for s i".'»<><>.
When the i will
give ilie “Words of Welcome” to which
-l* amer was known a- the New Lnglami. and
the
of the society will respond, and
win n slit was three or four years old. she was an pre-ident
address on ”<y mmctrieal Development”
burned to :.m water's edge while lying one j
will be given by Rev Dr. iVppel’ of Waterville.
night at the d k in M. John. N. B. This acci- Sutuniay a paper on .. in FT tm
ntary
dent W'a-accompanied by the lo» *»f tlm-e lives,
>
will be lead by A thn: 11. Morrill of
bools
II -i hull was ‘uwa tl to Portland. M*
where it ,
follovvd by ;!i*• tinal report of the
l’ortland,
was built upon, and file eonipleted structure !
committee
n reading ami spelling.
'Tin* mel tl't I: lint (i
the ( li\ of Pol'l 1:01(1.
About I'ioMlI
ings during the day will be held in the High
years ago the ( it\ of Pori lain! went ashore m ;
School room, and Friday evening’s meeting, m
the p,a> of Fundy. iu>t above
ilie lower ] art
the Baptist church, on Main street. T:u* comFastport. M>*. She struck ai high water, ami I mittee of entertainment at Rockland will be
:
a- the tide
'dud i!> flow being sollie JO feet
Rev. li. A. Riiilbrook. Mr. John Fovejoy.
her sti n i!i ,-ceij'1 1 wi b the receding water I
Mr. T. IF McLain. Mr. A. I.. 'Tyler.
Ladies
..'i and rolled into the flood j
liutil slm took
wi'lrng entertainment should address some
upside down, dropping hoi engines and boilers. : niend'er of the committee at tb* arii*
p »»sj>iie was tilled \\ Jill empty barrels to float her
ble moment, stating at what time and by wliat
and lowed into Lx«tpoit. \vhe<* she \\i«- right* ,
they will arrive. Half fare on
ed. to be taken t*- Portland to be again recoil- conveyance
boats and trains.
strncted.
\\ -odlmry.
The lewmi*
N.aimr
maim: loyal I I i.ion.
(’apt.
Abbey, arrived a? the seem of the wreck j
The annual meeting of tic Main
le
Thursday r. M. Win n she returned there Fri- i gion was held at the Falmouth Hotel. L»yal
Portland.
day morning at four o’clock a terrible tempest May 7. About seventy-fi\ were present. Col.
was raging.
The wind had shifted to north I (
buries B. Merrill presided. <Mlieer> elected;
west during the night. The u a\es bad lifted ;
Coninian.dcr. (L u. x Iden < "iinoi of Augusta ;
tin* steam* r*s \vr***k over and oil’ the 1* dge into >•
uior \*i•
< oininandcr, Lieut. Col. < ‘harles B. j
Congress
opposed
tli«- <l* ep wati r, shifting imr position from east
ice ( oiniiiand<*r.
alleged outrages in Copiah county. From the
Men id. of l’ortland; Junior
measure la ariy in the proportion of 2 to 1, and
north east t<> east south east.
All that was
j
John Marshall Brown, of 1’ortluml: Recorder.
facts presented to them they conclude that a
visible was tin- working beam, steam drums I
the
Democrats
of
both
branches
stood
the
by
Lieut. Ldwanl M. Rand, of Portland: Regisskeleton, paddle bo\e> and part of the stern ;
trar. Lieut. Col. Joseph W. Spaulding. t Rich- bill and ‘quit it through" nearly in the propor- conspiracy, organized by representative young
of
tie
saloon
trailed
over
tlm
water
in
portions
Democrats witli the countenance of that party
mond; Treasurer, ( apt. Thomas I. Little, of tion of 10 to 1. In other
a -narl' d condition Imi*! by the gearing,
respects the DemoOuan1’ort land ; ( ha lice l lor. Major IT nry S. Bur rage,
in Co'eiah, was entered into to drive their optities of debris were floating about.
The
cratic
record
on this matter is such that the
(
j
of Portland :
haplain. Joseph A Leach ; ('mm*
W oudhiiry steamed around lb* wreck for an :
from tin* polls.
To that end the mob
eil
r. Wm. II* nry Anderson: Surgeon.
party organs would be wise not to direct ponents
hour and pltmmd to Bo kiand. It has been >< Payinasti
tli
C.
(iordon:
Major. Sydney \V. J hixter: attention tu it. In this connection the Boston was gathered and systematiccutiagt s were perdecided to ha\ e W p-ckei s to attempt to save Brevet
<
L-neral. cine*. P. Mattoik-;
petrated, ending in murder, one of the victims
the machinery. < apt. Abbey >ays the striped I Lieut. Brigadier
Colonel. Augustus ( II tm in. \fter the lh rald makes the following strong point:
being a wealthy and generally respected while
buoy of tlm northw«-st ledge on which the election of otlice rs a banquet was partaken of.
There is i.ne thing the Democrats cannot get
ut of position a> resleanmr struck was not
man.
over when they denounce the decision of the
During the whole time that these ofFAITH crilKS IN 1.1 ICHI IKI.I*.
ported at first. Pilot Bibber reported Tburs- j
••■•tora! commission on the election of 187*1.
fences were going on the Democratic State and
day that In* will he held responsible for the
A Boston despatcli to the N**w York Sun
The commission stood on the strong ground of
disaster. Tin* general verdict is tiiut when the |
county officers remained passive, and thus alsays; Two remarkable eases of faith cure are state rights.
steamer was taken from tlm outside course,
j
in
The Democrats have claimed to be the spec- lowed the election to be turned into a mockery.
Me.
A
who
Litchfield.
was
lady
( apt. l.areom should have !>• n consult**!.
In j reported
suffering from a cancer and getting relief only ial champions and defenders of state rights, In conclusion the report says:
assuming lb-* responsibility of altering tlie [ by using opiates, was visited
by He- 1L v. Mr. but the position they took on that question was
The committee had no time to go into an incourse up among the Clauds, tlx* pilot also as- I
Pearson and wife, who have been holding re- in favor of tin* greatest Mud most dangerous
of the security of constitutional
slimes tlm responsibility of lim accident,
old vival
in Augusta. They advised her st retell of the power of tlie* national govern- vestigation
meetings
in Mississippi.
t can only refer to the
steamboat im-n sa\ the Grindstone or Fisher- to
rights
iIm1 opiates and trust in Cod for help.
!!i- lit that ever was attempted in time of peace.
forego
hi*
evidence of witnesses who think Copiah a
man’s passage ne\< r should
attempted in tlx* ! 'This she did. though strongly urged by Jut
We do not give the Republicans much credit
favorable specimen of the counties of that
night and in this ease I In* piiol should bay e gone husband in her
paroxysms to resort to the for their position, for they were governed by State; to the
Pilot
matter brought to
through lix* < »yy I"' He id passage.
u,
opiates. After a few hours she fell into a inti n st : hut we cannot defend the Democrats our attention; documentary
to tie evidence taken by tin*
Bibber f**»*C bis pudlioii keenly.
natural sleep and begun immediately to recover. who. in eagerly seeking their own party interSenate committee in 1 >7c; to the testimony in
A neighbor who bad sevral deaf mute diildn n
ests, were false to their most cherished princiMl 11 IN*. < 1
Vi \s< »N I( e.H y.N 1» l.nlMir.S.
the election eases in the House of Representaseeingtbis wonderful triumpii of faith resolved ple.
tives; to the mum rous declarations of th<
Tlx* (i rand < li ipter lm t in Porland at nine
to
seek help of Cod for his children,
The Democratic party has been especially
His
and to the crimes well known
o'* ..ek W edi --s-iav morning May 7th. B**port
children are now able to bear and are rapidly destitute of any principles since that act of po- democratic.press,
and unpunished, such as the murder of Chisoi ilm commit’****> ami other routine business
litical perfidy.
to speak.
learning
holm, of Dixon, of Foote, the Cnited States
filled tlx* time lill lo.4‘>, when tin* (irand (Mcolleetor of internal revenue, and three others
li
is eieiM d
Were inst illed
by Past (,. H. CON.SI III ITONAI. AMKNI-MKN 1 SIN I IM HN V.
The failure of the linn of Grant A: Ward, in Yazoo, whose blood stained hand Copiah is
Priest, .J. 11. Drummond. The following ofA- lecturer upon tlxof temperance
is were
li
New York, of which brief mention was made so eager to grasp. No legislation dealing with
appointed: District Deputy Grand and a> bead of tin < Jood subject
Templar organi/.at ion
High l’ri' sl of Pii tift!i 1 'istrm:. <»< org»* W. ; 20,000
Mississippi alone should be enacted wit bout an
last week, proves much worse than first reportthis
in
we
haw
state,
had sonic
strong
Gould, Oakland ; Sixth District, Henry H. l ay- j
investigation which should cover all parts of
to learn the sentiments of tin*
opportunity
is
told.
1
hoiiah
the
whole
not
It
the State. Before such investigation, a nationior. Mae|jias; f.raml ('liapl diis. B**v.
story
yet
; ed,
iiarl**s
people of Maine upon tin's constitutional amend- is known, however, to have
N* iii'. Ki-nm btmk. B* y. <
Small. :vmo. Bey. I ment
seriously involved al election will have take n place, at which the
questi .n. We do not li* >ii:tt*‘ to s;,y that
.John (iibson. pomiid. B* v. Wm. ( Barroyv. j
the Grant family. Col. Fred Grant had all his temper and respect for law of the people of
we do not know of a single minister of the
Lewiston. (.ran*! Captain of lie* Host. Albert j
Mississippi will undoubtedly be made
or member of tie* (emd I emplar organgosjiel.
funds in the linn, although not a partner, and 1 manifest. It is asked sometimes, with a fully
M. Perk y, Yubuni: Grand Principal Sojourntone
ization or active worker in the temperance
of exultation and defiance, what remedy we
er. < bar
j. ('ollainore. Bangor: Grand B. A.
is
now looking for employment.
The
embar| cause in Knox county, who i> not
heartily in rassment of the firm, of whose affairs Gen. can propose for these things. Fnquestionably.
( apiain. Jmlsoii If. Dunbar, Portland: Grain.1
favor of tie* proposed prohibitory amendment.
so long as
Ma'i. :■ ..f First Veil, Lorenzo I.. Sbayv, Yarany considerable political party shall
Further; we have met but two Food 'Templars Grant w;s in ignorance, is due to the managing
m**iii|j: Grand Master of "••eond \'**il,A.G.
deem it for its interest to countenance such
in the state, ala! no acti\e workers outside of
member. Ward, who was a reckless speculator, crimes, the remedy will be attended with diffiBiiiiP. "kowlngai:: Grand Mastei of the Thin!
those two, who speak or write against the
Y :l. < T. Ih.-m* r. » amden : Grami Stewar*is,
But they little understand tie* spirit of
if no worse, of course Gen. Grant will not be culty.
of the amendment.
[T. R. Sinionton.
the
Frank <
the temper of the American j eople or
Whin-house, Brunswick, Philip II. adoption
allowed tu sutler and it is intimated that when the age,
Wii)';*»yv, Gardiimr. G*
A. Callahan, LewisIN (IKM-HAL.
power of education and freedom who bethe
affairs
of
the
firm
his
from
lieve that these tilings can long endure when
ton, dam**'T. Bob-ris. Fo.veroft : (irand Lect'There are now -IdO patients in the Insane Asy- disentangled
urer.
.Mb- rt W. Larrabee, Auburn; (irand
friends will come to his relief. In any event held up to the daylight. The communities that
lum in Augijsta.
>• ntim-i. \\ aiT' u < >. ( arm
them cannot long withstand the ;il»perpetrate
y. Portland.
The ice ha> left Moosehead lake, and the he k well provided for. His house in New
At 11
ib* (.ran i Chapter closed. Council
liorrence and indignation of tin* country. The
boats arc running regular trijis.
York and also his cottage at Long Branch, are power ol' the moral sense of mankind, tin* sting
ord*T of High 1 Hi*-'h*>• *«i then opened. Tlm
( apt. Dani* I S. Stone and wife, of Hampden
sixti'iiPast IP.*li Priests from duien-nt ( bapin Mrs. Grant's name, and the fund raised for jvliieh belongs to the consciousness of having
had their golden wedding on tie* Mb iust.
ti is w* i** ii -a ivid into tlm order,
violated it. which Mr. Webster, sixty years
l ix* follow'Tic class which graduat**s from tie* Bangor
his benefit many years ago, amounting to about
ing ollmers w**i « !»■**!***1: President, ( MiverG* rago. deemed strong enough to turn the sceptre
risli. Portland: Vm.*-president. J. 11. Drum- Theological seminary this season numbers $:>oo.ooo, is held for his benefit by trustees and which Turkish oppression held over prostrate
four.
mond, Portland: Junior Vice-President. LdGreece to ashes in the grasp of the tyrant, vv ill
Wool rules low this spring. Dustin A Co., securely invested. The Marine National Bank,
wan! P. Burnham, Sa o: l'lvasurer, Levi A.
not long fail of full effect upon the people of an
of Dexter, have bought about T oo pounds at
it is thought, will eventually pay its depositors
(.ray.
Port.ami: B**eorder. Stephen Berry.
American State.
20 cents a pound.
able
it
in full, and
to resume business.
Portland: Master
f ( enmonies. II. II. BurIt is noticeable with what care the events of
may be
During tie* second, season which closed on The assets of Grant A: Ward have been
bank, ".mo; ( omhmtor. 1*. I. Day. Lewiston:
placed the election of lSSJ have been kept from the
April loth, there wen* 110 performances in the
( liap.ain. W in. J. Btiriiiiam. Lewiston; StewTile sensitiveness of most of the
in the hands of a receiver. The liabilities of newspapers.
house.
ard. Albert M. Perl* y. Auburn; Warden. Bangor opera
Democratic witnesses who were above the level
'Hie Memorial Day oration at I’ittsfHd will the firm are estimated as
as $10,000,000.
Jaiims M N'-vt-ns, Bm ksport. Closed.
high
of mere ruffianism to their condition showed itbe delivered by Mrs. Fuller, of Boston,•secreThe afternoon was devoted f*> the exemplifiself through their tone of bravado and defiance.
of tbe National Relief corps.
cation of the yvork of (■**•». * Means. Master of tary
Maine's Blaine delegates to Chicago, taken as If the constitution has not powers enough in it>
'The directors of the Maine (Jcmi-d hospital
Vimi* lit Land Mark Lodge, of l'ortland, assisthave voted to devote the tfJoUO received from a whole, are not men who will tower above j arsenal for the protection of all the rights if
ed by bis oflieers. Tin* attendance was large.
tin* late fair to the building of an amphitheatre. their fellows or carry any great amount of in- j confers or recognizes, the people on being satAmong tin* y isitors wer* -Gov. Bobie and Adjufluence. If Mr. Blaine had been a candidate isfied of the fact will confer others. The great
Tiie Crosby family will have a notable reuntant General Beal.
A vote of thanks to Anciion some time in June. The Crosby* from all (open). In; would have paid attention to this ; prizes for which these crimes were committed
ent Land Mark Lodge was passed.
At .j.20 r.
business and secured a stronger delegation. can be kept from the grasp of those who comaround will meet with Hon. Josiah (To.sbv in
-M. the Grand Lodge was <*alied oil' till !» y. m.
mitted them by the exertion of unquestioned
Dexter.
[Boston Herald.
'i i,......I.,,
constitutional authority. Farli house of Conn
n
iii.t*
Don’t you worry about the Maine delegation;
v-i-uu ikis aireaay neen
The (irand Council of lloxal Masters met at 2 !
gress is imperatively required by its duty to reraised toward.' the proposed butter factory and
r. M.
they will give a good account of themselves at fuse seats to persons whose election is direct IvOnly routine bnsinc«.> wa* transacted, that it is to be located
on Gov. Robie'* farm in
Tile Dllireis elected ware: (irand Master, HorChicago. Some of them may not be widely or indirectly due to crime, either of violence or
Gorham.
ace 11. Burbank. S;u;o; Deputv (irand Master.
of fraud.
An industrious lady who resides in Palmyra
known, but they are all good men and true.
C. W'. Haney, Belfast; (iraml Principal ConThe committee recommend tlie publication.
has disiingui.'hed herself by making two quilts,
furnish
You
see
Maine
has
to
Massachusetts
ductor of Work. XX in. A. Barker. Kockland ;
one with 2,220 pieces, and the other with 4.for the use of American people, of the testi(irand Treasurer. L«*andtT W. Forbes. Portwith a Governor and Boston with a Mayor oe- I
000 pieces in it the past winter.
land; (irand Recorder, Ira Berry, Portland.
William X. Clayton, the State liquor agent : easionally, and Maine men are in active demand mony they have taken. They further recomOw ing to siekiK*>s and absence of the Grand
mend the passage of Senate bill Xo. 15. which
denies the allegations of W illiam King, the liq- as Governors,
Master elect, the appointed oilie r* were not
Senators, Representatives, Mayuor agent of Bangor, that (
is designed to furnish a remedy for some of the
layton had acted ors.
named.
over
all
the
&c.
men,
newspaper
country;
contrary to law. 1 Ie courts an official investievils which are disclosed.
They furtlmr re
The (irand Commander) of Maine Knight gation.
but we shall keep up the supply. The Herald
commend that after tin* next election in 31 isAt a hearing at W'aterville last week on the itself is the
Templars met at 7 I*. M., G rand Commander
of Maine brains, energy
product
Isaac S. Bangs, presiding. 'I’lie attendance was i ease in equity brought
by the Lockwood comsissippi, unless tin* same shall be unquestionalarge. The proceedings xva* routine business. pany praying for an injunction restraining and executive ability.
bly fair and free, there shall be a full investigaThe oflieers elected were; General Commaud- mill owners from throwing refuse into the
r. I>aae S. Bangs. Waterville; Deputy ConiKennebec, a full hearing was ordered before
“As a political move, the Republican Sena- tion of the condition of tilings in that State
maiuler. John O. Shaw. Bath; (irand Gem-ral- the law court. Judge Peters declined to grant
with a view to determiningtne question whethtors have done a great service to their party in
issimo.Charles B. Morton, Augusta : ( irand Cap- a temporary injunction.
tain, General J. Fred Leavitt, Portland : Grand
The Aroostook Republican gives the ship- placing it in the lead for American ships so er Republican government exists there, ami
Prelate. Edwin F. Small, Saco; Grand Sen- ments from Fort Fairfield for the month of promptly after the foolish vote of the Demo- whether it is entitled to its existing representaior Warden, B. F. Andrews, Portland; Grand April as follows:
Potatoes. 31.000 bushels; cratic House for the free
ship amendment to tion or lias forfeited it In whole or part by rea.1 unior Warden, Joseph Y. Hodsdon. Yarmouth- hay, 100 tons;
shingles, 12,120,000; oats, 14,S(J
son of the denial or infringement of the right U
(.rank
xille;
Treasurer, Charles Fobes, Port- bushels; sleepers, 17*7; eggs. 1<>2 eases: starch, the Dingley bill,’’ says the American Protecland: General Recorder, Ira Berry, Portland; 22S tons ; grass seed, 2 tons; general merchan- tionist. And
have done the country a ser- vote of any portion of its people. The questioi:
they
(irand Standard Bearer, Nathaniel Meader. dise, 4 cars.
vice as well as defeating the British free ship of submitting to the Senate further legislation
Waterville; Grand Sword Bearer, Fessenden
Judge Appleton recently informed lion. S.
and of the necessity of conferring new power.4
F. Day, Lewiston; Grand Warden, Thomas M.
W'. Matthews, the editor of the Caribou Relobby.
in Congress by an amendment to the constituBibber, Eastport; (irand Captain of Guards, publican. that he had never en'ertaiued nor
W. O. Carney, Portland; The Grand Com- expresse] the opinion attributed to him, that
“The coasters grievance” is thus stated by a tion to afford further protection to tie* right:
closed
at
11.13
p.
m.
the
mandery
proposed constitutional amendment would
of the Boston Journal: “The of the majority of the voters of Mississippi, tlx
The Grand Lodge met at 8 o'clock Thursday repeal existing prohibitory laws. In his opin- I correspondent
of allowing our consignees to furnish committee reserves for further consideration.
mornmi
A charter was granted to Ira Berry
ion, it would only repeal repugnant legislation, practice
Lodge at Bluehill and its dispensation continu- if any such were on the statute hook.
I our stevedore must be done away with unless
A dwelling house in the town of Dedham, U
ing until constituted; also for a new lodge at
the price can be regulated by the men who do
The Journal's cat stories have had a wide cir
Joneaport, a name to be selected, they having miles east of Bangor, on the Ellsworth stag* the work. The time
has now come when for- culatiou and found
chosen the name Ionic already taken. Charters road, was struck bv lightning Friday morninp |
many appreciative readers
were refused for new lodges at Steuben, springand about destroyed. The inmates were only ! bearanee ceases to be a virtue, and we must Here one has been
copied and there another
va!
and South Tliomaston. The surrender of slightly injured. The
tore into splinfair
seek
for
play.”
thus testifying to the general excellence and inthe charter of M« duncook Lodge at Friendship ters some 20 telegraphlightning
poles between Bangui
vas
accepted. A new copy of charter xvas and Ellsworth, and also worked considerable
Before the town election in Eastport promi- terest of the work of our contributors. \\T
granted to Pownal Lodge at Stockton in place havoc for a brief time in the telegraph office in
nent
Democratic firms assured workmen quote below the kindly mention of a few of 0111
of one destroyed by fire. The following officers Bangor.
were elected : Corresponding (iraml
Treasury drafts amounting in the aggregate plenty of work at good wages if they would Maine contemporaries:
Secretary;
William (). Fox of Portland. District Deputy to §41.070 72 were received at the office of the
The Belfast Journal, whose amicable editoi
vote the proper ticket. Now the sardine busi(irand Masters: 1. Albert Lovejoy, 2nd, of collector of tlx* internal revenue in Portland oi:
evidently has an eye for a good cat, conceivei
Boulton: 2, Wilford J. Fisher, of Eastport; 3, Thursday in payment of nearly all the claims ness is depressed and the workmen are out of the happy idea of ’offering prizes for the bes
Henry R. Taylor, of Maehias; 4, Benjamin for rebate in the State of Maine, allowed undei employment. There is a wide difference be- three cat stories, and opened its columns to ai
Morrill, of Bluehill; 3, Charles R. Rand, of the provisions of the act of March 3. 1883, oi tween Democratic promises and Democratic reconteurs in that line. “Our George’* was apBurkinan; (I, Hiram Stevens, of Carroll; 7. taxes paid on tobacco, snulf, cigars, etc., am
pointed arbiter, and there was a response al
John E. Woodcock, of Searsmont; 8, Simon B. said drafts are now ready for delivery to tlx performances.
along the line of cat admirers. The result \va»
of
Littlefield,
a very interesting contribution to the literatim
Stockton; SI, William A. Barker, payees, at that office in payment of their claims
of Rockland ; 10 Charles W. Stetson, of DainarMr. Watterson’s “star-eyed goddess of re- of Grimalkin, and a report thereon in the bes
There is a large and growing demand ill tlx
iscotta; 11, Henry F. Blanchard, of Augusta; New York, Boston and other horse markets form” did not lead the Democracy to victory in vein of the genial humorist of the Journal
the House yesterday.
12, Orestes E. Crowell, of Oakland; 13, Sum- for a certain class of Maine bred horses, says
[Boston Journal, May Stories of the universal household pet are rath
7th.
ner A. Patten, of Skowhegan; 14. Charles W.
well-known horse man. The supply of sue!
er more entertaining and instructive than tin
Arris, of Bath; 13, Nathan F. Hinckley, of horses is not equal to one-quarter of the deNo, the goddess seems to have emerged from Kilkenny cat tights of the politicians will
which the papers are commencing to reek, am
Phillips; 10, Waldo Pettengill of Rumforu; 17, mand. They must be sixteen hands high, souix the conflict with a beautiful pair of black
eyes; the Journal is entitled to much
George E. Reynolds, of Portland; 18, Albert F. and kind, strong, clean-limbed, with feet tha
praise for ai
Richardson, of Fryeburg; PI, Winfield S. Den- will stand hard, fast work. They must bav< but Morrison, Carlisle, Watterson & Co. no agreeable innovation. [Waterville Sentinel.
nett, of Saco; Grand Chaplains— Rev. Caleb breeding enough to give them spirit, speed am
Under the caption of “A Daniel come U
doubt saw plenty of stars.
Fuller, of Hallowed: Rev. John Gibson, of endurance.
judgment—yea, a Daniel,” the Dexter Gazette
The cattle at Deering and Falmouth affiietei
the decision of Our George, with the
Portland; Rev. C. C. Vinal, of Kennebunk; Rev.
the
publishes
A New York clergyman says
press is
Edwin F. Small, of Saco; Rev. Hiram A. Pbil- with the foot and mouth disease—except Mr
introduction: The Belfast Journa
the Czar of America, and that it is also the following
brook, of Kockland; Kev. C. S. Leftiugwell, of Smith’s, which will he this week—have beei
offered a prize for the best cat story, a shor
Bar Harbor; Rev. L. II. Bean, of Skowhegan; released from quarantine, the infected hay de- American Bible. He is not quite so complimen- time ago, and was perfectly flooded with feline
Rev. A. J. Peddleford, of Calais; Rev. Asher stroyed, and the roads opened for travel.
as a consequence.
They appointee
tary, though perhaps quite as truthful, when anecdotes
F. Palmer, of Lamoine; Grand Marshal—HorThe suit whereby Mr. Fames of Embdei
“Our George” as judge, and in making hi:
he says: “The gossipping barber of Louis XI
ace II. Burbank, of Saco; Grand Senior Deaaward he unburdens his soul after this fashion
proposes to test the constitutionality of the lav
con—Joseph M. Haynes, of Bath; Grand Jun- allowing personal property to be sold to satisfy could uot compare with the American news- ! The Belfast Journal has distinguished itsel
ior Deacon—Benjamin Moore, of North Anson. demands against a town, will he argued befon
by printing an immense batch of prize ca
paper as a tattler.”
Grand Stewards—Turner Busweii, of Solon; the Law Court the third Monday in this month
stories, contributed by readers of that paper
S. Clifiord Belcher, of Farmington; J. Ferdi- Mr. Fames’ attorneys are confident that the lav
The prizes were awarded by “Our George” ii |
The anti-iuouopolists are said to favof Gen.
of
South
a becomingly humorous manner, and the whof
nand King,
Paris; Joseph O. Cobb, of will be declared unconstitutional.
Butier as a Presidential candidate. If nomi- affair was a decided success. [Rockland Cour
Union.
Grand Sword Bearer—George A.
The Maine Central Railroad Company ar
Wheeler, of Castine. Grand Standard Bearer— extending the Shore Line road a couple of mile nated he will no doubt close his hunting fac- ier-Gazette.
Alfred S. Kimball of Norway. Grand Pursui- farther at Hancock than Colonel Green’s eon
tor-vvants—James B. Feagle, of Lubec; Albro E. tract provided for, in order to obtain a gooi
Editor Dana, of the New York Sun, throw
Chase, of Portland. Grand Lecturer—Albert location for a steamer lauding. Where Colone 1
The lobby was for Morrison’s bill. It Is now up the sponge for the Democratic party. I
fW. Larrabee of Auburn. Grand Tyler—War- Green’s contract ends the tide runs like a race concentrated lor free
ren
G. Carney of Portland. At noon the way. The entire road will be opened the firs l
foreign ships. [Ameri- looks as though the Republicans are to have k
Grand Lodge finally closed.
of June.
walk over in the Presidential contest.
can Protectionist.
..
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The dogs of Maryland are supposed to have
killed 0000 sheep last year.
The designs for the proposed Gartield
are forty-three iu number.
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Henry Dunbar, of this city, is building
Ell Cook had the

of

carcass

steer

a

weighed, with hide and tallow,
fourteen hundred pounds.

John 15. Gough has gone to California for
some months because of poor health.

The Elder Pratt
to Mr. Wesley J.

Mr. J. C. Robbins, proprietor of the Phoenix
House, who has been very ill, is now able to be
out.

last week which

in this

place

Mr. Daniel

Bailey,

Pitcher,

of

one

residents, lias

old

our

moved from Belfast to Bethel, where he has gone
on to a farm owned by Ids son.
Mr. Pitcher is a
successful farmer, and his many friends here wish
him success.

has been sold

city
Palermo, for $2,000.
place
city and one of
According to recent statistics the average duration of life in Russia is only 26 years.
the finest in town. Mr. Bailey who is settling up
The House has passed a bill appropriating $1,- i his business in Palermo, will not move here permanently until later in the season.
000,000 for the N ew Orleans Exposition.
The

next

M.

his market

at

In Sweden a man who has been drunk three
times loses the right of suffrage.

preach on Maple Grove
Sunday at 10.30 A. M. and 2 I*.

Rev. A. F. Brown will

large

a

are

by telephone.

connected

Camp ground

addition to his stable.

monu-

& Ginn

The .stores of Howes & Co. and Kills

Sample Copies. We will send sample copies of
the Journal free to those who write ror them with
a view to subscribing.

ment

fence of the (Democratic) party agaiust this
arraignment, and the exposure of the blunders
and crimes of its opponents, present work for
others.” Mr. Norcross has evidently given his
subject careful study, and in a terse and vigor-

of

is in the suburbs of the

It is

fast,

intended to build the creamery in BelIf sufficient encouragement is given, un-

not

even

til another year.

An

opportunity will be given the

ous

quence

ships.

reeons t

ruction.
in isos it declared for “such incidental protection to domestic manufactures, as will,
without impairing the revenue, best promote
and encourage the industrial interests of the
country." In 1872 it declared that there wa>

when the Soldiers’ Monument is
built have it built by borne workmen and of
homo material?” asks the Maeliias Union. The

“Why

not

question may be put with regard to the
proposed Soldiers' Monument in Belfast. We
have the granite and the workmen here, and
what could be more lilting than Maine granite

same

iana,
I

75,000.

are at least 250.000 children in Louisand school accommodations for only

“Across the Continent'’ at the Belfast Opera House
Wednesday evening of last week. The company
is

good one and the acting tine, but they played to
a small house.
The company deserved better pal
ronage. Belfast Is a fair show town, but the Opera
Ibume cannot he filled when the tickets arc seven-

A lawyer of Concord, X. II., literally starved
himself to death rather than make his poverty
known.

Th*1 British House of Commons has parsed a
bill legalizing marriage with a deceased wife‘s
sister, by a vote of 2;;s to 127.

a

A

tween Belfast, Islesboro and Camden, May 10th.
Capt. Calvin Hatch, of Islesboro, will run .steamer
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new

once
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that

seven and a ha if pounds.
caught in thirty fathoms of
water,
deep hole, so called, off Bailey's cove,
ii-i below the Northport ( amp (,round.
Geo. \\
ilnrgcs" nought tli-' loh-ter.

weighed
was

crustacean

in the

■'■■

We havebefor*.* menti mod the

>g owned by Mr.
M-»ody ->f ;his city, as very intelligent
and a-* ;‘ui in doing errands. He can he sent to
any p irt of the city, and will do errands as well as
ft chi I.
one day last week bis owner sent him to

ing Wnldn

Ma-ons

munlr

leeent

Grand Mastci

ft

the

District:

Deputy

1 Mm

an

B. I.:: 11 11

a.

i,

ill li^t of oll'ua
wu n

will

r-
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-1...

11vo<•<•»•'lilies

lilt*

thr Maine

! in

an

..i

Me

1

umbrella.

an

Don seized it in his

midway its length and started for
hone
He went .ill right until he attempted to
pas* between two men, hut neglecting to brace
sharp up the yard arms of the umbrella fetched up
a ml broke "hurt oil'.
L»« *u hung to the pieces, how

iii

of

will

iii-.-

mouth

l- a .1 n
Eighth District
Graii I Warden of the Grand Lodge, Ben
vims,
of Thorndike, received a very fialtermg \oh
The

e

a.-'uit

-t.

Wr

clip the* following Item from the Maehias
Itepuldic.ui
A Machias lady related tons tin* oilier dav Mmbaring
plt'ils of a -marl Wald.. f.Minly girl and

,,

.r»< •: :•

onrlmle-l from Inst week.
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ltev. Mr. VV
Ciiritcii Xotmp
10. eh ii r<'ll was culled aw ay on mi

nt-r i111• ■!:ikf«• •:t Newfoundland dog. u ub h is large of
his young mt*trr-s.
bis specie*, and verv fond
winter -he had a harness awl Mod made, into
..ii- ; La-t
pulpit was supplier ; Uev Mr. K<>s-, o in.
which id* dog-hip was tackled, ami so taught that
n
.twice
areuaii »nn!ist church-Tin-re
wa> guided about, hr the word of mouth as
at the Cniversatist church next Sum'.iv-Uev.
readily a- a horse Is mnnag*-I with rein-. Bv a
to understand that
Mr. It.'
«.}
tiiis city, w:.. ••\elri»:;:e pulpits certain .-ignal the 'log was made
was jo pas- a team, which be would do in the
with U>*v. Mr. llarnmnn
S’.a..- r. m-xt
:t
I i..st approve I -trie, awi It c.a-c there was danger
f the team passing tlie dog, in
a-e of a race,
•iay.V. th»- I'uitarian Church, in .t >»n
Mother *igual denoted that In* was P> prevent this
iiitii;, lit v Mr. Bm rit
running from one side of the road to the other,
,
Mlisrour.se mi "Fib ml-ship" -"Its re y mite eotMi I will,'- making a : M record
Whenever there vvu*
niss,
tiori sni'l <'onstitiu*nt traits.".... I*re e l. u.^ service*
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ml papers treat the
Pens*- Id utidy case
cry gingerly, whi n we consider that it involved
serious a piece of rascality. [Belfast correspondence BocRinnd Opinion.
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that numerous das* who think they can
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“To our brethren of the press who have re- oil the study <>1 t ireek, on Co-education, and on
Ihe statue of Chief Justice Marshall was
1’lie < ollcgiate Study of Women.” Tills last
membered us during our recent illness we send
tin veiled at the eapilol gr<> md- in \\ a'hington
i
\\ tit",
fraternal greetings. They can he assured we paper is by Mr. Arthur Gilman. of Cambridge, Saturday after loon. b\ Chief his
wlm delivered an address.
An o-aiion was
appreciate their kind words. Whether we the manager <>f the Harvard Annex for women. i.hdivered by William ibairy liawie.
K-.j. The
shall ever attempt editorial work again is unThe American Agriculturist sends our the i Presalent and Cabinet. supreme court justices
and
members
of
>t'
both
branches
Congress
certain. A return of health and strength will
following greeting to its friends: With the I were
present.
; find us
doing something, for idleness is not our June number, the American Agriculturist
I forte....(J>uite a number of Maine editors have completes the first half of its forty-third year, j The failure of the Northvvesteru dr Works
availed themselves of invitations to make trips over To-.hi congratulatory letters from subscrib- ; Co. at Stillwater. Minn., was announced. Saturday, and has occasioned considerable excitej south, including a voyage from Boston to Bal- ers within a few weeks atibrd most gratifying ment. Senator Sabin is president of flu* comi timore on the tine steamers of the Merchant A
assurances that the steady improvements in
pany and asserts that every dollar of the llabilMiners Transportation Co. Among those al- this Journal are everywhere recognized. The tics will be paid. Affairs of the com
been put into the. hands of a receiver, and bu>
ready in the South, or who were to start from present owners and publishers who, six years ness will be continued.
Boston yesterday, are Vaughn of the Ellsworth ago, assumed control and management, have
i American, Bunker, of the Fairfield
Journal, freed the American Agriculturist from all enThe Democrat of the Period.
who is accompanied by a special artist, (jliman etunhranees, and, equipped with brains and
T'lie Democrat of the period is a thing of <>pof the Aroostook Pioneer, Watkins of the Ox- I means as never before,
unhesitatingly promise
ford Democrat, and Hon. Win. M. Bust of the 1 a paper better and stronger with each succeed- posite extremes, a kind of jumhorian midget,
an incomprehensible tata
Prog. Age....The Rockland Courier Gazette ing issue. Dr. Geo. Thurber, for nearly a | great big nothing,
offered a costly fan to be awarded to the hand- quarter of a century the Editor, and all the j tooed what-is-it," that stopped growing before
! somest young lady in that city by popular vote. able Associates and Writers who have rendered I it had half matured, that does nothing but ape
all the evils and mischief abund >m d by other-,
A total of 55U3 votes was cast, and Miss Helen
material assistance In making the American I
Snow had 320 more votes than the next highest Agriculturist what it i* to-day are still with j without the ability to originate, adopt, or com!
or decent, an extremely
competitor, and is the fortunate possessor of us. At no period of its existence has tl.i? prebend anything good
selfish -dog-in-the-manger” economist, who can
the fan.
ladies
received
Twenty-six young
Company been in so prosperous and stable n 1
not utilize the gifts of God himself, and will
ballots....There is talk of establishing a news- condition, as it now is.
This
not permit his neighbor to enjoy them.
!
paper in Kennebunk. to be edited by T. P.
| creature seldom has a commercial thought
James, of Boston....Prof. N. C. Brackett will
An Explanation in Order.
a
commodity, or a political idea
| above a single
not be able to give much attention to the Phillocal habitation. Some think the >oiTo the Editor of mu Journal: In the I beyond
of
the
uti’on
whole
question is in sugar alone;
in
lips Phonograph until early
June, and mean- ! last, number of
your paper, there appeared a ! others wrap their gigantic intellects in wool
while Mr. P. A. Sawyer has charge.
arc
with
and
happy;
many more cotton is king;
! poem entitled “The Fisher and the Trout,”
while nearly all agree with their Kentucky
accompanied by the remark that it was written leaders that the semina,n
hn^mn of all earthly
Fish and Fishing. The Bangor Commer- !
by a gentleman in Knox County.
glory may he found in the spiritual product of
cial says: “The catch of trout in brooks near
sour-mash Bourbon. Few of them have ever
The poem is in fact a translation from the
this city thus far this season has been small,
been able to see farther than their own barnGerman, and the original, which is called “Dei
none have ever dared to venture beyond
j Old I'd he rmen say it is too early to lure the Fischer.” may be found in the last part of Ot- yard;
their State Hues; while every one of them can
trout
from
Same
small
brooks.”
!
here, and to's German
be found within the pale of his party.
grammar. The translation follows always
are always othodox in their paradoxical
elsewhere. Too much water in the brooks....
the original faithfully enough except in the They
“Jeffersonian and Jacksonian Demshibboleth
Mr. Burnham, of Burnham & Morrill who reconclusion, which is quite different.
ocracy.” disregarding the fact that Jackson
cently returned to Portland from a visit to
to
hang the only practical Jeffersonian
The following hastily made translation gives wanted
their Maine factories, reports lobsters more
exponent higher than Human. And so they
the true ending:
keep up this Kilkenny cat fight between the
numerous and of larger size than for eight
When a year had passed away,
straight-out free-trader, the “tariff-for-revenueyears past, which lie attributes to the thorough
Upon his promise thinking,
only” man, horizontal reductionist, incidental
manner in which “close time” has been mainThe little fish appeared again
straddler, and last, but not least, the "raw-maWith bravery unshrinking.
terial” sophist, under the pretext of stopping
tained.... Alewives have come at Damariscotta
“Thou art so true,” the fisher said,
the. surplus revenue, or rice versa and of lowerMills. Monday, the 5th, six thousand were
“So honest thy endeavor,
ing prices. [Speech of Hon. Chas. N. Brumm
taken. A fine catch for so early in the season...
1 will not take thee from the brook
of i’a.. in the House of Representatives.
I'll
leave
thee
free
forever.”
Reports from Eastport indicate that the outI
Ellsworth, May 10th, 1884.
js. .T. c.
look for the sardine business this season is anyGeneral Neal Dow, Major H. A. Shorey
Rev. D. \V. LeLacheur, Rev. H. <_’. Muiisoi:
thing but bright. Most of the factories have
and other well known prohibitionists met ir
JoA«iUiN Miller has just written a new Portland one
large quantities of last season’s canning still on
evening last week and decided oi
i book which is
a sensation in main
hand, and it is proposed to reduce wages and circles, under thecreating
holding meetings in every village, town ant
title of “Memorie and Rime.*
run the factories on short time....A Gardiner
city in the State, commencing about the middh
Mr. Mi lie r regards this as the best, book he ba:
of June, for the purpose of instructing oui
marketman has displayed a tU pound lobster.... ever written. It is full of romantic incident;
us to the reasons and necessities foi
citizens
of his early frontier life, containing many gem*
A seal, weighing fifty-seven pounds, was revoting for the prohibitory amendment at tin
of poetry—for Mr. Miller ranks among the bes’
oently caught on a trawl forty miles southwest of the world’s poets. It is published by Find September election.
& Wagnails, New York, at the low price of *^
of Monhcgau, in fifty fathoms of water... The
Barua S. Snow & Co., wholesale fish dealers
cents in
and $1.00 cloth binding
Piper Packing Co’s, factory at Rockport i> JSee theirpaper binding,
17F» Atlantic avenue, Boston, have failed am
large advertisement on another page
a
an assignment.
business
in
lobsters.
150C
made
Their liabilities are suit
canning
doing good
to be $300,000 or $350,000. Their indebtedness k
Water works for Bath are advocated by th<
pounds were received one day lasL week.Mr
principally to firms in Boston, Gloucester am
j Eugene Goodwin caught three trout at Sebagc Times of that city. A Bath without wate Maine seaport towns. The firm consists o
is
Barua S. Snow and David J. Edwards.
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The House refused to concur in the Senate
amendments t<> the Fit/John Porter hill and a
conference committee has born appointed.

j

is

-o

Judah P. Benjamin, a distinguished juri-t and
formerly Secretary of Stilt* of the > mthern !
Confederacy, di- d in Paris May 7th.

1

night

Grange, lias appointed Prof. .1. Chandler,
representative from Maine to visit the
II- will i o! Align."
Isle-boro, making three trips per week
■-ranges throughout the country in a representative
a
make two trips between Islesboro and < am
den. Tne Brunette is one of the small steamers ! capacity ...The National Grange will hold its
built at Camden by ( 'apt. Bramhall, and is a hand- eighteenth annual session in Nashville. Tonn., next
Brunette between

1
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one
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Mr. .John

argument in the Belfast railroad
printed, ami after Mr. Drummond
makes his supplemental answer the case will he
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Mr.

case
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Dolly Sexton, the New Lebanon <N. Y.'
Shake ress. who died a few daws ago, was ins
old.
years
;
jI A lace factory, which will he the only one of
the kind in the Vnited States, is to be started at
Wilkesbarro. Pa.
;

purpose bv
watchmen.

on

The signal service observer on Pike'.- |Vak,
irreconcilable difference of opinion with
regard to the systems of protection and free who was snowed in and supposed to be lost,
trade." In 1870, ami in 1880, it declared for a has been relieved, and is in excellent health.
“tariff for revenue only.” thus maintaining its
A treaty between Franc- and China has been
con>i>teiiey for inconsistency and contradiction signed
which the latter p •-.•urni/- > the
to commemorate the deeds of those of our citi- <>t iis own
principles and positions; and thus in French by
protectorate over Attain and Tunquin.
this short piece of history, within the memory
zens who lost their lives in the Union cause.
of everybody, proving the correctness and
Floods in Louisiana have stopped ail planting
We have no doubt that arrangements could be
reliability of the picture of the party the writer operations and destroyed much stock
l<u
made to secure a monument of Waldo granite,
has sought to present.
thousand people in Tensas pari.-h are in n<< d of
that would be an ornament to the city and fitly
food.
And elsewhere the writer says:
serve its purpose as a memorial, at
a very
Di>gulse tlie matter as it> leaders may, the
Senator Don Cameron, according to letters!
reasonable cost; and further, that wen- esti- Democratic part} of to-day still contains all the just received, will return t<* this country -o.»n
elements, essence and aniniu» adapted to the after tin* Chicago Convention iu restored
mates secured the money required could be
overthrow of Republican institutions ami well health.
easily ami speedily raised. Is not tie* matter regulated liberty upon the American continent,
E. < ’. Woodman of Philadelphia, treasurer of
and unquestionably presents to the American
worth consideration'i
people, a* it has done for the past fifty years, the Presbyterian Board of Publication, has
defaulted to the tune of $10,<mio. lie dabbh I
The Home Farm thus concludes an interest- the alternative to overthrow and consign it to
oblivion, or to have their institutions eventual- in stocks.
ing and judicious article on the two State Fair ly overthrown and destroyed by this party.
A Long Island tislnrman
aim- to hav
associations:
Again, sutler it to acquire supreme power, it
caught ;i mil ion menhaden at one haul on MonBoth State Fails will issue attractive pro- will thresh the land with Hails of iron or the day. There wa- a big drive of th fish up tli
harrow of anarchy, until it> inhabitants, like
Sound that day.
grammes. give liberal premiums and be well
the Israelites of old, cry out in their agony for
supported. But one of these days, as we de- a
or again >eck relief in a dismemberment
An effort will he made by Secretary Frelingking,
with
voutly hope,
permanent grounds at the of
this great and glorious Union.
huysen to -eeure :i mop- stringent extradition
two points, then* will be a union of these societies in holding the grandest agricultural and
The book contains 227 pages, is neatlv bound treaty with Canada, covering the crimes of
larceny and burglary.
industrial exhibitions ever seen in Maine, al- and printed, and is
published for the author by
ternately at the West, and at the Fast. Why G. 1\ Buluatifs Sons. New
Ordered to clear the court, an Irish crier at
York.
not ? We believe the greatest good of the greatBallinasloe did s., by :his announcement
est number would result from such a course, a
Akchihvi.n Mai.maison. By .Julius Haw- “Now. then, all ye blackguards that isn’t lawharmonious adjustment of all sections be
yers must leave the court
brought about, and a union of the best men for thorne. This book contains some of the writthe furtherance of the best interests of our er's best work.
The Massachusetts House lias passed a bill
The plot is one that only a
St ate surely follow.
providing for a tine of $5o») to be put on teleHawthorne could conceive and properly degraph
companies for placing wires on buildings
It i> feared that the shipping bill will In- velop. and while the novel hears throughout the without the owners consent.
of
a
the
powerful individuality, yet
buried by reference to committee of the whole stamp
Southern Congressmen have decided to exert
reader will !>■• strongly reminded of the elder
themselves to secure a repeal of all tax on tool the House. The Democrats will have to
Hawthorne in his prime. There are the same bacco, and reduce the tax on distilled fruit
bear the responsibility of depriving our shipbratidv to ten cents oer gallon.
and >trong situations and arping interest of much needed relief. The un- thrilling passages
M-ur
«>r Inc
wetm aim mysterious
Robert Lincoln lias three children; Mary,
derstanding was that the question of free ships wiili uieii'img
named tor her mother ami grandmother, is
the natural and commonplace, yet then* is
should b" voted upon as a separate measure,
fourteen, Abraham, whose home name i* dark,
no trace of imitation, and one cannot
help feel- is ten, and Jessie, nearly eight.
and bad the Dingley bill been allowed to stand
ing
that if the father had never written a line
upon its merits it would undoubtedly have
The Louisiana rieo crop has proved larger
the son would nevertheless he writing just as
than last year and aggregated about 2do,ni)<i
pas-ed both houses and become a law.
he is. “Archibald Malmaison" is a talc of artis- bbls. Sugar shows a falling oil'; the total vield
We are indebted to lion. Nelson Dingley, Jr., tic life in England in the lirst part of the cen- ! is generally conceded to lie 200,000 hhds.
for a copy of his admirable speech on ••Protec- tury. This hook has h.-.-n
(ieneral Butler says lie has mu received rir
published in England,
tion to American Industries,” delivered i.i the and has been received with remarkable favor alleged letter from the chairman of the V u
York
(ireenlmek Mate committee requesting
House of Representatives April 2!dh, and also ! by the most critical of tin* English Reviews. It
statement of his views,
lie believes ;r i> hoax.
for a ropy of the Agricultur.il Department Re- wii! awaken wide interest in America.
PubClark
of Rochester. N w
Fx-Congressman
port tor lssJ. Senator Hale lnw sent us a copy of lished in Funk A Wagnails’ (10 and 12 Dev
York, has directed hi* attorney to begin
his speech on the shipping bill, in which he ably Street, N. Y.) Standard Library. Paper, 15 ! criminal
prosecution against the firm of (frant
A Ward.
Mr. Clarke was a depositor with the
defends the American shipping interest from cents.
firm.
the attack- of the advocates of free ships.
Tn* Lewis and Ills Lami*. By Pansy. This |
Warren B. Johnson, (id years old. who left
j capital story was one of the lirst from Pansy's
The Orange Growers Journal thinks it would
California on foot June 1st. is* 2. with a horse,
prolific pen, and so bright was it, so pure, so ;
“fail in a piain duty” if it did not coun-el its
wagon, cow and dog, arrived at his home in
healthy in tone, that it sprang at once into pop- Webster, Ma*s., Friday night, all the animals
readers to ke-p their tempers in discussing “the i
and
since
that
time
has
been
in steady with him.
ularity.
water question.”
It would seem to be fortuI demand,
it was an excellent idea on the part
The Cuion steamer N vaila from New ’’i a k.
nate for the O. G. J., which by the way, is pubof the publishers to begin their new series of
April 2Ut.li, for Liverpool, collided on tile 1
lished in Riverside, California, that its readers j
iiist. with the steamer Romano, Capt. .Mitchell,
cheap editions of good hooks with one which is lrom Hull, bound for Boston. The latter
are not discussing anything stronger than watalready so widely and favorably known. It is vessel was sunk.
I
er.
| a book powerful for good, and one that no hoy
The Fast Mail service betwe.-n Boston and
The gavel that will give the premonitory | could read without fooling it* influence. The San Francisco is to lie continued, lie order
the hour of departure of ilie r. i\ \i.
thump Iwfore the vote is declared at Chicago ; story it*< If is deeply interesting, the style is changing
train via. the Boston and Mbany Load having
fascinating, and the les,(>n it leaches is skilfully been rescinded.
that makes the Republican standard bearer,
Price 25 cents. D.
will be made of pieces of wood from every ! mingled with the incident.
Capt. R. W. Andrews, aged nin« ty-tlir<
Lot hrop A o., IJoston.
Stair and Territory in the I'nion.
Maine conMa\ Mb,
years, started from Sumpter, S. <
for
Boston on a pedestrian tour. JL xptributes a piece of rock maple.
NOTES.
to make the entire journey on
»t and i- ••ontiIn the June Outur\ the Rev. Dr. Charles S.
dent of his ability to do so.
Do you own a dog S' Tln-n you want .1 neat 1 Robinson eontinu*
bis series of open letters
A New York despatch say* that the National
little book just published by Dr. Al. Watts, <»f ; by a consideration of the
church
of
subject,
Womens’ Christian Temperance I ,m i> to
Boston, entitled “The Dog; containing some music from the stand-point uf the choirs.
send out a call to prayer m view >f the apbints on breeding, together with a description
I \i
Mrs. Sophie B. Herrick has prepared for the proaching Presidential campaign.
of the diseases common to dogs, and how they
May 27th is named as a da\ "f i»ray **r.
dun
St. Nicholas a paper on bee-hunting,
j
can be cured.”
A flower farm has been .Mabli*:e o at < ar: which will open a tield for
sport and profit that
r apenteria. in Santa Barb.u a «• ouii*>. <
The mind cure, of which the late P. P. Ouim- j will be now to many readers. It is entitled the production of perfumery.
\ l-’r--in h g ,ru
"'n r-■
; “Queer Came.”
dener
has
been
to
1
of
the
manage
was
is
Belfast,
procured
by,
originator,
attracting
is no other enterprise of the kind on tie Pacific
much attention at this time. Rev. Dr. Bartol,
The M i;, numbi r of the Ladies Floral Cabi- coast.
of Boston, has made it the subject of a sermon
net is full of timely and instructive articles on
The Pope lias confirmed the decree of the
and the newspapers teem with articles con- llori -ulttm* and home
topic*, and lias the usual propaganda dividing tin Dioe. >e of Portland.
it.
and erecting a new S.e, with tie- are},
Me.,
cerning
j illustrations. “A White Hyacinth" is the title episcopal
residence at M am*lu*«ter. N 11. Rex.
of a pleasing *tory.
In
the
house
keeping Denis M. Bradley wi! he appointed first
The Presidential outlook ha- undergone but
we
notice a receipt for boiled Bishop.
little change during the past week. Mr. Blaine department
Dr. A. B. Pitts refused p> t«-tif> in the
still leads the list of Republican candidate-, 'pouge cake. Floral Cabinet Co, 22 Vesey
Matthews murder ea-- at II i/clliurst. Mississtreet. New York.
and hi- nomination on the second ballot is not !
sippi, and was committed for contempt .d
only possible but probable.
Mr. S. (i. \V. Benjamin contributes the fifth I court.
lb eluded the -IioritV and ■*< aped.
!
Several other witnesses
To
s.-u
d*
| paper, scribing The Century cruise, to the Wheeler shoot Matthews. testified
The Senate lias passed a bill placing Gen. dune number of that
It is illustratmagazine.
j
Grant on the retired list with rank and full pay
At a cattle sale in New York, May 7 h,
|'d by Burns, and describes a French seaport
as General of the Army, and has agreed to Mr.
brought over ■■?*()() each. Ciainiiim of
| oil an island oil’ the coast of Newfoundland— animals
St.
Ilelion was knocked down at *l!«x»: i’.oinFrye's motion for a conference on the shipping >t. Pierre. Tie* city of St. Pierre, famous for
bas’ Daughter. *2200; Baron of >t. Lambert.
bill.
-SttOO; Honeymoon of St. Lambert, snih;
a miniature government,
fogs and fisheries.
Bijou of St. LamC rt and DaisCs Black Priae.
having it* own governor, elective council, Sduou
each.
Tuesday, May Gtli, was a good day for the
a
judiciary (including
chief-justice and all the
country. On that day the free trailers were de- various
The
trustees of Washington's headquarters at
grade*), an insular department of
defeated in the House, and the free ship lobby
marine afluirs, a marine court, departments of Newburg, New York, have approx, d a pi m
met with a severe defeat in the Senate
I submitted by Maurice J. Power, of New York,
war. finance, etc., etc.
I tor a centennial monument t<> be erect, d t t| ’Headquarters. Congress has appropriat' d s
A
series
of
valuable
articles on i utio and flic New York legislature >TO,nou for
especially
Charles O'Conor, the distinguished jurist,
1
educational
subjects begins in the June Centu- this purpose.
died at his residence in Nantucket Monday afi ry with a diM-uv-ion by !’r< >ident Eliot, of
ternoon, aged Ml years.
1 he American trael socien shows that id
Harvard, of “What is a Liberal Education
missionaries have been employed file past \i-ar.
Tile Jul\ number of The Century will have an who have visited 155.;}:>:> families. Tli<* misNkwsiwimh Noiks. In the last issue of
exhaustive paper by cx-President Woolsey, of sionaries also addressed 1014 religious ni>-*-tii>g%
the Waterviile Sentinel, (.'apt. .)
1). Maxtield
and circulated 13“>,4ti,s volumes. TTi*- total reA
<>n tIn* much-mooted
subject of “Honor- ceipts Inelmiing the balance from last \eai was
takes leave of his readers and patrons in a
Ollier
articles
will
follow
ary
Degrees**
these
$.“>57,470; expenditures, s.’dt.us-j.
well written
Elsewhere h»*

>

i

against

The writer of this book, a resident of
Atlanta, Georgia, says he Is an old man and an
old Whig and he evidently has no love for the
Democratic party, of yesterday or to-day. He
justifies his use of invective and says “the de-

tempt had succeeded, the result would have
been the complete financial ruin of the government and the country.
In 1808 it also declared
in favor of the taxation of tho bonds and the
of
the
in
same
payment
paper currency. These
about 100 bundled feet in length of her bottom, measures, if adopted, would have consigned
and was otherwise in a disreputable condition. the government and country to infamy for the
next hundred years.
In 1872 the party deWe perhaps ought not to complain, as she is clared “for a speedy return to specie payabout as good a specimen of an English steam- | ments,” knowing that such a movement at
that time must have been a failure.
In 1870 it
er as is usually sent out here to go into the !
denounced the law for resumption of specie
Brazil trade, but we think her builders ought !
payments in 187't up to the very day when reto have put a little more paint and putty on : sumption took place, all the while demanding
her before they sent her out; yet probably they iis repeal. In isos it denounced reconstruction as
and void,” but in 1870 it
did not think she would have to go on the dry declared“revolutionary
“its devotion to the amendments of
dock quite so soon.” These are specimens of the Constitution” of the Cnited Staff s. thereby
contradicting itself and giving its approval to
( apt. Codinan’s free

<

■

News

now

The New York

etc.

the Gazette says: “On examination of her
bottom, when she was lifted into pure Yankee
air, it was discovered that this bran new ship
for the Brazil trade had her butts all adrift for

<■

j

Generalities.

Democracy. The History of Democracy
Considered as a Party Name and as a Political
Organization. By Jonathan Norcross, author
of “The Conflict of Labor and Capital,” etc.,

style he presents a history of the DemocratA number of ladies in this city propose to organfarmers to stock up and get ready for the change.
The Mayor of Norfolk, Yu., is charged with !
ic party from its formation down to the war of collusion with thieves and law breakers.
ize a Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle. A
The skating party of the young misses last week
the rebellion, and in the opening chapters outcourse consists of four years study of I
Brick Pomeroy has sued a Denver paper for Chautauqua
was so successful that the young gentlemen will
j
certain useful branches, at the end of which time :
invest their money. The Nautical Gazette re- lines the rise and progress of Democracy in
$150,000 for damage done to his character.
it. The party will be given at the rink on
the graduates receive diplomas. Forty minutes ; duplicate
ports the arrival of another of these British Greece and in France. Mr. Norcross thus
Tuesday evening May 20th, and is well managed
Lt has been decided that the expedition for
is
said
to
It
be
sufficient.
is
study
a
dally
hoped
built cotlins at New York on her first trip to arraigns the Democratic party for its incon- the
relief of Khartoum shall start in July.
by three young men of about twelve years each.
club will be formed, as It can be made both social
[
America. She is a new vessel and intended sistency :
Mr. Ralph Cross, who for some time has occupied
The Alert, the third and last vessel of the ami instructive.
for the Brazil trade. She had to go on a YanAt the close of the war its leaders were
W. (». vhlen place In this city as a boardGreely expedition, sailed from New York SatThe Byron Theatrical company, under the man- the C'apt.
kee dry dock to have the “feather" on her clamorous and persistent for an inflation of urday.
house, has moved to the Hoad of the Tide.
the currency, which was already, as a conseagement of Mr K. A. Owen, of Bangoi, played ing
shaft replaced, having broken it m )■<>'</>, and
The Alden house is now occupied for the same
of the war, much swollen. If this atThere

■

j

Literature.

Wrecks.

Ex-Alderman Woolley furnishes a fair explanation of the reason why so many ocean
steamers have recently gone to the bottom, and
the reason Is said by him to be because of the
inferiority of their construction. The Newcastle City, a Tyne built ironclad, is now being
repaired in Boston, and the iron plates of her
bull are so poor that a slight blow from an ordinary hammer will penetrate through from
side to side, making a hole. Workmen on the
hold, said Mr. Woolley, say that the angle irons
which form the frame of this steamer, instead
of being constructed of the best wrought iron,
are of a
poor quality of cast iron and quite
brittle. Mr. Woolley says that there are many
other English-built vessels open to the same
objections. [Boston Herald.
These are the “cheap” vessels built on the
other side with which our builders cannot
compete, in price, and in which tin; free ship
advocates are anxious that Americans should

'i

same town.

>i,i

of the

much agitation.

The remperai
and its advo ale

Pkus.
I"

>

>n

apt. A

ai

Port .and

to

take

.-ins

M. 1 )onald lias

command of ids

gone.

ve—el. -eh.

Aim
A 11 d...(’apt. Frank Svvett has lieen transnow the important one
ferred from -eh. Preseott Ha/.eltino to seh. T. 11.
through bud and earnest agitation. Tin
Livingston, of this city, in place of (.apt. Callonsaddest dav for temperance was at the cl**>e .»
ette
(.'apt. Ldward .MeDonald has gone to New
the war. Everything remained dormant during tin
I
York
take c nnmaml "f sell. Prescott H.x/.eltim*.
rebellion, but since that day the warfare ha- beet
The latter vessel was built for Capl. McDonald in
going on. <>ur people gladly gave up their IniI•"T.t, in,i on me death of ( apt. Bean lie took charge
! band*, sons and brothers that the I’nion might b.
t -eh. L iward lohnson.
.Mr. Amos Clement, of
saved, but we do not propose to see them ruin* •! ii
Mr. Desert, to look after Ids
this city■, h
g nu
the saloon. The next great question to settle is tm

question is
will

win

1

it lias

iiquor question,

e.mm

t<*

Th.

x.

ties of Massachusetts-m*w it.at -I per
nisei !.y -trong
crime in that State is

|

the

compiler said he ow.-i
B

make the statement.

victim every eiglii min
nrd’s grave every y.-ar.
a

;•

!•■ the

...

drink,

an-

Ming

men

i-.-au-ing the death

im

-!<■-,

an

I

o.o"n

till

a

lit-

eve-'- at

-t.iii

f

ci.t

1 Ici'sev will
Memorial
Hodgt

■

11

hotel

at

Seal Harbor-Col.
at

Monroe,

on

Dav-Fred A. Carle, "f this city, has
B t!more
-’h. Daylight, ( apt. David
I

1

\\

newiiing

drunk

■

sell, -ailed from thi- port Sunday
are gia<l to learn that Mr. Hayward

Mr.
.of Frankfort, i- improving in health
Wing, of Thorndike, Is taking charge of
Mr. Pierce’s jewelry store In Augusta, while the
Piei'

>ii.* -aid that pr««tii!»i{i«*i
prohibit, although -he knew liquor selling ii
Maine was not entire!) -upprr~seu This 1- i-M fn
fa ilt of the law. The law is all right. It is righteoi.

Wm.

does

and constitutional. The trouble 1- that 'lit* law inot enforeeil. It wants public sentiment behind it
The speaker described the license law of Ma--a

••>

gt-m

:■

miner

deliver the address

w.

latter i*

t

on

a

short visit to

Boston-Uov.

Dr.

Field and wife have arrived at their home in Hangor from their extended European tour in excel-

lent health.
.Mr. L. D. Bur l, of Boston is visiting
The abut, I friends in this city_Mr. A. W. Keene, of Boston,
He will return here
was in this oitv on Monday.
ter’s law was a great help to them. If a man ap i
this summer to teach voice culture, singing ami
plies fora license in Massachusetts it Is refused il
harmony, if sufficient encouragement is given him.
the person whose land adjoins objects. A saioot
..Mrs. Emily Pendleton, daughter of Augustus
\\ hei
must be so many feet from a school house.
Perry, ot this city, arrived at her husband’s home
saloons got too plentiful a school house could b*
in searsport on Saturday last. She has been at sea
would have to disperse. A salooi
erected and
ehusetts, which in itself is

j

!
|

prohibitory.

they
always flees before the school house. A gentlemai

j

able drinkers.
The

The

people who keep wine cellers

speaker pleaded

1

entire country

for

the amendment ami sai«

watching Maine. We hav*
had prohibition for thirty years and if, after thi:
long experience, the amendment is defeated it wil

the

was

dishearten the workers in other states. Maine is a
the front and should lead in tills as in other things
It was a Maine man Senator Frye) who prohibits
Tin
the sale of liquor in the nation’s eapltol.
speaker compared the sale of liquor in Maine be
fore and since the enactment of the prohibltor;
law. In olden time the amount of liquor drank ii

Maine, tier capita, was $20, while now it is but $:l
Mrs. McLaughlin held the closest attention of tin
audience for nearly an hour and a half, making he
points clearly and forcibly, it is to l>e hoped sh*
w ill again address our people on this question he
mud
fore the close of tin; campaign, and that
1 larger audience will be in attendance.

husband, and lately arrived at New York
Liverpool. Mrs.Pendleton is still suffering from
the effects of a fall at a railway station in England.
...Dr. and Mrs. Flanders, Mr. amt Mrs. H. E.
McDonald, Mr. Charles W. Frederick and Mr. W.
H. Quimby, all of this city, expect to go to Chicago
with the Presidential excursion party—Wm. M.
Rust, editor of the Progressive Age, of this city, left
on Monday for a vacation of two or three weeks,
and will join the editorial excursion south which left
Boston yesterday. His place on the paper will he
supplied by Mr. L. H. March-The Bangor ComMr. Paul II. White, of
mercial of Monday says
Belfast, who has had live years experience in the
well-known drugstore of Poor A Son, of that city,
has been engaged by A. M. Robbins, Jr.Among
those who went to Lowell on Tuesday to see Belfast’s favorite horse trot, wore Geo. (). and Geo. A.
Bailey and Ralph Emery-Dexter Robbins, son
of Jesse Robbins, of this city, is now* visiting his
parents after an absence of twenty-nine years. Mr.
Robbins is settled in Oregon.
with her

from

at Old Orchard told her that the greatest evil wt
have to overcome in Maine i> the so-called fashion

j

The rain It iaineth cveiy

Our Liberty correspondent sends
epistle this week.

day.

Howard, from Rockport, will open a saloon
in Hayford Block, Belfast, and will not sell liquors.
John

Fred Brown arrived In Belfast

ning with

a

Monday

on

load <>f seventeen horses

car

Rice’s Fun

from

the Bristol will be

on

Belfast Opera House
Wight, of Northport, was
Saturday of last week, and
good deal damaged.

was a

from Knox

One of the latter is

county.

before

their fir.-t

Colby college nine

between Isle

The Belfast Base b ill dub

Haut, Rockland,

were

itched game of the

m

to have

season

with

Miss Southworth had a stormy day fur her millinery opening on Wednesday but she han a line
display of goods and many visitors. Her stock of
millinery 1* very fine and attracted much attention
from the ladies. Don’t fail to call on her to-day.

In the report of the Supreme .Judicial court last
week, the Journal said that Melvin Grant was before the court on an appeal case for being a common seller of liquor.
Ii should have been for
assault an.I battery on :i young man named staples.

Drove

Isle, for the accommodation of

to make them

owners

Nearly every lot is graded and the
monuments is constantly inIt i* really a beautiful cemetery.

possible.

as

number of handsome

creasing.
The
with

fisherman is

trout

large strings of

Mr.

abroad and Cannes in
and -till larger stories

now

tr-»i11

lucky fishermen,having
a
always sure of a fine
ib h.
The early fish arc quite small, but Colburn
<>i.<- which measured one foot in
length and
weighed half a pound.
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an or
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of Massacbu-

‘-late

peri n tender, t of the
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I’lie inside fimsit will

noid*. an! c.tds for first-class work
superintei. dent 1- named Blackstoue and bis
t.-m' y
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Mr.

native of

a
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Mod lard has renovated

now

ha*
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cri.iin-

at

t

win

c

Brus-.'.s

anew

are

tnerc

s;

new

new

carpets

opt rating rooms, and the la bora
n.i'■(•> n
improved and supplied with tlr-t
■•<•-.
I'm-rooms arc further beautlli.-d
apciun
cu.im*

a.,
c
•"ills*

and

:n-

in

mad

are

;uvrt

a-

..

•.••nti»tV

a

room* can

n.*:, .»f i;-, iM*t, w.i- sold ai auction at the store
J. W. Frederick & co.. In tills city on Tuesday
afternoon. A large number of people Interested tn

*:ie.*r.

Jli 1 and others of
i

Winterport.

The

vessel

repairs here and then will enter
genera! freighting business under the com.
'Hand of Capt. A. •). Crocker.
The James Miller
"a- milt in inis city in l*c,i; by Carter A Co.
she
:i is had
many repairs ma ie upon her and was
e
ed in l*si.
She i- weli found in rigging, ami
i~ e..),sid« red a great bargain at tin*
price for which
.ii

v

u.

sue

*r_ro

line

Tie*

*M.

s

minstrel

a

n

1

i l.-ni

happened

one

da.

ivc

tilled without any trouble.

purchased

tne

Eureka road machines

log- of Morse A Co. which came down in the freshet this spring, have been rafting them from the
W' -tern shore the
past week.

-oily

in

on

trial

soon.

The roads

very bad condition, ami it will be a good
opportunity to test the merits of the machine...
arc

a

Miller

;,
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ver\
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Waldo District

Lodge
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s.i.uar,

at

w

1

represented by delegates and report* j
were had from them all. Tin: principal officer*
prosa were J. H Klwei! of (.'has. Baker I.odgc, Northport, Dl*t Tompi.-tr: K. 11. Ban ton of Freedom
I. *i-:'*, *
un-t li"t
Mrs. W. II. >ay\vnrd, of sny"aro Lodge. Thorndike. Vi- e Templar. M.
Stiles
•
L. Brackett ledge, Jackson, See’y ; B. K.
\
Freedom, Treas.; Mrs. I>. Alexander, Belli-!. Chaplain ; •« U Cob*. Bethel. Marshal, «.. H
Bice. "a;, ward, Fast Templar.
Brief addresses
and remarks were made bv Dr A
J. Billings, M.
i. Dow, Deo. K. Brackett, -1 W. Knowllon and
other*, and recitation-!iy Mrs. D. Alexander >*n'.ward Lodge furnisle*d an interesting literary ens*
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foil*.wing
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i'hat while

wo

ir*

pe-a.-ed

to

know
fiour-

ilt'ii ..
Teuipliry in W ,ido Mii)iy :•* in a
S.— Li 1:_r e.mditioi \-t we al>.. know then* i- mic h
work to !••* done to place the eati-e of temperance
i'ie eondilioii it should !»e in the
community.
IT
ved. Tunt w< detest tin* means resorted to
htna! parti
and individuals for obtaining
ol*
an.i w callu hy the use of intoxicating Jicpmrs.
Re-oive-t, That (.*oo-i Templar* stand n* a bod>
h-r prohibition at all our elections ami propose to
make it a uatb mal issue.
I»e.-o|ved, That we heartilv approve of the pro
P *-<• ’, amendment placing the principle of prohibi
t:-m
the constitution, am! promise mir earnest
< ib •ft* to secure that rest: It.
Re-olve i. T.hat 1
tminks of thi* District Lodge
are e\tei. h-d t*> 'avu.ir ! Lodge for ithospitali
ii*
on this (•<.-isiou.
-o

> 1J.AmKit

Noiks.

seventeen years

The

Cambridge was
old Wednesday week, having been
steamer

med

May 7th, 1*1.7, at New York. She cost
*and has always been a popular boat with
in.
ravelling public. Capt. * Mis Ingraham, her preset*!
Minuander, joined Ter when launched, having
mate
the Kntah iin prior to that date_
Mi
T !i; who has been
long connected with
Bo-ton A Bangor v v Co. as steward of the
m

’■

Cambridge

in.er-

and

Kataiidin has

resigned

position, and will shortly join another line_
Lewiston has taken the place ol the
''"'ked City
Jb'rtl.-e.
«»n the Boston A St.

:-

nner

J

bn

1

b-

M

'lie*

Internation.il Co. will probably
tup irate d their Hue steamer Stale of
fit
Bath.
."The owner- of steamer
*''■
d £ looo for sinking the seh. M.
Bristol. Tim accident occurred some

«•-.

>

1

■'

o\

*pt

..I.'-

blowing appointments, assignee o'* aad pro a
1 >i,y have l-ecu made
by the B. A
B
:
take effect at the respective dates
o' a a
i : here 1
( apt. M irk I ugraliam. promoted
D'om ii r-t | ! a
steamer Camliridge, to the com
to md of t..,- .steamer Mount
Desert, May la. (.'apt.
w
lam I Rogers, to lie iir.*t pilot of the steamer
am -ndge. transferred.
May ib. Thoina* II. Bena mi, i-i *:n b*from a**istmt engineer, to engineer
the steamer Kataiidin, vi*e Kugene
Dood, re
from active dutv June 1. F. L. Davis, assist
111
an1 enirlm-er steamer Kataiidin, promoted, June 1.
A
ii. J Laiise.01110, purser, steamer Kataiidin, prom
l, June 1. Daniel B. smith, .-teward steamer
Kataiidin, vice J. K. Tyler, resigned, Mav P.
William '. Roix, promoted to 2nd pilot steamer
ago.

o

1

F* noo-rui, vie. H. II. Horner, trau-lerie
Jun.L
C. A. Higgins, baggage master steamer Fenoi.-

promoted, June 1. J. V Smith, first office!
steamer Mount Desert, appointment to date from
M iy l.-t. T red Hanson, baggage master steamer
Mount Desert, promoted, May 17.
"C

< H I
tin-

in.

veiling

GoVKUNMENT MKKTINO.
All adjourned
of the city council was hi*M on Thursday

la>t week. The committee to whom was
referred the matter of contracting for the support of
<

<•!

i? v poor made the following report: “The
only
person from whom we have been able to obtain any
proposition is Harrison Jlayford, which is as fob
-\\ ->—lie proposes to assume the liabilities
of, and

the

fast,

lor. all tin* sane paupers of the city of Belincluding Albert Sleeper and Kdward It.

Wells

now

provide

insane

from the 1 Otli

day

of

May, 1**1,
t » the loth day of May, 1*85, for the sum of $4,non,
to be paid quarterly.”
Accepted In concurrence.
I he eoinmittee on annual appropriations reported
the sum of $(>4,500 for the current tnunicipnl year,
divided as follows: For contingent expenses, sal
aides, and interest on city bonded debt, $42,non, fur
the support of schools, $5,ooo, for the support ol
paupers, $4,ooo; for repairing highways, bridges
and walks, $iu,000, $8,000 of which to be in labor
and $2,000 in '-ash; f.,r lire department, $2,non. and
discount on taxes, $1,500. After some discussion
and a committee of conference the report was ae
cepted and the appropriations made. It was ordered that

an abatement of four per cent, be made
those tax payers who voluntarily pay their taxes
to the collector on or before August 15, 1**4, and
that an abatement of two per cent, lie allowed on
to

all

before dan. 1, 1885. It was or
compensation for labor on the highway-. for the current municipal year be established
taxes

paid

on or

dered that the

at fifteen cents per hour for men, and the same for
one yoke of oxen; that twelve and one-half cents
per hour be allowed for one horse; that thirty cents
per day of ten hours be allowed fora plow and that

twenty-live cents per day of ten hours be allowed
for a cart and scraper. It was ordered that no highway surveyor in said city shall expend any tnonev
upon the roads for ordinary repairs, except the
amount on their books, unless authorized so to dc
by some member of the committee on highways
and bridges or municipal officers. Said surveyors
shall keep an a*‘-count of all money by them ex
pended and shall produce vouchers for the same
when required so to do by the municipal officers
aud the city clerk shall cause a printed copy of tbit
order to be inserted In each of said surveyors
books. It was ordered that a discount of twenty
nve percent, be made on the highway taxes to al
persons who pay their taxes in cash on or before
the first day of August, 1884, and that a discount ol
fifteen per cent, be made to all persons so paying
on or before the first day of Oc tober, 1884.
A joini

special committee, consisting

of Alderman L. A
Kuowlton, and councllmen Geo. C. Harding am
I same T. Bowen was appointed and directed to makt

such contract for the support of the city pauper*
for such price and time and on suen terms, and witt
such persons as they ma£ deem for the interest ol
said city, and report to the next regular meeting ol
the

city council.

urer

Inst.

be instructed

It
to

voted that the city treas
attend the tax sale on the 27tl

was

RECEIVED

lOO Rolls

prices

-O F-

!

SPRING STYLE

■

Please call and examine goods and prices and be convinced
thatvthis is ibs place to buy.
HEW BOSTON CLOTHIMS STORE, KSARK ANDREWS, Prop.,
II

lJhti?nix

M<-.

l{oxv.

CARPETINGS,
The

assortment

of

consists

BRUSSELLS,
TAPESTRIES,
EXTRA SUPERFINE
ALL WOOL

CARPETINGS,

INGRAINS,
DOUBLE WARPS,

April 20th, Mrs. Wealthy
months, and 10 days.

COTTON CHAIN CARPETINGS

CLOTHS,
STAIR

CARPETINGS,

CARPET

LININGS,

STRAW

MATTINGS,
RUGS, &c., &c.

Call and

this immense assort-

see

prices tha* will be appreciated by the public.
Is

ment

at

CEO. W.
*>'/ <(

•S'.V

BURKETT,

Main Street, t ill/ li/or/,,

Absolutely Pure.
powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wlmlesomeness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the'multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sol it only in cans.
Koval Bakiso Powdkk Co., loo Wall >t., N. V.
This

than the

Having just

1 vr31

relumed irem

Boston market is

pared

70 Matin St.

FURNITURE

now

to show

pre-

our

NEW

XX/k-'STSS

ENGLAND

ONLY

ORGAN

GO,,

-A N D-

St., Belfast.

Will offer SPECIAL BAIUUI.VS in a few styles of or*,,, :i,,.l I'iun
Itch t
....
them lit less than
Any.. In.. Line Tor in < inriii, pn ill,
,uM.
jvliole«ile prices.
which we •»!V*,r for
I •*> le-.s (i. > i;: \\-1 i. 11
!■ i
5
,• 1
V\
.,
j v:
regular price $-2uo; one mi si j:., regular price siT-p
g
a s
....;
,...
regular pne'^|,i 1 t| origin I\
price $i Hi;-2 at
)
are all new. in-h iiel pcricc;
N
■!> I. ilirty. seem;.! n
g,..,
i.,;.
fcrc'l at tile-.-* prices tice ill-:* w a IVC a larger
k -is i» 111 1 t •;
,r;
;.;, ,i.
■,
All thinking of purchasing-shottM .- |i| a.ni
go „j,
tu.
mi,,
,-.

lOvcr.

lt.ui

■.

<

..

>

..

s

..

<

,,

~

Ash, in Mahogany and Pine, Ac.

Iii Walnut and

Parlor

r—m———— n— —

Rockers, Folding ('hall1*. Lounges and
Fas} Chairs, Bed Lounges, Ac., Centre Tables
In Walnut, Marble and Plush Tops, Whatnots,
Book Shelves and Brackets, Ac., Spring Beds,
Mattresses and Pillows, Rattan Chairs and
Rockers, kitchen Furniture,
Of every

description

LAMBREQUINS

-......

at

reduced

PsOU^7%7

prices.

cut and made

to

3? ORK

JEriFO^IOJES !

1

ft

frx

V iTfc rt

or> «rr\ try

•'x

««r.

*-»

*-»

~

Ladies Si Children’s

UPHOLSTERING done in the best
lier and all work guaranteed.

man-

answered

at the

iNFANTS READY MAUh CLOTHING
A

Temple,
i, U II11L1
M lil.W il Mi: AMA\ H. H. Johnson & Co.

d. L.

promptly
Square, or li. II. < '<>< >MBs\
Kspeeial care and attention given
at

-AT-

SPECIALTY.

A. P. Mansfield. Masonic

UNDERTAKING !
calls

SLKKPKK’S at foot of

Northport Ave.
FMBALMIN*. done in
conducting funerals.
the most simple and thorough manner.

licltM-1, Max i.I

to

description.

s

f

■:

LLIIi

DFSIFXS

FLORA I,

on

« i

Also ClT FLOWKHS pro
at reasonable rates.

short notice and

ft-'

i

junta ml fit shtttr
tisfott" r.n /7/e

an

ttotr

<j A s jk i; rj's

1884.

of all (iltADKS and Sl/.Ka

a

HOFFS

j

70

always
large line of

on

hand

ittt r

rfy

70

Street.

Main

Feathers, flowers,
P.

A.

VbIvbIs, ffiij, Bslins, Siiilsois

Mansfield’s,

am!

WILL HAVE ON DISPLAY

TEMEl.E.

M i SO.\ H
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A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF
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.•

U!L>U>K:L

Cor. p-a:n and

riigh

■

Sts

1

—

i,<.

I"''"
-|ll 'll'-1 la a M lilir IV, |
II UIIUFTUM vv I IIIt I will
,1 1
M
H"
Naiiinlat ni'trrnoons
ami Sunday*. rxcrplrd
-i
■:
llarriMin
l!a)fi»rd. Ib lmoni \it-niir. ttcllad.
I'.iiii
ui-iiiiiL.
-i'ii.I iiiarr- ir.-in iiii-iimv
II;'* a'li.irautn li tll.it I. i! -JiM-k U ill tv.', n till' I ir-1
trr, amt ai 111• i• fitt*
!:.ir_r. I,if al ar 'i-lrnts
1
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All
.Mis-.
of

are

cordially in\ ihd

t>> attend.

—

■

! .r_;•
lias brought li->iii<• an imu-ua
•foods— Hats and I’.onuri- of en p, -iv
I'-ortana particularly lar/e and Him
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ii" "ill- mi ail
Iran— the plan "m
l ttlv
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TO DO WITH THE FACT THAT

Ostrich

Tips

A

and Plumes,

iHi

1*

of every kind and

■J
Has

g..t in

a

CAROL and < A REFI'CL Y sE.
LKCTLD stock of

FLOWERS,

pins to insun*

FdhI.

a

irim
-ap iv

GOODS!

Velvets, Satins, &c.,
AT A. P. SVlAftSFiELC’S.

1(>

THE

MAIN

-at-

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

PLACE,

A.

SWEFT

«S:

Lmli<‘S

STREET,

Spring

Admilta

j

C'iiiidi'en's

Garments

G. W. Burkett, 81 & 83 Main

II

j

j

POPULAR

MANSFIELD’S.

i

NOTICE!

will send work either by stage or team tc
all good help in the county. Our work b
the best and we have a large amount to get made.
All wishing for work apply to us immediately.
F. M. IIICHBORN & CO.
Stockton, May 7, 18tf4.—InviO

WE

St.,City

Block.

MAKES, AT

<

Cambrics, &c.,
At

Mansfield’s.

ON

Misses.

of Skates
e.rrlnsin

Sntnrdap

afternoons for Hops, Admittance
lae. jor afternoon sessions.
I!reninp Sessions 1 to lit. Afternoon

si

ssions

riphf

manapement
behalf of the patrons

the

on

to

refuse ad mission to oltjcctionaidc
H. 11. ('OO M HS,
lit-ir.ist, i-.•. j>, i"i. m■1

II 1.1. ST')' K

l>mys,
\\

■

Mi ilirin< s, Toifrt
inteml

keop

1-

in

a

I rtirlrs,

Flitsi.class

tvspeet.

c\er\

/.’/•:/ .mu; cno/x:
1 *li\ sieian- supplifl

itkk.

<H

ilntg!

hem cep HHP Esal

wholesale rates.

lOIlNSOAS
Hillast. May I, ism_:tw la

KIOCK.

FLANNELS’
PRICES AND WIDTHS AT
A.

I\

II AXSI’IllI.D S.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Cures in 30 Minutes!
THE

STANDARD

sold in inn

OF TIIE

i

BOSTON,

l'rn|)Ts,

Belfast. Ilf.

la.i.ous-

Magic Cure !
For ttie Instant

WORLD!
Fullnssortiwnt of the ai,.\icwel! :i>i r tie elehrai:ni!
ted KUKKHA KNITTIA*; MI.It
i|.v al! Y
:i:.
iLts Sixty
erh'S, Flosses, etc., f
ru
f->r Knitting. Kmpage Illustrated Pamphlet, wit
c> ms in stamps.
hn-idery. Crochet, eiscut for
assort, \ colors. I*> cents per
Waste Kmhroiilrry Si-!
ounce. Waste Sewing Silk, Black or assorted, 25 cents
ounce.
p< r

ikhstn iVKinwimiK.

(ii'u. II. Minus i fn..

S3LK

Relief of

|

folic, fliolcra Hurliiis, lliarrlwa, Ihsi'Dtm,
Ami all Pain in the stomach ami Bowels.
Children like it.

Sold

by all Druggist*.

lyis

An

Elegant

Assortment

of

Goods for

MASS.

26teo\vM0

WILL I!E KOI NI) AT

MANSFIELD’S.

Lost!

Cents.

ui:fki>iii\a;. hkai.thi( i.,

cool,

in

White Embroidered

Collars & Neckwear EUREKA SILK GO.

i?th,i letween the Aeadcmv and the Lower
Bridge, a C A It It I AGE BLANK KT, orange
blue
ami
stripes, and black stripes knotted with
|
! orange. The finder will be suitably rewarded by
STORE TO LET
leaving the same with
MRS. G. \V. YEA/1K, Church st.
On High St. Enquire of
ARNOLD HARRIS I Belfast, May 14,1SS4.—-2w20

Five

( fin

DAY,

Hrojtrii tor.

••

P.

I’rrs/i

—

-A T-

A.

Syrups,

>l"rc
resetn s

Gent’s Vest Chains,Seals & Charms

Everything Desirable in the Shape
of Ladies and Children's

Sng Sine,

SODA WATER!
I'm it

“J to

LOCKETS & CROSSES.

LOST !
THE AFTERNOON OF MAY Pith, a gentle
man’s WATCH CHAIN and SEAL CHARM
The chain is what is called a “fob chain.” The sea
was a fine gold one containing a topaz stone. Upoi:
one side of the seal there was quite a place worn
A reward will be offered. It may be left at the
Journal Office.
1w2L*

nse

flncsdap afternoon

Necklaces,

HER YE Y'S JR IVELR i ,S TORE.

Chambrays, Percales,

c/s,;

LADIDS’

Chains,

812.00.
L. HAYFORD.

i:\KKT

Mansfield’s.

COAT, PANT & VEST MAKERS
TAKE

v\>

Indies and

to

CORSETS,

|

_

nee

pa rties.

Just received. An inspection of these NKW
I>
GOODS is solicited.

JR.

>

I, (1)1,»||

-At I"

?on l M

// is/;.

f

Mondap, ii't dn< sdap #//#.#'/ Satn rdap ci ninps darinp tin season.

The

C. W. BURKETT S.

Tiro DOORS ABOVE AMERICAS HOUSE.

W.

Made Garments

Ready

Shoe!

Please call and examine for yourselves as we are
aching for more people to show the goods to. Our
motto is good solid wearing goods and as CHEAP
as the CHEAPEST.
1‘)

’.It*'

AT

A

lit e/s.

MANS' liHOGAN to a

REMEMBER

BY

Messrs, s I \HOHX

A-

Fine Hand Sewed

I"'l.

t•

I'm

a

A Full Line of Black & Colored

DRESS

>.

lai
f ir

la

Over Caldwell 4 Glsitients’.

MtfFiii Fiml Kid Boot.

ISO.

d
eh

11 IVIain St,,

Child’s 50c. Shoe

H.l-t. Mar

>.

LACES.

MUSIC

For the SPRING and si'MMER trade, inclu Iing c\ crytliing usually found in a well regulated
shoe store, from a

A

variety,

I and every variety of trimmie/ rcipdrt
.stylish Hat or Itonnet, and in pri vean he hou/ht in the city.

BOOTS & SHOES
-TO

i'r

ii.

j, iid !»*•-

niti-i

v

matv—

-a

nilalooiis

|

—

I-!;

ii.y-l-.k- llauildi’-

!■.

[■•.<}■ Tt-i M.

it in at, t

Alsut

»»

j

i'.

i•.

A >»i.- 1

!'

■

-AT-

—

1

Mr
t.

..

HATS, BONNETS,

]

|

1884.

1

j

1

1

\

1

IN

Belfast, May la, 1SS4.—2rn20

<

*

Nr>

—•.

U A FITS.

FLH1AL

I’

1

& Colors

Styles

-i-

ilamhletoiiiaii Chief,

Also

Latest

1

—

STALLION FOR SERVICE.

**'

--

»

AH al vehteh will be sold

-AM)-

prices be-

If you wish to save money call and get
fore purchasing else where.

of every
cured

OF

order.

Silk Fords, Tassels, «IV.

night

STOCK

Just arrircd XEif and A TTItACTI EE OOOHS at the V. 1.
Store.
Ilurijiiiiis in l.mlies is t TS and lift \ \ {■ vs os?-/.’ it'll
TIES. VLVMES «( / /, O if -fits, se/ti
iiy of e.rin nn Uj low prices.
Also Mens o oil Hoys’ STHA if unit HI, H K SOi it HO
;i \ and
I>11 11! II I I’S nt prices low. r ill an can be had
,r/ir,

(woods d‘ Fein yes.

Drapery

Sunday

1 mi 111. ■

large stock of

A

or

1■ 1

Suits,

Patent

••

j

30

At their Branch Office, 1:5 Hift'.

CHAMBER SETS

....

j

tlisni

Cli«‘s,|M‘i‘

!

*••

FOR

THE

...

were

■

ever earned by one house east of Portland,
lower than any other place in the city for firstclass goods. Hew goods and nobby styles.
Also a large stock of

at

JUST

HfcMPS,

j
j

•.

Tie.rudike.

Tne -lay
pleasant and Hit* >rssion a very pleasant and
profitable one. Twelve lodges out of the 2fi in the
Hi

The largest stock

OIL

—

...

v

years and 11 months.
In Center Montville,
Spear, aged 83 years, <5

>

eessftli vessel.
...

HAS

1

troupe the hall could he

Mc-*rs. Emu* and Nickerson, who

peeuliai

FOR CHILDREN, ROYS, YOUTHS & MEN.

|

Crary, of Searsopened at $2‘nHt,
aft* r a p
i deal of bidding the brig was
k'-d *" :.> Charles R lll'l, of
Wluterport, for
i'
'•tu* will be owned ny ( apt. A. .1. Cr *cker,

d

<

or

Satur-

us over

mansion. The gentlemen whose duty it is to receive all persons coming to the White House are
Colonel E. S. Denmore, Mr. John T. Rickard and
Mr. T. F. Pendel, and they have occupied their

In Jackson, Ma> 1st, by Rev. J. A. Morelen, at
tne residence of the bride’s father, Rev. George E.
Files, of Thorn. like, and V iss Josie S. Snow, of
Jackson.
In East Belfast, May 8th, by E. F. Hanson, Mr.
William Henry Staples and Mias Nellie J. Chase,
both of Searsport.
In Hampden, May 11th, Mr. David S. Eaton and
Miss Costella A. Ryder, Doth of Winterport.
In Camden, May 1st, Mr. Henry F. Geel, of Waldoboro, and Mrs. Adaline Gibbs, of Camden.
In Rockport, April 28th, Mr. Joseph W. Small
and Miss Myra A. Tracy, both of Rockport.
In Rockland, May 7th, Henry I*. C. Wright, of
Damariscotta, and Mrs. Augusta Ames, of Rockland.
In Union, May 1st, Joseph Ames and Cora E.
Lovett, both of Appleton.
In Worcester, Mass., May 1st, Willard J. Ewell,
of Waldoboro, and Ada Pierce, of Worcester.
In Brooklyn, N. V., April 30th, James G. Evans,
of Brooklyn, and May L. Smith, of Rficklaud.
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Visitors who, from curiosity or business, have
called at the White House, must have been impressed by the courteous yet systematic manner with
which they were received and escorted through the
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Brooks, Waldo county.

Masonic Bh» •'*. in this city, an 1
linest apariiucnts in the Stau.-.
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»’ii-

While working his schooner into port Tuesday in
attempting t*» clear a lobster pot which had fouled
the anchor, ( apt. M. W. Ellis lost a valuable
watch from his pocket.

day evening.

Bean & Gilchrist have laid the keel

Interesting

j

bit

niorning in*l week be went into the stable and
Mind the
.’I Ion horse with It* leg broken.
The
m

s. Cyphers secured a good job in Boston and
given up going west for the present. He has
••barge of twenty men on contract work.

E.

Tuesday

PRESIDENTIAL
Some

Everett M.

j

f

1

on

San Francisco.

has

1

11. Han y ,-»f the Drange-tore in thl.-city,
i-'-i
'aluab'r horse last week. The horse which
be
.-c- in
delivering good* being Same he hired ;>
»i

injured

was

at

officers

installed

of my back. 1 was under the doctor’s care with
strict instructions not to go out oi the house, hut I
Mi. Naib'l ^immons, .t Poor’.on ow
to a
remained on duty nevertheless. You would be surprise! to know the amount of quinine I took; on
l ie stall-oi a liorsc am; cow were
Mill-, B lias;,
Most of the farmers are rushing their planting as
some days it was as much as sixteen grains.”
Hr. J. Stephenson lias moved into his new olllee,
adjoining. While the horse was feeding hay the
"Ami was Mr. Rickard badly oil, too?”
the
fast as
weather and ground will permit_Mr.
”1 should think In^w.ts. Why, time and again we
c..\\ reached its lead into the feed box fora mouthwhich i- now the best in town. Mr. Mo.-man does
B. F. Foster is agent for a harrow, which does nice !
have
picked him up and laid him on the mantel,
ful. Tne horse caught the cow by the buigm- ami
not do any thing by halves, and has tilted up these
work, and many of our farmers are trying and here in the vestibule, he was so used up.”
bit if one half f that member.
rooms in a wry handsome manner.
Mr. Rickard, *1 was so weak I
“Yes,”
buying them.... Most of the schools in town have could not exclaimed
rise after lying down without help, and
D. Robbins, of Augusta, a
11 a us kssks. Mr. J
School in district No. 4 is taught.l»y Miss could
opened.
walk
with
the aid of two cane<, and
bin1 of Belfast
only
photographers on a recent visit
.-tan ling, will open a great
harness maker id 1
Woodbury of Belfast. Mr-. Bartlett of this town then in a stooping position. Oh, we have been in a
appear. ! to be putting in unnecessary time at a
had
>.11 of us.”
condition
pretty
here,
sale ; hanie.-.-es in liiis city to ■la-. 1 burs lay, in
is teaching in district N<». 7. she is a teacher of
Vnd yet you arc all the embodiment of health,”
residence where we presume he was making a
the Harris more,-ui High -treel, lately occupied by
much experience, ami wilt no doubt give good sat- said the writer, as lie looked at the three
bright an I
posit ire. He seemed to have trouble in the arrange
K H. Colby furnitiu. d.-.iicr, and will continue
vigorous men before him.
isfaction.
ment of his Mibieet, as was indicated by numorousaid
Mr.
Hi,
“we
es,”
have
not
known
)
Rickard,
i-I
-r
"'.
cck.
He
tie
has a large
during the rem.ti
Bi umi vm.
One night recently Mr. Williams | what sickness was for more than a year.”
trips from gal. to portico. We would suggest the
t nic„ri an 1
1 *i*•
a.—ortment
Harnesses; also a
"Have you stone secret way of overcoming mahitched
his
colt
to the fence at Mr. .Marshall Weyinstantaneous method when dealing with such
laria and its attendant horror.-?”
few sets of double driving harnesses, which he
mouth's while lie ami wile called •»n the
”1 think we have a most certain way,” replied
family.
subjects.
sells at ft remark i'cv iow |-.ri-a-. Ah those winThe
e.>it
Colonel
became
at
the
Densmore, “but it is no secret. You see,
of
a dog, j
frightened
barking
1
are in want of hnrm*sscs should not fail to call on
T! i- cvi'iiing the .mug nd.-sos of the village will
broke loose, ami ran against the well curb, upset- about two years ago my wife began to grow blind,
I
and
was
alarmed at her condition. >he Anally be
Mr. Robbins, for tie- opportunity may n v.-r
cur
gi-.a-their entertainment at I’nloii Hall consisting
lin.grIt, amt turning the carriage over several times, '■nine so she could net tell whether a person were
again.
of the operetta entitled •'Rebellion of the Dai-ies,"
while
or black at a distance of ten feet. One of her
a
crossbar
and
ami
breaking thill,
doing ••rher
seat,
ludv friends advised her to try a certain treatment
•'Mr- "piiiw tg’s W;, i.laya dialogue, select readTin: I.P’KNSlNit Boaki*.
I'm n •••!,-■.»".ird-d
damage to the carriage and harness. After dear
that had done wonders for her, and to make a long
ing-. A
A". Tiie young ladies have spent much
tile cite govi-Miiii.w.i- ill sc--\..|i"! !
.v.
him-*
If
from
the
wreck he ran a lew rods but
ing
story short, she did so and was completely cured.
The board I)ad been petiti";,. d t- witiiindd license
time on their rchear-al.- and no doubt will give
This induced me to try the same means for my own
"as stopped in time to prevent further
damage
restoration, and a- soon as I found it was doing
from saloons when it was -n-pc-i.-d that into\
mi.-t lung w-irt'i 'e aring.
The price of tickets is j Tiie weather has been line for the
past week ami j me good 1 recommended it to my associates and we
cent- torn.rved -eat-,
General admission, 2U | farmers are hard at work-The late rains w
icaling liquors woe -"id. rind ti. m cling w ahave
all been eured. right here in tin stronghold ot
ashed
held that all parties uiighL
( "1. iler-ei
1 liI Ir- ii in ier 1 J, la cent.-.
n-ar-t.
Encourage t-hc I out one of the abutments of the new iron bridge, malaria and kept in perfect health since by means
of Warner'- Safe Cure. Now [ am not a believer in
appeared for the pciili •:.• r- ami addressed tin- young |.pie bv a rousing house.
which settled that end of the bridge so it is not
medicines in general, but 1 do not hesitate to say
board at length,
it was vote I that the penal -inn
passable with teams-o-diea Whitten is the own- lint 1 mu sati-lied 1 should have died of Iiriglit’s
An >i.n 'Idmi. !’IK‘
Monroe A Palmer have in
disease of tin* kidneys before tlii- had it not been
in the bond to billiard r-. mi- be ii\ed at .*aoo.
1
er of a nice pair of twin heifer
alves_Mr. ami
for this wonderful remedy. Indeed, I use it .as a
their s!cp a clock wliieh was made in Pivmouth.
Three parlies applied t u it--.-u-c to run billiard
Mrs. Emery of Frankfort were in town last week.
household medicine and give it to my children whenEnglai. i. 117 year- ago. It was the property of Mr.
M
I-.. I»»dg«- and
ever they have any ailments.”
saloons, but were refused
■■••I'he ice lett the Lake April'Jotb and now li-ii
E Matl.e
-re,it grandfather and ha.-always
"Yes,” exclaimed Mr. Pendel, ”1 use it in my
harle-o’l onnell wa re li« .-n-cd a- victualars with
ing is tlm order of the day, or night.... Mi.-- < iertic family all tiie whiie and have found ir the mo.-t
been owned in that family. It was formerly one oi
the following regulation
I
<d. ,<• their -iloons
Wcvmouth began her lirst school la-l week at the ellicicnt remedy we have ever employed. 1 know
the old fashioned kind that hung in the corner with
of very many public men who are
«ui or before ten o'clock e
it, to-dav,
»i
continue them
Moiiul ~chool bouse.
llie weights exposed, but seventy years ago Mr.
and they speak well ot it.”
clo-ed until sunrise m;\i in 'ruin:-,
d-o not to keep
i weigh bin pound- to-day” said Mr. Rickard,
I'Mi v. Hon. .J. II. Taber has returned from B>»Matliews bad a ea-e made for it which is now* in
-."
.i i■
"and when my physicians told me over a year ago
open on <111; day e\.-ept to ivg■.i
ton with a full stork of ready made clothing and
go,.d condition and the clock is keeping as accurate
I
Mild not hope to recover 1 weighed Pi-.* pounds.
Marx
;;
r„ .•
u o\
\norew-,
ij.n.i-i,
Coder such influences you cannot wonder that 1
lime as it did more than a century ago.
i,.
U'hiileu has «ijmmigents’ furnishing goods-<..
advertise* tin* largest lot *.t'straw it it* o rv carried
consider tlii- the best medicine before the Ameried a shop in the village to mauufact ui c pants. He
can people.”
•>' an;, firm east of Portia: i.
<.hap. !“Ji sec. 17 of tin* revised statutes sav*
lie t-ready to
bus staii. d on a small scale but will increase his
The above statements from these gentlemen need
supply a ii wiin new good- it ivnprice*. "Whoever on the Lord’.- day oral any other time lm.-iuuss if he can make a financial success oi it. no ci mi ini nt-. They arc voluntary and outspoken
behaves rudely or indecently within the walls of
fr mi sources which arc tin* highest in
Also ready made clothing,
r..; ni-hing
expressiongood-,
fhis is a good point lor such business, and we tic* land. Were there tin*
slightest question regardtruuks. A<-II. 11. ( oomhs A 'on, I ni ns lure deal- I any house of pul.He worship, willfully interrupts or
wi-li him success....L. U. Connor ha- a row that ing their anthcnticit\ they would not he made pubdisturbs
r*. Belfa-t, ask Lin
any assembv of persons for religious worpublic to look at their stock
lic. but as they furnish such valuable truths for all
dropped, on the seventh of thi- month, a calf that who arc stiflering, we
before purchasing
Thi- linn in- proved Jl*ell
ship within ilie place of such assembly or out of It,
unhesitatingly publish them
weighed one hundred and lil'ty pounds. This is a
for the good d all.
worthy »d' patronage nd people sealing with them l <»r to conform to the established regulations of the
calf, not a lish story .and any man tnat wants proof !
are sun
f being well treated. '1 heir mderiaking
meeting shall be punished by imprisonment not oi
it, can have the same by addressing Mr. Connor
business never fails l>
give -:ui*tacti'*j., Mr. in -re than thirty days and by line not exceeding of l
SHIP* NbWt£>.
nily-The tlrst thunder shower of t he season
( baric.- Coombs, being
dollars.” The young men who are in the habit
tliuioi,_di nu-t*,i-..: ilu
Tiepassed over this part of the county the !»th..
businesWe have n< hc-itati-*n in re- ommeuding 'd making disturbance at evening meetings will do
ground is very wet and cold; not much progress in
PORT OK BELFAST.
out
friends to this lir.n.\. !’. Mam-lice 1, at
well to heed this warning, as immediate steps are
tanning the past week-We had tie* pleasure of
ARU1V KM.
M:i*oiii> Temple, ha- a new and ,-c,i*o:,;(..|« stork
to be taken to put this .statute in force
upon a relistening last Sunday to a very intere-tiim an l inM e. lltii. sclis. dames Holmes, Rvan, Boston;
•d
m !.,
petition ot ia-t Minday evening's disturoancc at the struetive discourse from our local
dry and limy goods. No i.-.iter place
preacher, Bcv. A H
lord, dmu-, >:»e...
< 'ouirregationalist
of good*.
found in Belfast to pureha-** tin- •*■ •»
vestry.
Max 12th. Sell. Ilarmoiia, IIart, Bangor.
Mr. Bennett. An ell'ort will be made to orgaui/.e a
\
a/s
idih. >eli. Levi Hart, Hart.
Belfa-i.
May
Carriage blanket lost, by All
choir.
have
We
talent
il
enough but
I’m. Tkiai.s <m v Huston Imm mmkk
seeminuiy is
While
....More to .el on High -treei, Belfast, nv \rnold
saii.kd.
‘’riving from Itueksport to this place last week one very dormant at thi- time. We ir-i-t the matter
M. iIi- :.‘ -i
-to.
Harris-I
A «
Max '.'111. Sells, Palalka, ( 'Maple-, .Jacksonville;
n, tr,,.
will
receive
the alb ntion it de-erve-, as a g-s.d
the travelling boy.- met with hard luck. Hein
*
i
i"i.i
<rindie, irgent, Mi. De-ert ; K. I.. \\ arren,
work for e.»at, pant and ve*t maker*
Bead their
tendeo, -o tiie story goes, to visit tort Point, but j e mir would in our ••pinion encourage our pastor
Col-.Ml. P.oslon.
1advertisement
wab ii < n tin lost.
A mvir-i
ix
M
I nil. Sells. Penobscot-, Carter. .Jacksonville;
much.
took the road that leads to the poor-farm, which by I verv
is'offered.
Daylight, Iloilsdon, Baltimore: Uarmona, Hart,
the way i- two miles this side »f the Point road.
NYxvark.
Pi:noi;s< <»i.
l’lease, Mr. Editor, do not make
( astiNK.
Hooper’s new 'krtiug :uk w \open- < Mi :• anting of hi-mistake he attempted to turn
xi.ov; niK wnvuvr.s.
the -1 carnal so intere-ting. We like to put our pafor t
ed to the pjbli
tir-t time on Saturday,
hi- team, hut i
doing the rein broke and lie was
Seh. Mary Kliza ha- loaded hay for Boston. Seh,
on tile for tutnre historian- and we have to !
per
and
evening,
and
was
welt
afternoon
•Janie- lloime- general cargo for Bo- ton. Baker A:
patronized. ranted out. Tlie horse ran and while turning the
lend II so much it i.- all worn out before we can lav i -hale- a ml Win. Pitcher A: Son arc
P. Wurdwcll and J stwvall made '•ortier the w agon
...The Bevs. \
loading sell.
ap-i/ed ami the young lady also il
for reference.
the borrowers to suit- ; Levi Hart with hay for Charleston.
away
[A.-k
>undar .a*t ...B*v. .1. F. 1 -.eke,
an exchange
found her-elf in Mic gutter. Assistance was pro.
scribe for the .Journal. Kditor
amiirk an fours.
vVe were much dis*
*v.
-laric 1
Monda. for
ured from
accompanied
neighboring house, and by tin' help appointed. in not receiving the prize for the eat
New London, May 4th. Arrixed seh. Annie L.
stor*.,
\e ul a -iu>r‘ va .'ion
Mas*., where tin'
a lantern tieM'-lveei.,
dack-onx ille.
young man found his hat, but tiie
Mahoney,
but I he fact is we were never much .a cm-. If von.
Baltimore. Mayo. Arrived sell. Morris W. Child,
..-••h. Fleet ha- hi*;
among relative- and fri
'•uggy wa> -ndiv demolished and tiie horse on the
will give a prize fora bear story we are sure to win.
-eh. dennie It. Morse, Coleord,
Charleston;
Torrey,
finish- d
d-elrr._*:i.. a cue
of nmiher tor the
way to the ferry with what was left. The sadly
'mud us the bear story. Kditor.But one writ 1 1 >arien.
li- nrv Whiim-y is il.otit
Casline Lumber <
broken up drummer procured a team and was ear< haired
-a:i Lraneiseo, May 7th.
Wm. II.
vva- ,-erved in this town
during the p-tM year, which Mex llarkne--, Antwerp. May nth. ship
fo\ will lomnian i
iM. L iw
rie 1 to hi- dc-lmation. We do not doubt he said
Arrixed-hip
ready for sea.
speaks volumes lor tlu.* good behavior of our peo- I st. Mark, Niehol-, New York. May dd, sailed ship
t-> himself.
sei:. (Jar
!•* •:
er arri.-d
in N.-w
^m k
"1 ;tm smr.yir 1 -aw her, Jordan is a
her
pie, though there were upwards of :i 1returned to I ( lari-sa B. Carver, Dow, Queen-town.
Mon. I a; from 1J
...( .a »t. do-'-ph Wcscoit,
jp.
hard road to travel.”
Philadelphia, May in. Arrived seh. Herald, Gray,
tin- Supreme court at Ellsworth-On the nth inst. i
Trinidad.
one of our
gti/ens, a-i I a gentleman highly
Herbert W Leach gave a graphic account of hisex- ;
Pa—- I through Hell Late. May lllh, seh. CharA party of live of our young men who recently
esteem -!. i* ijuiic
ii! at, hi< h*nne at
i:tug<t-m -!
lotte’1’. sihley, Bartlett, Boston.
went to New Tacoma, W T., in search of employperience among the exiles of Siberia. It was a highNorth < astine.
•Jacksonville, May 7th. Cleared soli. Flora, Con*
ment
are not well pleased wilii that section of
ly interesting account ol this comparatively un- don, French. New York. May Sth. cleared seh.
Florida. Warren, Baltimore.
known country, its social life and
mnlrv judging from a letter from oneof them, who
sani•
Poi.ni
.Mr-, i. nd, a Perkins ha* a
geographical
Bath, May 7i li.
-ailed .-eh. Susan N. Pickering,
Ion Mi eall.i." ••ii.-i-ting t the n-ual spadix w iih
writing home tv-: “We .arrive.1 here about the fealure.-. T’ise lecture was delivered in the t.range ila-kell, Lake-ton.
hall to an attentive audience-Freddy White an I
New York, May dth.
tico spalhes, one on each side. Ii presents a novel j middle of April, have been all over town and enArrived -eh. dame- 1’.
David Perkins, two lads, were riding out when I Mor.-e, Tupper, Darien. May iah. Arrixed -eh.
ijiiin d for w-.rk u every .me win* appeared likely
of the marvel »u- in plant
anpearnme t-> the lov
Melaka, ( oitrell. Progre--o; .-en. Marv, Magee,
some part of the harness broke, frightening the
lif«-< imrle- Si ate. pilot of steamer D icon < ii, ! to hav e a job but without siic.-e-s. Two of our
Rockland.
Key W. st. In port May dd, seh. L. 11. Ilerriman.
horse, which ran away throwing both boys on to a
i* at uome suffering from a ramvr or cancerou- party after ten days search left for San Francisco
W<* I. from Nexv 'i ork, di-charging.
am I two have accepted situation- in a saw mill at
pile of stones. Freddy received a severe scalp
lumor on hi* lip.
Hi* physician, Dr. 'anger of
Portland, Max lltii. Arrived hark Alice, Dver,
wound and David a dislocated ankle_Our first
-Jo per month ami board paying $J
Matan/.a-.
il a ually cure him of thi
Bangor, exp.-et* t
per week each
Bo-ton, May ldtii.
Arrived seh. ( harlotte T.
thunder
storm
oi
the
season
was
on
the
tor
a
room
thus
of
leaving them slJ per month. I
morning
dangerou- disorder....' apt. Walter lios- of Ban- j
Bartlett, llohoken, da hours.
May Utii-The farmers discouraged bv the low sihley,
have made several unsuccessful attempts to ship
A
g-w has been superintending repairs on B
KOUKKJN fOUTS.
of potatoes will plant less than usual, and
Howell
eoai
wharf ui this place-'eu >mu* ! intending to go n> ,-ea again. i’l-ase say to any of price
Pi-agua, M ireh loth. Cleared ship David Broxvn,
sow more of wheat and barley.
'indy Point sailed suml.ny for Philadelphia, not our young friend- who may think of coming west
Pendleton, Ne\\ York.
o.
New York. a* first reporfe 1-Henry I>. Hi eu; un«tuantanaai", April 22 1.
heit.
their fortunes that my advice is stay by
Arrived bark Aug.
Knox
Half Moon Lodge, I. < >. t,. T. has el-cted
K<•'ibe, (‘o-tigau.
the '»id state of Maim*, for if obliged to lay idle
begun repairs >n his house opposite the store oc
officers for theeusuing year as follow- Mr’s. M. .J.
Arrived ship Lucy
Falmouth, May dth.
V.
there you don’t have to pay $7 per week board.
Ni« h•«1, R gel--, San Francisco.
eupietl by him... Bock Mice, and Handy And-.
Wentworth, W. Chief ',<»r ehieftess as you plea-e' ;
At Hong Kong, April l.-t, hark Penobscot, Laton,
will In played by an amab .r company at the hall
Miss
Minnie Webb, \Vr. Vice; F. s. Pierce, W. See.
Pt:< >1 I.KU I IONS of AN < >LI) Sl-iAUSPOKT “RoV."
for New York.
to-morrow evening.
Manila. In port March 22d, ship Alert, Park, for
The Lodge now numbers S7, with seventy odd mem>oine months ago I wrote an article for the Searsl nited States; Marque Herbert Black, Treat, from
tieriii
good standing. It is now nearly two years [ Newcastle,
I.im olsviij.k.
(Juite a change has neently lM|ft ‘>u.-t, promising to send another at some
ar Jnih, disg.
Arrived
April doth.
old and although the croakers foretold its downfall
K. p.
been made among the traders of thi* place.
'•Hire time, hut I have been informed that the
-hip Queenstown, Hiehhorn, liiogo, for Nexv York.
At
1
okoiianei
h
Mar*
in six months it still holds out and is in a verv 1
2«>tli, ship f rank Pendleton,
‘•m -! is among the things that were
A A F. Hahn bought lie* “Wyman Tin ': «.p." renTrusting
from Nexv Yon;.
ovated the interior and moved in the past wn-x.
nourishing condition. The interest is well kept up
that you u ill give this matter a place in the columns
Pernambuco, April 2d.
Arrived .-eh. Fred A.
< aide, Condon, Baltimore.
nor will it be allowed to lagwith such officers as
Th«»s. L Htishee will occupy their old stand an I ol
ur very interesting paper devoted to sear-mawiTiMt; Mtsrta.i.AN\.
they generally elect. There are some who are hosti*rt new-, 1 will begin by giving my recollections
carry on the grain bn sines-. John 11. Warren ha*
Cttauit;us. The following charters have i»een
in themse vesand who have shown on former oeeas
moved into the Aehorn store, where in* will aiuuy>1 the old .selioolliouse that stood on the
upper side
made by local vessels: Sehs. Pre.-eott lla/eltine.
be found ready to make a nice pair of custom boots
of the road where the hack and shore roads to ions that they know how to give an entertainment.
<.'harlotte T. sihley and St. .Johns, coal from HoboThe last one on May Uth was a splendid .-access.
ken to Boston, *.HJ cents per ton; seh. F. r. pendleor shoes to suit the tm
fastidious-< ant. David
lb’llast diverge. In this building I lirst undertook
There was a crowded bouse and every one went : toii, coal from Rondout to Boston, $l.ud per ton;
Howe is confined to his house with a fever... .'eh.
to master the Alpbabet.— A 15 ahs, A:e.
The buildsell. Nellie s. p;. kering, lumber from Buek-xilh* to
borne well satisfied after witnessing “A. Ward’s W aidoboro, at
Kdward Stan icy i- !-»ading lime and .'eh. Mary
big wa.- square on the ground, and the roof a hip or
per M.; seh. .Marx Laugdou,
from Rondout f* Bath and Belfast, cement at 22e.;
wax Jigger show,” the contest for the
F.Ii/a is taking in part
a
load of hay-Fred
f 'ur sided one, running to a
dietionary, j sell.
peak in the centre and
Fannie A. (dirham has chartered to load orange
“B
(.'handler star!ed fortm* West last week.The
High
Diamond,”
fora
and
surmounted by an upright post or box which
“Hunting
Husband,”
box .-books from Bangor to st. Mateo.
the specialities by F. S. Pierce, with the musical
The new barkeiiline Llad Tidings loaded 1027
farmers have not done much planting a- el in thi*
answered for a ventilator just as well, perphap*.
ton- nt id. at Bangor for Baltimore.
in
the
vicinitv-The
muon fishermen complain that
were it one or the other.
extravaganza
Pierce
rhyme by
The laws of hygiene
Brothers,
schooner Mt lro.-e «d Bo-ton, 1S2 tons, sailed from
which was simply perfect. The characters were
the seals are playing havoc among the salmon.
were not followed so
Roekport. Me., dan. 2.">th and has noi since been
strictly then, as now, and a
httie tresh air more or less was considered ot no
heard fr«»m.
she was commanded by Leo. W.
all well tilled and It would bother a first-class
Lucian Duncan had two large ones eaten up and
Lufkin of Doer I-le, Me., and the -texvard Samuel
great coii.-equenec bv the good old committee, who theatre
company to do any better. The Leonard C. .Johnson iiailcl from
(.'apt. (irillin om*
('apt. N'ath’l Sylvester has
eldom let am new tangled ideas disturb their
L-lesboro.
1'he rest of the
been in town the past week.
equanimity. 1'he Committee for this District was Bro’s. furnished the music, gratis, as usual, and crew, live in nuinlier. residences unknown. No ina
Mr. Dixoy, a lawyer, whose otlice was in the it was
on
surance
the
ve.-sel.
line.
The
very
lodge has another entertainBl'c’ksi’out. In last week’s Journal you menMerithew Dloek. He was ;i very frequent visitor,
The following i- a li-l of the oliicer- and crew
ment in preparation to be given in September, and
of the-hip l.omi-av, which sailed from Philadel
tioned the fact that F. H. Moses, our enterprising devoting ecmsiderable time to the school; more
it
he
will
lie
a
than
line
would had his law practice been
one.
The hall is to be enlarged,
perhaps
phia Dee. 2!»th, D-d, coal-laden, and lias not -iuee
! llorist, was lining up for bis business at Bar liar
more extensive,
lint I was giving you a descrip- new settees are to be
been heard from. The ship xvns built in 1SC7 ami
put in and there will be other
b< a lipiai ter*. Having seen the tion "i the building.
: bor an artistic
xvas owned in Bath.
The windows were small,
She xva- of ti.V» id ton- burchanges for the be Her.
lew in number and placed some lour feet or more
den: L. P. Peterson, captain : Mrs. A blue 1. 1’oter
and
a*
much
an
edifice
indicate
I drawings,
they
very
above the tl »ir. Why they were put in at this height
M. A. (.’hadbourne, mate;
son, captain'- xvile;
i.it n Mi i.
n
out of the common order. I venture a fuller descripJIM*
was never fully understood by the writer, unless it
liiierport Mall Association dames T. Brown, ,-eeond mate; Leorge Lreen,
t«>
was
the
(
ha-,
scholars
from
held
of
another
eaiiin
prevent
interest, to your
smith,
lion, believing that it w ill be
seeing any thing
meeting on Monday evening and voted cook,
hoy; Chas. •Johnson,
without, sue the lirm.-oncnt
Tin* ic.iinf_I ,lib
Robert ( riuip. Franci- Ready, Cha-. Luther, Marto begin eolleeting the
reader.*. In the first place I will say that it is to be
subscriptions at once. They tin Fleet,
lliink «>i passing over this matter hut it lias just
Albert Christian*, .John Broxvn, 11 ago
to
he
able
to
ai
of
the
occurred tn me that it is of too much import- hope'
get the deed of their lot this Holman, Albert .Johnson, Wm. .Johnson, David
l-.ngli-ii Shi ip," ami located on the site
ance to omit.
ex
At some time the outside had ! week so as to sell oil' the
-eatnen.
m
-iiug tie ha- o.-eiijiied fora number of years,
buildings and have them Box
been painted with yellow paint, but how long beA new fog bell ha- been
placed oil' sherman’s
ii Aid be know n as the “Pine ami Palm.” It will
removed
as soon as possible. Master
Ralph Willey,
fore my recollection l am unable to state. Then it
Point, n placing Llie one carried away by the, ice
-i u I
nd t
in- nirret ami il will a* plastered on the
was
a little ten year old lad, was the first to
the rule to paint school Mouses yellow.
pay over the last xvinter, -avs the Camden Herald.
Whether or not our fa,hers wi re of an {esthetic
Seh. Rachel A, Maud, from Roekport for Lalvc--1<le, -!,• -wing a timber finish, overhung bv an
money for a share and receive a receipt for the
turn of mind is not for me to say, hut I am of the
ton, has been furnished xxitli new mast- at Boston,
:■ i;t 1"*r;ii»• 1
arved raking finish l" tin- roof which
opinion that Oscar Wilde would have bestowed same. We wish all the hoys were equally public and cleared again nth inst.
i- ^ .}•]•«• rt**’i ;ti the bottom by gargoyles at either praise." upon the people of Scar .-port could he have spirited. It is a
April dd, lat. 30 N., Ion. 41 \Y., barque
good way for them to invest their s. si'dki-.n.
at thi" time "ecu these buildings with
.\. staples, Llxvell, from Portland for Buenos
hardly an
-idc. Tin- >li"w window in front will he of the i
exception arrayed in the genuine sun llower hue. nickels....(Japt. Charles E. Littlefield sailed from Ayres. May -Mi, hit..>7.27, Ion. 74.47. ship Oneida,
now r*tyH■ with swelled sash on cither side filled
[ The interior of this "truetnre was of the plainest Boston on Friday for Buenos Ayres in the bark Carver, from Hong Kong for New York.
A large light of plate glass ! >l> le and the arrangement of the desks, etc., would
An«»iuku li;uumii: loss oi Likk xi ski.
witii smai! plate glass.
Win. Wilcox. This is Charlie's first trip as comcreate a smile among the scholars of
The steamship state of Florida came in collision
window
to-day In S.
of
the
central
lb*
lower
will fill
portion
mander, but as he is a young man of excellent last week with a hark in mid-ocean. Both vessels
who are provided with so much better convenienwhile the upper section will he glazed with colored ce* in their modem built school houses. There
ability and good habits there is no doubt but that sank causing a loss of one hundred and thirty-live
lives; only forty-seven being saved, among whom
glass. The gable is lighted with three small square wa~ a level spar, about seven feet wide the entire lie will be as successful in his
present position as
width of the room, through the centre, and the
was the Captain and two of the crew of the hark.
windows of cathedral glass. The door will also he
•'cats were arranged on each side of this centre and
he has in others. A prosperous voyage and safe
•f unique design, both in regard to wood work and all facing the same way. Each one was several inches
return is the wish of his many friends. Capt.
higher than the oi.e in front, so that the hack row
its glazing of colored glass. The sign hoard will
Edwin Littlefield, who has been in Boston for
of seats was elevated some three or four feet
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
; i*e ornamented with artistic carvings of the Palm above the lloor in the centre. This method of seat- some
weeks, superintending the loading of the
Corrected Weekly for the. Journal.
The interior is to he sand plastered and ing gave the teacher a good opportunity to see
and Phu
I
returned
on
Wileox,
Saturday-Mr. Edward
! tinted and wainm oaled with white wood. Joining i every scholar and to notice any little misdemeanor,
C. II. Sargent, i>u. 8, Main Street.
By
Bulan
of
which
of
four,
e
this
would
died
last,
week
in
Bos
formerly
place
happen occasionally even
the shop will he a conservatory for tropical plants, | among these
good little boys and girls of thirty odd ton and his remains were brought here on Satur- 1’KOIHTK MARKET.
j years
PRICKS PAID PRODUCERS.
a
if w of \vhi*-h i- had through an arch at tin* rear,
ago.
If our fathers showed their love of aesthetics in day for burial-The Misses Hubbard have re- Apples # hush,
75gL25 IIav#L<»n.
S.OOg 11.00
as oik enters the main store.
Mr. Moses is now at
drieil # tb,
the adornment of ttic outside of the building, their
turned from Boston where they have been spend
7g9 Hides #tb,
5‘igo
Bar llarhor attending to the matter-Mr. Charles children, the scholars, were not w
|sg2o
anting in their Ing the winter-Mr. George Littlefield is quite Beans,pea,#bu,2.75«;;.oo Lamb# lb,
25a40
medium,
taste for decorations inside. The ceiling and walls
2aO.g2.05 Lamb Skins,
i. Atkins and wife went to Washington Inst week,
sick-The Methodist vestry has been put in nice
would show here and there a mammoth quid of to.
yellow ryes,2.75g3.00 Mutton # tb,
0g7
Mr. Atkin- having been railed there to consult, with banco
Butter # lb,
lOgLS Oats # bush,
43£40
surrounded by others of lesser magnitude order, platform newly carpeted, entry papered,
Beef # lb,
20«25
7g.il Potatoes,
1’rof. Baird the chief commissioner of fisheries, of and all chewed to a proper consistency for adheand
looks
as
nice
a
as
new
...The
pin
75g‘.»o Bound Hog# tb, 8g8‘2
Barley # bush,
sion, thus showing by their order of arrangement etc., etc.,
which institution Mr. A. lias fornumy years been a
Cheese # tb,
the time and care devoted to the art of interior down street school house has also been painted and
12g 15 Straw # ton,
o.OOgO.OO
Chicken # lb,
prominent a.--i'tant.... Mr. Wiley Arey whose eye decorations. Lei this suffice for the old school kalsomined and
ogo Turkey # lb,
]Sg22
presents a very neat appearance.
12gl2'a Veal # tb,
0g5
j Calf Skins# lb
was injured last fa.-t day by a piece of steel, went j house, which was destroyed by fire in the spring of
Duck # lb,
27
Is'-:5. and in my next I will tell of the hoys and girls
ogo Wool, washed # lb,
I
Skarsmont. David B. Cobb has rented the
It is
to the K>v A Ear Infirmary Boston, Monday.
15
1,1 that time who were
20
Wooltunwashed#tb
do/..,
Eggs#
E. it. it.
my schoolmates.
I
12a 14 Wood, hard,
4.00g5.00
Keating farm for one year ...Randlett Ness has his Fowl # lb,
thought that the r\e can not l»e saved. He has
00 Wood, soft,
I
Geese
#
lb,
;>.00g3.5o
house and stable ready for boarding....Mr. Chas.
iievn in great agony ever since the accident and is
retail market.
Lidkktv.
The following are
sensitive to the slightest jar-Our town is to he
some of
the 1'. Bean is stopping at home for a few days with
1.10
7g8 Lime# bbl,
his mother, who is ill-Mr. Daniel Brown re- I Beef, eorneil, # lb,
called together next Saturday for the purpo.-e of M.iv movings of this village: Fred A. Lovejoy
20 Gat Meal # lb,
Butter Salt, # box,
agio
ha" moved to Rockland.
75 Onions # 3»,
Henry Cook has moved turned home from California last Saturday. His I Corn # bush,
3g5
<-hoosing a Treasurer in place of Mr. Charles II.
did not come with him as was expected, ! Cracked Corn # hush, 75 Oil,Kerosene,#gal,12gl(>
Bice whose eyes will not permit him to do the into the Herbert Rowell house. Herbert Rowell daughter
75 Pollock # lb,
Corn Meal # bush,
but will come sometime during the summer_Mr.
4a4'a
writing. Mr. Rice has the sympathy of our com- lias moved into theCapt. Brier house. Mrs Charles
11 g 12
Cheese # tl»,
15g 19 Pork # tb,
T. Jlemenway was born in this town in the !
1.55 Plaster # bbl,
1.10
Cotton Seed # cwt,
munity in this affliction. Mr. B. was a hook keop- Piiikham has moved into the Will Know]ton house, Cyrus
!
3
year lsl.3, has always lived in this town and has Codllsb, dry, # tb, 5g7'a Bye Meal # tb,
er at Bar Harbor fora number of years, working « near the mill. Geo. Rowell has moved into the Mrs.
I Cranberries, # qt, logi5 Shorts# cwt,
1.15
taxes
here
since
and
now
at this late day
1834,
i mostly by lamp light, which has, it is feared, perma- < Iordan house.
William Pratt has moved out of paid
Seed
#
#
Clover
lb,
lb,
P2g22 Sugar
7g8
he thinks of selling out and moving to Massachu- 1
40
Flour# bbl,
G.00gS.25 Salt, T. 1.,# bush,
nently injured his sight.I notice by a clipping the house recently bought by Ed. Sanford, of Pasetts....The village schools began last week under II. G.Sced#hu, 1.90g2.00 S. Potatoes # lb,
OgO
from a Itatli paper in the last Journal that they
lernio, and Mr. S. will move in. Geo. F. Hunt will
lb.
a 13 Wheat Meal # lb.
Lard#
11'a
4/j4>2
the
instructions
of
Miss
Ella Gilmore and Miss
move into tin*
claim that a three masted schooner just launched
Lovejoy house. L. F. Hurd will
'_
Edith Farrar....Mr. Luther Bryant has a hen that
by Messrs. T. M. Hagan A Co. is the only three move into the house to he vacated by Mr. Hunt,
Market.
which
Boston
girt 6.^ inches each....During the
and Mrs. Jane Gilnmn will move into the house, lays eggs
master in the fishing business. Bucksport sent
Saturday, May 10.
past week and thus far in the present week has
the N. E. .Symonds last year and Capt. Thomas
now occupied by J.. F. Hurd as soon as he vacates
Bu iter—Trade is quiet and easy and quotations
been a general time of moving. Mr. A. H. Clem
It.
Nicholson brought home over three thousand quinJameson Gordon has moved out of town.
have a downward turn; creamery is quoted, eastcuts lias moved on to his farm lately purchased 1
tals. By this statement you may consider the
Briggs Turner i* moving dirt, stone and timber
ern at 25g20c; fair to good 23g24c; eastern creamof Alex Woodman, Randlett Ness moving in where cry 25g20c.; fair to good 23g24e; Vermont
j
Grace Littleton knocked out-The Western Union
to
preparatory
building a new house. The he moved out. Mr. N. O. Whitten has moved into I selections 24g25c; fair to good 17g20c; ladledairy
log
poles are set here for their telegraph line. It is to two candidates are still moving for the Post Office.
gl8e; fair to good 13gl5c; imitation creamery 17g
the Dickey house at the tannery and Dr. McCurdy
he used exclusively for railroad purposes....Great
A move is being made to repair the
18c-.
church, up- is about to move into the widow
Robinson house.
Cheese—Receipts of new are light; old line facinterest is now taken here on the temperance
war-Is of $200 having been subscribed for that
pur-Mr. Chas. Adams, a son of J. L. Adams, Is at tory 15gl51ae; fancy 10c; new whole milk cheese
amendment to the state constitution. New speak- i pose. The Law and Order League are
12lagl3lac; fair to good 10gl2e; skim 5g8e; westready to home from Middleton Conn-The
spring thus far ern old 12Lgl4c for line; fair to good lOgPie; skim
ers enter the field and there was a large audience
move on the rum and cider seller, when
they move has been very cold and wet and up to the
present 5g8e.
at the Methodist vestry .Sunday afternoon.
There contrary t«» law; and the venders of old cider stand
Eggs—The demand is steady but moderate at
time very little farming has been done_Mr.
will he another Wednesday evening at same place.
quotations; New York, Ver out and western fresh
ready to sell live gallons and upwards, which the William Andrews is about to build a new
house
10c; southern LP.jgloe; Canadian, Nova Scotia and
Parker Spofford, T. C Wiley, 8. T. iiinks, Rev. Mr. cider guzzlers purchase and move to the
woods,
all ready for the buildings. Mr. New Brunswick 10c.; duck eggs 20c; goose eggs 30c
Hanscomb, Ambrose White, John N. Til lock and where they drink such quantities that they are un- and has his cellar
# doz; eastern KBac; near-by 17gl8c.
Andrews is an industrious, hard workingman_
and quiet at quotations;
Dr. S. F. Conant were among the speakers. They able to move. It has been moved that the
Beans—Trade is
League Mr. A. G. Caswell went to Buckston last week hand-picked pea, $2steady
80g2 90; do large, $2 45g2 50;
are not all In favor of its adoption-Howarth’s
cause the arrest of some of these cider drunkards
$2 45g*2 50; yelmediums,
50;
45g2
and moved a crazy pauper who is a town charge foreign pea, $2
great Hibcrnica show comes off at Emery hall on
low eyes, $3 30 g3 35.
as a public nuisance, and move them to Belfast
from thence to the insane Asylum at Augusta.
Potatoes—Trade continues quiet; Houlton rose,
next Saturday evening. His advertising is the
jail where the only move they can make is to play
40c; New York, Vermont and Nova Scotia, 35 g 40c
finest ever put up in town. He gave an excellent checkers with
their noses through the grates at the
for rose; Burbank seedlings, 35g40c; peerless 35g
show here last season
Dr. Conant's lecture at windows of that
40c; New York peerless, 35g45c.; eastern prolifles,
institution, which we think would
do northern, 35c; Nova Scotia white stock,
The
treatment
of
Rheumatism
and
35g40c;
Neuralgia
Emery hall on Monday evening enlisted the at- be a move in the right direction. J. J. Walker Is
through the blood, by the expulsion of the poison- 30g35c; Beauty of Hebron, 40g45c.
tention of his audience very deeply. The “Vapor
Apples—Trade is quiet and prices are steady;
moving away the old foundation of the old board- ous acids therefrom, has brought relief and cure In
No. 1 Baldwins, $4 50go # bbl; scllcctlons selling
Baths” appear to lie received with favor here. So
ing house and is grading up the lot in fine shape. those supposably incurable cases known a a chronic,
and where age was said to defy ordinary treatment. higher: russets, $4 50g5; spy and king sell at $5g
far Ills treatment of patients is quite remarkable.
An apple
agent from Lincolnville has been
5
50 # bbl.
Mr. W. L. Seymour, of Williston, Vt., writes:
Our landlord speaks a good word for the “cure” moving slowly around among us for the
Hay and Straw—The market holds its improvepast week, “Send three bottles of Atiilopiioros as soon as
ment
and its advance; choice titfibthy, $10gl7 #
has
for
this is received. My father, aged 87,
weeks
from actual experience—Alamoosook had Its but finding that he could not move any of us to
been Imdly affected with Rheumatism. He was re- ton; fancy sells for $18; fair to good, $15 50gl0;
visitors over last Sunday—Verona Park did not sign for his trees, he fouled his tent like an Arab
Hue hay, $13gl5 # ton; swale, 9gl0; rye straw,
lieved of all pain in less than 24 hours after he beraise the flag staff Saturday. Stormy!
and silently moved away.
$18gl9# ton; oat, $9gl0.
gan taking the remedy.”
A

E

u\-i*

A dozen of scare port’s young men had a reunion
hoard the ship S. P. Hitchcock since her arriv-

on

f usely.

day afternoon
ma\

Gilbert

in town last week

Trundy has opened a lumber yard and Will
keep constantly on hand a full line of lumber ami
building material.

ball from the bat -truck the school house, glanced
oft'and lilt Mr. Gilbert in the n ose. He bled pro-

ivr-..ns who carry pocket finsks arc requested
not t*> tise the entrance to the Journal oflice a* a
drinking place. We had a caller of this kind Tues
mi

\Y

Fit/

forenoon and afternoon.

Levi

al

1

were

a large three i
masted, double decked, center board schooner of
000 tons burden, for ('apt. A. It. Wixon, of Cape
present positions through the various administraCod, Mr. Ward, of Boston and others. They are now
tions since ami even during the war. Mr. Pendel
for
frame.
also
to
build
anwaiting
They
expect
was President Lincoln’s body-guard; saw him to
other vessel during the present season—T. E. 1 his carriage the fatal night on which lie visited
Ford’s theatre, and he now has in his possession
Sherman has been elected clerk of Camden village
the blood-stained coat which Mr. Lincoln wore on
corporation in place of M. T. Crawford resigned. that memorable occasion. There is not a
public
....Tiie steam ferry boat (’apt. Ezra Bramhall is
man in America to-day who does not know, and
who is n >t known by, these gentlemen, and the
building to run between Bangor and Brewer will
reminiscences of public and social life which they
_DIED.
be launched Friday and is to lie named Bon-Ton.”
can recount would till a congressional volume. DurIn this city. May 7th, Mrs. Mercy Hall, aged 1)3
She will be taken to Bangor and begin active sering the weary yet exciting years of the war; through
the .more peaceful Lime of H rant’s administration; years and 5 months.
vice.
In this city, May 7tli, Charles E. Reed, aged 5.7
while
of
held
reins
the
Hayes
I
government, and
when (iariield was shot, it was these men who stood years.
Swanvim.ic. Painters from Belfast are engaged
in the executive mansion, welcoming the advent of
In tills city, May 8th, IJenj. Hartshorn, aged 80
In painting our church.J. P. Greely, who left
each new administration, bowing at its departure, ! years.
here for New Tacoma, Washington T. did not like i and receiving both martyrs through its
*ii Waldo, May 0th, Asa Walker, aged 73 years
portals.
During that long, hot* and never to he forgotten j and (> months.
the place and proceeded to Anaheim, Los Ange- |
In Camden, May 5th, Mrs. Louisa A. Gould, aged
summer when President (iariield lay between “two
los, Co., Cal., where he ex peels to tind employment. worlds,” the* nation became aware* of the
deadly 01 years, 2 months.
In Rockland, May 5th, Laura E., daughter of the
His brother Elmer E. remains at New Tacoma, malarial influence which hung about the White !
j House, lint all through that
period these three late Henry Brown, aged 31 years, 1 month.
where he is at work handling lumber_The
j men never deserted their posts for a single day, alIn Rockland, May 3d, Ada L., wife of W. N.
young people have organized a band. They have though each one was sutiering
intensely. In con- Auspland, aged 21) years, 7 months.
In Waldoboro, May 3d, Mrs. Olive McDonald,
received their ins'.rumeiits and will be under the versation with the writer, Colonel Dcnstnore said:
"It is impossible to describe the tortures I have j aged 78 years.
instruction of Mr. Nve of Monroe_Miss Annetto i
undergone. To he compelled to smile and treat the ; In Thomaston, May 1st, Alfred E. Robinson, aged
F. Nickerson arrived by boat Saturday ami will thousands of visitors who come her
daily with 51 years.
In Rockland, May 1st, William H. Bartlett, aged
begin the spring term of school in Board Landing j courtesy when one is in t he greatest agony requires
a tremendous elVort.
All that summer I had terri- 20 years, 5 months, s days.
His. Belfast, May Pith.
In Ellsworth, May 3d, Mrs. Hannah Ragan, aged
ble headaches, heart burn and a stilling sensation
04 years.
Montvh.i.k. The town is to have one of the that sometimes took away my breath. My appetite
In Swanville, May loth, Beathania Beals, aged 00
was uncertain and 1 felt severe naius in* the small

rink at Belfast.

evening while watching game of base ball on tin*
common.
He had m-l come out of the High school
building and was leaning over the railing. A hot

olbtirn Is among the
secret pool where lie is

'i

at

j

T.,

and have the stern and rudder set for

speak at the Porter school house
was

of Bethel

G.

The

following

May 10th, by C.
L. 1):
Hlgglus, W. C. T.;
Sadie L. Cole, \V. V. T.; George M. Cole, W. S.;
Lizzie J. Hanson, W. F. S.; Annie Watson, W.
Treas.; M. T. Higgins, W. Chap.; Herbert Cole,
W. M—Cbeney Higgins, who left here for the
west the first of April, has obtained work with Mr.
Morlson, of Philbrook, Montana.
Camdkv.

negotiating for subscriptions to stock in the new skating

a

(

bus

W. K. Morison

Rice, of Boston, hi- gra\ marc Nellie Hunt, for
$1,000. Tin* animal ua- raised in Houllon by Mr.
Charles Lovering, and is a very superior one.
The mare has d>»m- some fine trotting al Boston
recently.

attractive

as

Sunday May tlnth,

Mr. V. G. Hunl <*f tni- cuy, has sold to Mr. V G

cemetery, in this city, grows more beautiby year. There seems to be a desire on

pari of bn

lb**

Mrs. Morse will

the

freight and passengers.

an

ex-

Wilbert West who has been In sell. Lizzie Lane
the past winter arrived home last week.

played

Waterville, on Wednesday,
but the rain <jf that day prevented. The game lias
been postponed, but the date has not been fixed.

ful year

Rev. F. H. Osgood and ltev. C. T. Hawes
changed pulpits last Sunday.

and costs.

Webb, to

Belfast and Deer

Capt. Phineas Pendleton, Jr. and wife arrived by
boat Saturday.

Police

We learn from the Mt. Desert Herald that Capt.
Stephen Webb is fitting out his schooner, M try E.
run

Waterhouse.

dwell, of Waldo,
Court, on Tuesday, for
He pleaded guilty and was lined $1

the

drunkenness.

a

perjury.

negro sentenced fur

Frank H. Park lias sold his house to Mrs. Clias.

presented at Lha

May 2‘dth.

Pouch Corin'. Mr. Kmerson
was

Thokniukk.

Lodge I. O.
F. Higgins,

repairs.

by Mr. Ma«\nnber for
Piper,to be used on the Merrimae River, Mass.,
was shipped from this city by rail on Tuesday.

Sheriff Wadsworth said on Saturday, that he
had but live prisoners at the .iall, four of whom
were

a

Mr.

on

Locals.

Schooner Eva Adell has hauled in for extensive

The steam launch built

The barn of James E.

by lightning

on

Searsport

moving

Mr. .1. C. Whitten, of this city, lias opened
dancing school at Rockland.

eve-

Iowa.

struck

us a

White Shirts

May

WHITE

DRESSES!

Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

AT A 1.1. PRICKS.

A.

P.

MASONIC

MANSFIELD,

TEMPLE,

BELFAST.

FERTILIZERS!
Call ami

6wl7

see me

ami get
FRED

prices before you buy.
ATWOOD, \Vinterport.

mv

THE WONDER
Is becoming universal as to how such an imsale coulc. be created in Lowell f>«r
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. But. my friend, if
you could stand b.'hind our counter a week
and hear what those say who are using it,
the reason would appear as clear as the
noon-day sun. The real curative power of
II *. n s Sarsaparilla demonstrates itself
in every e:ise who e our directions arc faithfully r» garded. We would that we might
get before the pco; >le a fractional part of the
confidence that is expressed to us every day
in thi' medicine by those who have carefully
noted without pie/udiee' its effects upon the
bwod and through that uihjii the whole system. stimulating all the functions of the

|

mouse

Dignity

—

low-spirited;

troubled
nil a lmmor. Km .m
with < 'Id hands and b et; her blood seemed
to bo iMH-.r. and she was in a condition which
e-in—d us li :t anxiety. After taking one
b
: of > ••in- sar-.iS'anlla she began to ima good appetite and
prove; a.ml siie u w
c.m take i:a; -li 1
vr walks.
Her humor is
irndda :
ma ar< d v i!h what it was one year
s
a .: '.
is iii 1
is
not troubled
spirits,
v.i 1
N
«t.aspreviously. And
I
ft:ate this in a, r venient in her conditi"U 1.
;>• !•> y. ::i Sarsaparilla. She- has
taken
bonk '...mi intends to eontimie its
J was inelmed to oppose the trial of it
use.
I r. >w P.
at first
great faith in it as a
Wrv trulv vours.
blood pnriker.
A. I.. Hi Si K LEV.
No. rv.i Broadway. Lowell, Mass.
v

■

Hood’a

Sarsaparilla.

-S
Sold 1 v :<Pm
Price *1. or
J. 1100i> N. CO.,
£5. IT- j■ i:' ii by •
ecaries. l.-'Wc :1. -Mass.

I

vi

six for
Apoth-

Lowly

Work.
M'<

■

■>;"—St,

Mark.

lesson. Lord, those ighteen years to me:
Not elsewhere 1 eon hi -o divinely learn

\

That humble tasks a « best, howe’er 1 yearn
Dor higher sphere win •« I max work more free.
West were those patient toiling years to Thee,
Their secret kepi wiloiu Thy lonely heart.
While thou wast trained In daily skill of art
l'o build new world for human destiny.
’Twits from its height
Thy Future was the
Thine eye read meanings in the pa-sing day.
If cross of Death east shadows on Thy way,
What sun was that so darkened in hi-light?
«> Nazarcne. out of tho-e toils there came
’That which we prize most dear- a Brother's
name.

[Dr. A. A. Lipscomb, in Harper’s Magazine
for May.

none

hut

Genius follow- its own path and reaches its
destination, scarcely needing a compass. [Lemony i.

Improvement

in the

in the

daughters will best aid

reformation of the
[Margaret Fuller.

-on-

of

this age.

all intents and purposes, lu who will not
open his eye- is. bo the pres ;U. as blind a- he
that cannot. ;^outh.
To

Conscience is a coward, and those faults ii
has not strength enough to prevent it seldom
lias justice enough to aeeti-c. [Goldsmith.
To have

a true idea -.1 man. or of 1 ife. one
stood himself on tie-brink of suicide,
the door-sill of insanity, at least once.

must have
or

on

[Taint*.
world of the Italian is not exactly
that rendered -acred by the couseh nces of the
Dalian
ethics are the least catholic in
people
1 vtrucelli.
Furope.

ESTABLISHED

1817.

scales mountains
and ti'ax erscs d. sorts with greater ea-e than
tlie seythian Aharis. and. like him, rides upon
Calumny

a

poisoned

cross

oceans,

[Colton.

arroxv

Courage that grows from constitution often
man when lie lias occasion for it :
courage which arises from a sense of dmy actin a uniform manner.
[Addison.
forsake- the

Wiltons,
Brussels,

Agitation prevents rebellion, keep- the peace
and >e. iir-'s progress. Fvery step she gains is
gained forever. Muskits are the weapons of
animals. Agitation is the atmosphere <<f the
brains. [Wendell Phillips.

Moquettes,

OTHl.lt ItOtHI.Y PAINS AMI ACHES.
Sold by Druggists aiet Dealer* everywhere. Fifty Cents a bottle.
Directions in 11 i.amruaites
Tin: t ti vin.Ks a. v m;ki.kij co.
(Success rd to A. 00LL£it b CO.)
Baltimore, 31 d., L'.8. A.
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••i.o\e is ail very well,” says a cynical exchange.
“'il it won't pay house rent and tailor hills.
And
c idler do house
rent and tailor bills make love.
'1 hoy don’t make y on love your landlord and
tailor,
any bow.

CHEAP
IS

HOOD.

A I'S Til A LI A.

n
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bit,

Castoria.
siek, we gave her Castoria,
-he .VMS a ( liild, she cried for
Castoria,
-he \va- a Miss, she clung to ( astoria,
~d*ol Children, she gave them Castoria.
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ing

peculiar sunsets are caused bv
set by the new standard time.
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l-h your (irocer lor hold Medal
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no oilier,
li makes whiter and lighter
•■."ixi-rv o! all kind-, i- more
healthy, takes le-s
do ;!••• work than any other saieralus or soda
!*i'**du• | li, America. A fair trial will con
:1
vi
v
every unbiased person of the above truth.
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-ale by swan A Sibley Brother.-.
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old physician, retired from practice, haviny
placed in his hands by an Last India mission
lormula <>i a simple vegetable
remedy for
■:" d;. and permaneni cure of
Consumption,
( at •rrli, A.-tbma and all Throat and
j.ronc.dii-,
Lung A Jlections, also a positive and radical cure
!"r Mcr\ou- Dei
ilily and all Nervous Complaints,
alter
having t• -1* d its wonderful curative powers
Miou-audI ■M.-es, ha-felt it his dutv t. make
n known to hisuffering fellows. Actuated by this
1
y'dvc and a de-ire to relieve human suffering, 1
v’dh -end live cl charge, to all who desire
it, this
{"• in Dern an, French or Knglish, with full di< ii«’ii- tor
preparing and using. Sent by mail by
addressing with .-tamp, naming this paper, \\\ A.
Novi-.s, N:t Power's Jllock, Rochester, A. Y.
-CteowU
■

A man

|

success.

■

|
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eouutrymen as
The mission has grcatlv
commended itself to British churches.

A

was

as

ignorant

vet

possess

i.\i:«.t <i

Guaranteed

stuck
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A.
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CO.
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Bound in tie.-

(It YE
liucKspon. name, lor
thoroiighh I -led Flower Seeds
of the eiioieest varieties, sure
to germinate and produce beau
\\
M
tifui lloaers. 1*1,.4 H S’4 ibat
been forced ami will not wilt when trails3tO*E«* healthy ami free from in-c t-.
ot so much dissatisfaction in rose irro'A ing.
lories,

j

.’

eau.sc

TKI IXMI HCIPS

1 will guarantee to give you more for your
money than any man in the < ounty. My trade
I 'attribute t•>
doubled last year, which
square dealing, great bargains, ami tin* free
the
of
some
carriage
advertising
tongues
dealers gav«- me. “Mav they run lorcv* r.” I
liave a N EW STY EE, the

K1IKI) KM I k II. MONKS.

ALL TILL NEWS
30

E.

a

Springfield,

BEAVERS.

loti

Copartnership

Doties.

CAIN
Health and

of the

true

principle

I
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ehange,
u

Are your
V.

Have
"kidney

like chalk

me

<

Bright's
cured
when

Disease?

you

V. i-i t
me
uud then like

luv

Frank

water

was

blood.”

Wilson,

Suffering from Diabetes ?

you Liver Complaint?
"Kidney-Wort cured mo f chronic Liver Diseases

after 1

prayed to die.”
Henry Ward, late Col.

09th

Nat. Guard, K. Y.

Is your Back lame and aching?

“Kidney-V.’ort, (1 buttle) cured mo when I wusso
lauie I ha<i to loll out of bed.”
C. M. Talluiagc, Milwaukee, Wis.

Have

you

Kidney

Disease?

"Kidn -y-W ort made me sound inliver and kidnevs
after years of unsuccessful <b»etoring. Its worth
$10 a box.”-Sam llodges, Williaiustoyvn, West Yu.

Are you Constipated?

“Kidney-W

the
of

ort can sea easy evacuations and cured
alter 1G years v •> of <>ther medicines.”
Kelson Fairchild, St. Albans, Vt.

Have you Malaria?

;

“Kidney-Wort has done better than any other
remedy I have ever used in my practice.”
Dr. It. K. Clark, South Ilero, Vt.

Are you Bilious?

“Kiviney-'W urt has done me moro
other remedy 1 have ever taken.”
Mrs. J. T.

good than

any

Galloway, Elk Flat, Oregon.

Are you tormented with Piles?

“Kidney-Wort permanently cured me of bleeding
Kline recommended it tome.”
piles. Dr. W.
Geo. H. Horst, Cashier M. Bank, Myerstown, Pa.

Are you Rheumatism racked?
“Kidney

die

Wort cured me. after 1 was given up to
I had suffered thirty years.”
Elbridgo Malcolm, West Bath, Maine.

by physicians and

Ladies,

"Kidney-Wort

are

you

suffering?
troubles of

of peculiar
several years standing. Many friends use and praise
it.’
Mrs. II. Lamoreaux, Islo La
Motto, Vt.
cured

mo

If you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take
1

What a happy man was Mignet, who, when
dying, said: “if it were given me to live my
life over again I should wish it to be just what

o>

Paterfamilias to Materfamilias—“Honey, dear, have some honey?”
Young son to elder brother—“Cuss, dear, have
some custard ?*’

y

2

*

2

K

The Blood Cleanser.

son :

Stock gambling is much older than some
people suppose. They forget that Moses owed his
whole success in life to being caught in one of
the bull rushes on the Nile.
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Perfected
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Amciican ibimotiso, By Hawkis.
Miimn, iind Diary of >« Superfluous
Man, By tlio groat liussian novelist TuuGENIFIU.

Bron'c, i y L. C. Holloway.
Hlalmaison, By Julian Hawtuounf.
Tile above aro some of our 15 cent books.

Charlotte

Wheels, Axles & Springs,
And

warranted

Shall sell at

prices to suit the times.

JAMES

ill7

Searsmont,
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Can furnish their tables u:(ii

Glass, Crockery, China,
Silver Ware—

Low.

ami lini'l.e i, .a I
a nice stable em,.
mile
-i/.e >f hotl.-e an
lieeted,
tini-lied same outside, .mo ean '**
-h.t into a
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.,
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elegant I'rench China Tea

We

$20 order.
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BETTER TEA than
an> compai:) inthemuntr) and as good pn miimis.
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Send for fu!! Premium mid Price List.

BICKNELL

TEA

COMPANY,

201 Main St.. lineklami. Maine.
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Religious Knowledge.

By Philip Schaff, D.D., LL.D.,

Sample Cards Inrnisdied

II

iidcr/iort,

.>/<

Dr.F. P. Nichols,
SI lil. 101. 10 VIIM.
Office at residence of

1

}

••.asisted by 43S cf the Ablest Scholars in
tbo Wrp'd.
With the Poets, By C vnon Fakhau.
< omplete in 3
suporroyal 8vo vols.. double column. |
I.if© of Cromwell, By I’a -: ms Hood.
1
S.T.D
^-or«an
Oix,
Trimly Church, N. Y.: 1
onplet-Essay* of GforgM llliaf
I l '..surpassed by anything published.”
The Merv (a book of travel). By < )'D «\ov,‘
ii. Sj. S toil’s,
‘Aw rk of immense value.”
Bowsliam Puzz'e (now:'. By Haubehiflenry W'rd Beecoe-:
Invaluable for I
ton, author of Helen's B.d ns.
scope of said ts. for richness ef knowledge, and |
The above are some of our 25 e nt books.
for general r .ability of j udgment."
•
Send for Descriptive Circular.
dhliop .m |»son: It is avert valuable work. j
Every sub -t that relates to religion, theology, 1
MEMORIE AND RIME. *ha ib i... treat*.-1 in this work by a recognized i
scholar. Ji is a complete libi-.ry ou these subjects,
A
NEW BOOK.
brought down to 1884. No othercyelopedia?can take
BY JOAQUIN MILLER.
its place.”
Send 25 cents f
this book as a sample of
Price, per set. cloth, $18 00; sheep, $12.50.
those cheap books by the ablest of American
and European writers.
This rout work, cloth, for $3.75—until recently
sold lor $25.00. Complete, with all indexes, in two |?
Life Wot,;.
4to vols.
Non it Porter. Pres, of Yalo College, says:
To bo completed in sev n vole six now
Knight s is the best history of England lor tho I
i
ready. Price, per vol., $2. >0.
general reader.”
C<» don Standard s “This work is the
For instruction SpurJohn Hall says:
very
best history of England that we possess."
I
geon's work is without an equal."
DISCOUN T TO CS.UR8.-Fc- t; lirtydays after this advertisement appears wo will (>
books
to one address, the money to accompany
allow 20 per cent, discount on $20.00 worth of our
the order.
SATISFACTION Si-ARANTEED ? -if die books do not give satisfaction they may be /«
returned two days utter receipt an 1 the in ncv r -Inn ied, the purchaser to pay the return freight, j
Circu’ars fret.
A ny of the abov b -oks s nt. ; ostpaul, on receipt of price.
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DR. B. MERRILL,
Cor. Main and High Streets,
BELFAST,
examinations
3mlo

given by “Second Sight."
A. T.

RELIABLE1

STKVKIS'S, Business Agent.
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without number bv tlie tim«Downs’ Elixir. It will cure
Jtroiichif is,
r<nrp9
_lsthma,
<

1 ^ ‘l
\ f h onpiii(/-(7oit</ii,
W*!/.
1aih<j 1\ivt, ami all diseases "f
Throat, ( la st and i.uutjs, when
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GEO. F. EANIES, M. D. D. D. S.,
DENTIST.
inS Boylston St.,
HOURS, 9

C.

Boston.
to

12.

istf

P. LOMBARD,

DENTIST,
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FUNK & WAGNALLS, Publishers, io and 12 Dey St., New York.
fj* Canvas-.ei Wanted for Subscription Books.

j

NOTICE.
forbid all persons harboring or trusting
LETTIK A. CLARK, as 1 shall pay
no hills of her contracting after this date.
MELVIN CLARK.
Bt lfast, April 21, 1884.—3w 18*

SKED
«»-Wenllon paper in wlilcli yon

see

the

advertisement.-?*

Mwi:i

1 Send for circular.

SOWElt SS !
FRED

ATWOOD, Wluterport.

IU

f/ust. Me.

20tco\v 10

Corner of Cliurcli and Spring Sts., Belfast.

I strictly
my wife,

h. It 15 AM- I’.IUIN T Kt AT Mi. NT to CUTC
ii:lier Male or Female, of
any Nervous i>beas,e,
anm
a: I wm
nature
whatever
gi\e written
guarantee with < n< 1, or,h for six boxes, agreeing
the
to refund the money if
Treatment does notched
a cure in six months,
l’rice, $1.0" per box; six
Sent prepaid l«v mail on r. eeij t
boxes for $
of price. II. IT. ITA V .v CO., on
\ gents in Portland, Maine, Junction Free and Middle Streets.
x
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B. F. WELLS.
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Hoop Skills!
Extreme sizes if not in stock will he ordered.
11

I2“3

|j

Maine.

For Ladies of all sizes.
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For Rent
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Aerator Mdmundx :
It is the best
work <>f ike kind with which I am acquainted."
h
!
liamtali.
“I
it the
consider
x-Speakcr
| best book of quotations 1 have seen."
j Royal 8vo, over WU pages. Price, cloth, $0; sheep,

225 CENT BOOKS;

first-rlass In every respect.
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r

house, ell

(

Poetry;

nameprinted good piece of work."

(5 CENT BOOKS:
Highway* of l-ilcraturc, I'y I’uvpf.

Thev are made from the best material In the market, and by experieneed workmen. Have all
the latest Improvement* In

1
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(Junker Bitters,
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TIME-TABLE.
after Monday, Off. 1.1, 1*s3#tia

"'ll .. at Burnham u itli ihieiigh train- f-r Banger. Watewilie, Portland and Best. i:, will run as
J'dieu
Lea
L, Ifa-I .«!
(
P-. id
d
.1
Broek- 7 I
i\ I. v
Hi .rndike
7 4■», Laity
uT. Leonard"re--log -.17, arm Dig at
Burn: am at -.do a. m
l.e-t e B) If;,-: at /, "d
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point I. |2. Waldo
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Samnnt

in Belfast
Situat
inib-s limn the
Jillsia stu,"*" l'o.td
P. <)., a t arm of
'acres, a •: e *r
le-s. Said lane i- dh i-e 1 mi** i..
V
laire, pa-tare and ..M s !
story and half h«m-«‘ u till <-F. new! j. dim d. wo
i u>
and carriage shed with bam atbnan
in"s are in tir-t rat*-enndilimi. P i.
are o\ a
aluaMe timl
I a.a.ae-ads ot \vod and
Si'ViT I; 111 i 11 Water al Pi' li".. -r
i: •.
|
I
i '*
Will lie sold at a kiraaim
;•
1
business, pos-essioii jt;.\ 'li
W.VLI.A* h '• \\ III i E
easy.
Vl.il to; S. Will I E.
Belfast, April J.I, I1 -!•'*.

I

advertisement. Tiio type in scholar."
Ij
Oliver Wendell Holmes: "it lies in-.n1 luy I
nearly all the books are Small open
It is
dictionaries.
massive and teeming I
Pica, the size used in this sen- volume."
Boston Post:
as Worcester or
tence.
Each book is printed j Web ter. It is tin only :ndispensable
stamhinlbook el quotations." 11
oil fine laid
and is bound in dura! h

Concord Wagons,

Maine Central R. R.

&

n

f

Hi

dispersed—and

Your pr jecllo jruMi h good bools sn cheaply
^ un ^auunb,
is one of the tj real’ t ■■■■
-.rnts of the century.” 20,000
Prose and
—John W in-im ik r, i‘
;■ in.
50,000 Lin s of Concordance,
1 recommend i.-'u. un Ur;
—John Hall,
i T3ie only Cyclopedia of Quotations
D.D.
Our Standard Library books for 15 cents
and 25 cents ar ab i‘. tli<* size of this entire

GODDARD BUGGIES,

v-aiaii*^

;

1

—

Koyt'Ward Cyclopedia

EXTENSION TOTS

j:1

ib*

■:

it HRs

need siith

mark lie’s Joan or Arc.
In all. 1 t V' iliin.es, h.nmd in one largo quarto of i1
CTu pages, j.'eing equivalent to 2«>80 orduarv paues. f
P1UCE,
Sill.??*.
_-

}

K
l.<

rwrnUm

House for Sale.

14 Volumes for $3.75
In one quarto voi., oioth. Each work

OK

Top Biggies, Phaetons,

u d Bar H a M.r.
-teaim
arri\e-ii: B-lfa-t e;1e|; trip in time
Banger ami B.'slen Lo.d .*r re in- f-ing We-'.
t AP I
H. BAL’IPd It, .Manager.
Belt i-t, April, l"i
ly r*I

Farm for Sale.
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In the
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Hkg
h

men.

FARitf FOR

OTIS,

complete(1.) Macaulay's Essays. 1.8) (2.) Carlyle’s
Essays. 0: n.) Charltsworth's .Life of Howland llili.
Uharks Kingsley’s Town
d
Geologv. (•' Thomas Hughes’ Allred the
Ori at '.'I Di raeli’s t alamities cf Authors
(■ ) It u,sk in's Ethics of the Dust. (*.) Demosthr-nes’O; at.ions.
voluim-s.) t'j ; Kuakin’s
Proi des Agrrstes. or iteidings m
Modern
Painters.” (I".. Emp ror Marcus Aurelius’
Thoughts. (11.j Charles Kingsley’s Hermits.
(12.) Tennyson's Idyl.a of the Kings. (13.) La-

GLASSES!

There are some things, like the thistle, easy
NOTICE.
I to get, but hard to grasp. There are others,
to all ages and condition
of the
Jf
like
you are troubled with your
FOR a valuable consideration paid me by tnv son, i to civil service reform, easy to grasp, but hard sight, give meeyes.
a call and you cannot fall to be suited.
WILLIAM A. SPARROW, I hereby relinquish
j
get. [Boston Advertiser.
to biin bis time until he is 21 years of
C. IIPit l /i 1', Phoenix Roto.
age, and shall
An amateur punster informs us that some
pay none of his indebtedness nor claim any of his
houses have wings, and lie has often seen a
wages during that period.
JERK MI AH R. SPARROW.
house fly. We thought no part of a house save
Monroe, May 5,1884.—3wl9*
a chimney flue.
[Milton News.
Some good trades.
FRED ATWOOD.
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thousands.
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m oi,| cm-all t ne Inea! li'-u
Addre-s.
lyla
lo-l.i’H \\ nil), Manager, Bar Harbor, Maine.
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just

Peabody. Mass.

„t.
"kidii v-W.
i-tne most successful remedy I have
ever used.
Gives ainio-t immediate relief.”
Dr. Phillip C. Ballou, Moukton, Vt.

me

as

FOR SALE!

from nervous weakncsg
xne- ted t<. live."
Mrs. M. M. 13.
J-d. Christian Monitor Cleveland, U.
not

one

if desired.

weak?

nerves

cured

w:i

SALE

BARliei•HARBOR
a—ombled

Nice stock very low
(JwlT
FBF1) ATWool). \\ inlei port.
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so

hid Hi if

"l

Kit!i'»•./ Wort brought me from my grave, ns it
at ter 1 had b-i-ii
given ut» by 13 best <ioetor> in
M. W. Dever iux, Mechanic, Ionia, Mich.

“kidney

agent in

" 'ndNNKI.L. Prop. Searsport House
•.I, Maine, Leb MO, |s-1. -If-

Mini)'

Belfast, April Ta, l-si.-ls
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My-

Detroit.
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DO AS OTHERS
HAVE DONE.

Are your Kidneys disordered?

ai
B* dust :.r-> !.
L*-av. s Belta-t
ilay at 2 do la v.
-\II l:t»u -Will lease Kvder’s 1 oVe at
V. M.
led
a.-! ine
it
I-r Belfast.
Leave- Bel fa-ame day al lo.do \. M.. -.min eting with Oueeu Lit v
at < a t ii.«
tor I h
1 le. > edg vviek. >. W. Harhor
same
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is hereny given that the subscribers
this day entered into a eopartm r-!iip
for the purpose of earn ing on a general trade in
>earsimmt Village, Maine, at t he old stand d F. I..
liFAN, under the stvle and tirm name ol if. F.
liFAN A C< >.
F FISH A F. liFAN,
SAM IFF F. Ml; \N.
A I.DFN IJOiililNs,
<« F< »U( F F. < AMPP.FFF.
Searsniont, Me., April .’.!. |s.s|.—Jwls
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>4 * kt. Mi’K, -!•: \><)m;d ki.m wood
A V 7\ f\ f 15o ,\ I! I )>. of me itirh thiekness; also
l.O'io i\v[ Mi l BA".-* W< >< )D, same thickness, for
u tiieli tlu' market j ri
will he paid.
Leave word
at Hie store <>t IL il <
miss A ><>n, Main Street.
s. S. KEITH.
Beha-L May 1, 1 1.w IS
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cure where all other remedies ia:S.
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try them, they will eure you; They liave cued
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Independent, s-page Newspaper,
From June 1 to January i for JO Cents.
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F. E CROWLEY, Agent.
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Through the Presidential Campaign for

constantly on hand. If vou want a good, durable carriage I have got.it; if vou want a cheap
i-coot I am your man. I ran supply anv style
in top ami open work. A good sto.-k of Maine
built wagon*, everv om- fuily warranted. Am
building a lot of TWO »EATE1> U\<»<»\*
Hi vou ■■■Call and see them. I ••■n't buy
"*•<■11
a
4f/r*TEI{Ms T<» -1 II
my stock.
<• id
Carriages exchanged as usual, and
hand work at bargains.
tfIT

i-r

arrival oj
Le i\,
p. ite.-i -amt
as :.l.o\»•.
Ti I'.st > \ x and Wia>M -|>AV -Will l.av.
I-L-.
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Ilea i. al 7...
\.
\i. ; It\. i.-r'~ -.and
Ct-Ho.
!5. I a- I'.it l.t-t ilireei.
L. a
Belfa-t

male

l>at Qpakkk Bi

am! all their connections running to the West,
Northwest and South, and will lit you out with
tickets h> any line you desire and guarantee low*
>t rates.
All transfers izhen and baggage cheeked from Belfast to destination. If you are going
West semi to me for information or folders and
give ?ne a rail. Also sell TK WKLKKS* l.NSl'KANTf
I K kl T.S for 2“»e. a day, it Maine (eulral It. It.
freight or Ticket Other-.

Florist ami Seedsman, Buekspnrt. Me.

Also

Grocery <(• I'orllnuil \l'<ujons.
Ituyyies, l*\uno /tow. Conthnjs. Phaetons. d e.. <( r.«

ia.

1

Boston and Albany, Hoosac Tunnel, Grand
Trunk. Central Vermont, West Shore,

Address

“ORIOLE,”
thing out.
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I Belfast of the
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pared as to retain all ;heir lnedieina! qualities.
They invariably cure tIn *5i.>vvinyr complaints :
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ifdlepairing of ail kinds done with
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old (Junker remedy that 1.
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iif every description ami kind at whole- j
sale* or retail. A new stm’k just imported
ami for sale CHEAP.
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1

of tie Bi<*od. or derail"* d amditinb of the
Perfection of Stitch and Tension ! i Stoinaeli. Liver or Kidneys. T *• a_* t tin*! d.
i the Ijuaker Bitters a irentie. sooi dn"stimulant,
Perfection of Balance !
so desirable in their d«-« iinin" y«
Noiselessness !
They are r* e»mimeinied and tm -i by Ltnim nt
1
1.2
-tow s.u.r. iix-

1
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Case of Movement !
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These eelehrati d

safe to say that
sewing machine ever

Simplicity of Mechanical
Durability !

D

BEAVERS.

It

stands without a fault.
it i* the best large arm
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3 860.

j choice Boots, Herb- and Barks,

thorough testing, the IIABTF0B1)
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vinos combined.
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DR. FLINT'S CELEBRATED

AGENTS.

Piano t;o Let.

An exchange says mush has become a popular dish in society. Nothing seems to take in
society like something soft.

Like father like

I

Quality

Y>

stimm.:

;

i-inir

m

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

produced,

would iie driven wild in the effort to
nppi\ enough of Barker’s Hair Balsam to meet
lb
demand. As it is (lie Balsam prevents
your
hair from falling out, and restores the
original
Morif laded or gray. Besides it is a
great addiIb>n to the toilet tahhsimply as a dressing.
lmeowlS

ZKAI.ANI) .MKTHODI.SM.

j Romish leaders. They could not think
the Church as apart from the State, or of the
State as apart from the Church. The consequence was that, being intolerant toward those
who differed from them and calling the powers
of the State to their aid,
they person ted and
sinned like? those who had been before them.
The true principle, he says, is in the words of
the master—“Render unto C:esar the things
that are C«e-ar?s, and unto God the things that
l are God’s.”

j

have also the

A.

Co.

Goodwin,

it has been.”

Iyr6

Son,

! ‘1 * -: 11 .• Mill, te at one.- became “as other men.” If
B ‘‘ ’bid be proved that the
possession of luxuriant
kair would enable men to tear
open lions’ jaws,
IF.-cox

Large numbers of
in the healing

In the current number of the North American Review J)r.
Philip Seliafl' lays down the
proposition that “persecution datrs from the
union of Church and State, and is of essentially
heathen origin.” Church and State, according
is soul and body, as
! to biin, are as separate
1
eternity and time.” The reformer. In*! says,

^

tig for dates

not care a

Legs and Locks.
.''ken Delilah clipped off Samson’s locks that

ClIL"ItCII AND STATIC.

N" t laic., that < made both to chew
andMiiok.liea o
'f rn. kingjnr! !,sc ;ih are smoking t >' aceo. For* !n-w:ngit is ncc«~-ary to put in ertain Inureiients which iinpair its nine fermioking.
In Blankwel
Bull Durham Smoking To.
i.acc.
uly til purest, finest leal is used,
and tic ine.vi able result is. that for mi
im it has n-. equal. Try .t once, and you
w:l! find a new charm in pipe smoking.
Bull Durham tobacco has the largest sale
d any in the world. None genuine without trad -mark of the bull.
Ask your
dealer for it. if he hasn’t it on hand he
Will get it for you. Insist on getting the
genuine, and you will never regret it.

and

!

.,

j
^
Q£i \ ©
"J

The Bast Fertilizer in Use.

Sainseirs

It has long been the reproach of the Metho! dists of the British colonies that, where there
was so little cause for the same, there should he
\ S(> much disunion. It appears that this reproa' h is about to be wip< d out in New. ZeaThe dillerent churches are drawing to; land.
gether. Last year a committee was appointed
to meet and draw
up a basis of union. The
i statistics prepared and published by that committee gave the following figures: (.’hutches—
Wesleyan, 411: Primitive Methodist, tio; United
Methodist, 44; Bibl<* Christian. 4. Adherents
| -Wesleysin. 4b,544; Primitive Methodist,2.0011;
Bible ( hristian. 475. Ministers
Weslevan, KS;
Primitive Methodist. Is; United Methodist, 12:
Bible Christian. 2.
The committee has found
no difficulty in
getting on harmoniously so far,
j and there is now a fair prospect forjunion. it
is proposed in the event of union taking place
j to drop the name “Wesleyan.”

\To be Continued.)
lyr29

Cheap
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Ever otYcre«i in this citv
Prmes ma'Ie to eorrrspoml with th*‘ times.
Persons 1 mi 1-liny v repairing will save money hy
«';tlliiiir upon us before ptirehasinsr
-2mlit

MODIX MISSION.

with

MAN

to

may

perfect mania for collecting callendars and alma-

i medical missionaries.

Kc-toin- Uiifrti (a>c I arturli-s.
dolphin. l'a.. for liand-onii- lllu-tral«-«l I’.iiuplili-I -Ik. .. inn how
Jaun-b Hum' inn! !*cj»:,,iu- O; i.h
-iw are mud*-.
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young men are being educated
art ami sent forth unions their

■
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ei

e-L

I yr 2*2

ESTABLISHED

mli.

WINDOW & PICTURE GLASS

LOWEST.

&

BEAVERS.

vn

Some years ago a nn «li« ai mission wa> « >‘ablislicd at Agra, in India. Its object, i- to combine the work of e\angelizatioii witii jiraeliral
beiievolem-e. It therefore tries to get ai the
people*- hearts through services rendered to
iheir bodii s. It takes for it.- motto the >.i\ iour*>
woid-. “1 bad the >ick, elean-e the lepers.” I;
has already had a large amount of success, and
-<* wrl]
has the scheme worked in the wav of
commending itself to the native population that
the managers ol' the mission have felt eneotiraged to educate and employ in the work they
have in hand Christian natives, ami il is
gratilying to know that the experiment has been

attended

>

as

c

.-oat

■

YOl'R

heart's adoration.

(j ./

II /. i.Ki'oN, 1*.\.. Oct. ‘24, 18H2.
I o>nl two James Bosr’ Gold W.tlcli Oases thirty
ago, when they first cam.' out. an 1 tin y aiv in
good condition yet. One of them is carried by a
carpenter, Mr. L. W. Drake, of Hazleton, and only
shows the wear in one or two-placs; the nth*
by
Mr. Bowman.
Cunningham, l'a.. and I can produce one or both "f these cases at any time.
Sylvester Lnule,
t-lt-r.
rt-nt

I

LOW

\\

Slrt'ol.
31: i in
Belfast, April 21, I>s4.—:>nil7

ia man who goes without his overcoat because
'-veatiier has moderated a trifle is a
pmimaniac.

‘1 1

autumn with it- falling
leaves, the swill advance of age and the lovvliness of the grave,
li j- led by a mystic devotion. i- lost in llie raptun of its own joy, and it
bows at the shrines which It inis built with tin;
A

years

s«-n.l 3

>X

as

Harris

A

Consumption Cured.

seasons,

con-

j
many “solid”
cum-i he di-.i.and lor tlie<e watch
cs lias led to the is nuufaettire of slav
ery
|—i' yrade c'l solid iroSd watch cases—
l'*w in quality, and deficient in quantity,
dliese cases are made lrom 4, to 10 karats,
and a •> or tj kai.it c:.>e i> ott-n sold fur 111
or 14 karats.
It m Nor
iuiuv to 1 ;v a
watch case so j. »«»r in quality that it will
soon lo.-e its c l >r, or ojie so' -oft that it will
h sc its shape and fail to shut Liglit. thus
letting in dust and damaging the v■ .rks, or
one so thin that a sli iit ido\v will break
the crystal, and perhaps the movement.
It IS economy to buy a Junes Jl--<r <>old
W"t--h 0<.v, in which nuni: of these tilings
ever occur. This watch ca^eis vnt <• ,<
esperivunt—it has been made nearly thirty years.
more

n

new

changing

a

1

book, -ailed “The Republic of
Hod," Dr. Muilord .-a)- some happy things
about religion in its higher forms. It brings
before tin* mind image- of holy beauty with no
stains of decay, t ran-tign,
the sorrow.- of
earth, i.- inditL rent to tin-linite. and is itself tic
morning and evening of ii»o spirit- rear.- temples which are the re.-t of the sorrow and of
the lowliness of earth, where penitence mav
pray and weep, wheie angui-li mav (jtiem h its
t< ar-, forget it- pain aim lv-ihumiiic itgloom.
It recognizes the patho- of the closing dav. the
ill

4vr20
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for each quart of
Flour.
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mane hay by
gaslight have tailed;
i- ti-covcivd that wild oats can he sown under its benign and cheernil rays.

Mtir.NDs.

shall w i;

WINDOW SHADES,
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Thousands of
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diseases.

BUTTERS*

faxivfjs.
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invaluable

an

;

physicians.

For testimonials and circulars send

What

We have a larire ami full stock of Paints, ami ran
-nit every one in want.
We have a man who
thorouahlv unier-tamls mixiiur Paint-, ami can
furnish y.'m with AM COLOR DKSIRKI).

-AND--

"til;!'.:, iionics Hinc’s Uahicai. C"KN Bi:uu<t guar intend. not one in a thousand
lias been returned.
jv;; 1
ol

■

Two Cents

Carpets,

In Arkansas tin* law forbids the erection of a
-;cy-n within li v«* hundred yards of a school house.
n- iwise law. It was very annoying for the
,r- l‘ i'i have to go
the saloon everv time thev
wc.nt.-d to recite their les.-on.

.-

nearly

cost

Oil Cloths,

ail

SO.

(1)

1\

Correspondence freely answered

ARRIVED, AND

Is THE PEACE To HE I

Lake and all statum- on the B. & 1\ It. It. and M.
C. It. Itoniiectioh- made for Portland at Uoekland usually even Monday evening. (Jonneetions
at It-x'kiai.d with -t«
inns ML Desert or Koekland
for Mt. iH-sert ami landings east.
Ticket- may >•< ohtaiiu-d n hoard ,-teamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, ,N. w York and Philadelphia.
t are to Boston..jjn.oo
t" Lowell. ;i..AO
from Bella-A to Bo-t-mand return. a.00
fr in >--ars) rt t Boston and return- a.25
D. LANF, Agent, Belfast.
.IAMF.N LITTLKFIKLD, Mipt., Boston.
( ALAIN Al >TIN. (ienerul Freight Agent, Boston.
Beit. -t, April lu, i —t. lyrl

k

roi; \l

Prop'rs.

Tccepli, 2.1c.

St.

A, A. HOWES & CO.'S

I aiwa
keep you: medicines in st >ck. I> nvi.d
l.iixir i- selling better than anv Cough M ;i -in. 1
k ive, and with good results.
M. SMI it, Druggist, Clarkst-.n, Mieh.
1 *1 Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters give the t.«--t
.1
>c■ ‘:i■ *i■ "t any medicine I sell.
Thev have adverD- ‘i themselves, and 1 warrant cverv*bottle.
V Di.KuihF,
Druggist, Zeeland, Mi*-h.
llci.r
v donii —mV- Arnica and < til
Liniment, for
external use is equally good.
Imlu

In iii- !:i-t hook, ealleil “Tie- < !11<• of the
Ma/. -.** Mr. Spurg« on a-k- th «ju- stiou How
we Id.
.With what hummer, he -avs.
shall we strike? There i- tie rub. line are
>r< the old
; liamuiers. light, bright and h< avy.
'Hade mark
warranted brand new.
The .id
smith ovi r \onder -ay- lie know- nothing of
them. Tiiey w.;v I. ft b\ a new lirm. who are
alw a} s inventing new Hung-. The -mith swings
aloft with brawn) arm-, nmki > tic
-park- th
and the iron yield.
‘•There.** -a
lie. “tin- oM
hamuier -nils m< ii. -l.*' You
m\
good
friend, be i- only a blacksmith. He knows no
I*
tier, and -otic people are min ason ib!\ l aid
I
<»f old thing-.
Are the.-e mental torie- any
more looli-h than th«»-e who are fascinated
b)
novelties? Tic* old l*aitmier In our forge is taitii
in (iod.
siiall

cans

a

W il l- say-“the Americans are the noisiest
in the world.” l or a man who did not one
w hole
time he was here, except,
tad,, whiie the Americans had to listen to him, this
i- cool.

1
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sorn.rv.
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QUAKER

they invite the attention of the public.
very large and well selected stock of

IN

•■>.

druggists.

The Or. S. A. Richmond Med., Co.,

l»y
iA li\Miti.i;i’oni\n.

BRADLEY’S
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havo kept lit
1 or laii..1u
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-olitary ih:mr tin-

lHVolence.

now

It elfast, Mr.
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To Insure, $20. Season, $10.
MUDGETT BROS
!’. 0. Bex i‘*l.
Belfast Maine.
1
**4.—tf
17
April Jt,

p’-qide

to a well informed authority, the
total number of members of the Society of
Friend.- in On-at Britain and Ireland is only
is,nun. and of the.-e -one-two tliou-an l reside
in London and its neighborhood. Tin -time
authority shows that of all < hri-tiuu d nomination- none are mole active or more self— aeriiieing than the Friend.- in all ell'u i- of e\ angeii/.atioii and chari’>.
The J Bedford Institute.
>pitaltie]ds. i- a noble monument of th« ir 1m-

—IS AS—

Ordinary Baking

To which

\ >«iung i.i'iy of seventeen
summers, highly edu;,i■;1 i• I' liin o. and prepossessing in appearance,
Ir-hvs t., form the acquaintance of some nice
'"an, UMoin site would advise, if troubled
N' iia
-| |>.-ia, t » u-v that great blood-puritier,
sulphur Bitters.
-Jim

According

for each quart of
Flour.

fiut’i

PKKSOVU.

In south Australia Methodism
ma Jug rap
id progress. Aeeordiug to i- cent int- ilig.n -e
from the colony, the increase.,..? membership in
the body has be< n larger than in an\ pr«vinti\> ar.
The return- -how an inerea-e of I .<»i!*;
full members ami .Vis on trial for inemher-hip.
During the last three years .'J.unu additional
member- ha\e been gatb*1 red into tin ( iiureh.
nn:

of Main

;>, lssc—s\\

per bottle at

trips per week

..

se-

mns

t
%

of this line will make 4

iers

I
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TERMS

Investment.

>' ivanus Iliil, of
>pringvale, Me., was troubled
with the headache so much that he was unable t<»
w -rk more than three
day in a week. One dose of
l i-.lows' Headache Specific relieved the
pain at
•'"'•e. lie is now able to work in
e.>mfortevery day.

Reading,

IN

KMOWLTON,

a

,.

t'um :so

»

d

■•-•mra- i-

>•,

wo eamo to a

-AND

to*yield

The report that (ieneral Butler was contemplating taking unto himself a wife is denied.
The
rumor was probably put into circulation
by some
*ke!*.
i’iit* general is too old to think about marriage. 11 i days "t spooning are past.

According to tli<* report of the i.mid
True*
>•
>ciety 1.IT’..112 tract- hav*- b n di-iributed
'during the year. I> i- an-increase upon the
previous \ear of
>p» ci •! arrangements
are being made for work at the forthcoming
exhibition at Turin.
Ml

of

i<-k>i«tu^. I

WEEK.

Leaving Belfast for Bo-ton at 2 '3 r. m., on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
ID-turning—-Leave- Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, .,t evierk p. >1.
t o> ,\ t:<
lu.ss—At Scars port with stage for Storkton on arrival of steamer. At Buck sport with stage
for and from tills worth. At Bangor for Moosehead

just before

army,

PER

Commencing Monday. April 21,

KIDNEY TROUBLES AND IRREGULARITIES.

sired

Would You

hood

BRED~

■

HATS, CAPS,

loot ball.*’

in the prayer- \vhi< h the F igli-b Church dictates to her children, sin- tells them to light
again-t the world. the tl--b and tin- devil.
Wliat i- the world xvbich w «• t:
to “light with,*’
and how doe- ii diiLr from the world which
we are to “get on in?" 1 find in tin Book w.
profess to live by mailing very distinct about
lighting xx-ith tin- world. ! tind sonudhing
about lighting xvith the rulers «d it- darkies-,
and something about ev.-i uning it : bui h docuot folloxv that th* I'ompiest i- to be by h ».-tility. sin<*e evil may be ox conic xx i ii good.
But 1 find it xvritti n very distinctly that God
i"x ed the world, and that Christ i- the light of

tkaci

A.

April

hieago

A

W. J>. CARTER.

be by Hvsdyks
First I>am by Dikioo,
'•
S<M-.)iid I >;ini, M«MU.AN.
This line -tallion u .1 tc;ih d June 2i>, ls7»-.. ( olor,
dark bav. one white hind f«*i. .Stands If;1., hands
high and weigh* 117" lbs.
Will make the .season
: 1»1 at our Stable on
\*>r i'i port A venue oi..- mile from I’o-t » die *■.
Tid- horse ha- a pnlcn- record of 2. 12, obtained
two years ago; la.-t fall he trotted quarters at 2.20
gait, a* wr ran prove to any.me’s satisfaction, and
that without any partic-uIni’'training.
Those wi*hing t breed from
good horse will do
well h» examine this one. Although from Trotting
Stuck, he got large colt.- from small marcs.
tiood p.o luring or Maiding for mares from * di-lam-o
Ai! aeeidi ids or escape- at the owner's ri .k.
Tlii- Stallion shown with pleasure to all.
Communication.* by mail promptly answered.

—Equal in all respects to custom work,

belle—“What are you hunting for?”
Chicago boy—“I want apiece of leather to cover
my ball.” Chicago belle—“Well there is one of my
old shoes. Take that.” Chicago l»ov—“It isn’t a

di-guise, a god
if Heaven liad
world as Jo an
break out into
tli- !!' native musiand utter d intervals the
x’.oid- they hav 'Meant in 1J« a
ii; thin the
mad tir returns, and tin y mope and wallow
like dogs, [Fmerson.

rm:

Sah' at the Old Stand

Foot

1

Religious

One Cent

L.

Notwithstanding much has been said about the
importance of a blood-purifying medicine, it may
•e
possible that the matter has never seriously
claimed your attention.
Think of it non-' If, l/v
the use of a few bottles of Ayer’s -Sarsaparilla you
avoid the e\ ils of scrofula, and transmit a healthy
constitution to your offspring, thank us for the
suggestion.

Believe It.
Nature’s great remedy, Kidney-Wort, lia-cured
many obstinate eases of piles. This most distressing malady generally arises from constipation
a id a b id
condition of tin* bowels. Kidney NVort
•Cls at the same time as a cathartic and a healing
tonic, removes the cause, cures tin* disease and
promotes a healthy state •>! the affected organs.
InnF. Mover, carriage M mTr, of Myer.-toun,
t'-stiiies to tin* gn at healing powers of Kidne> -Wort, having
been cured by it of a very bad
•■se of
piles which for years had refused
to any other remedy.

For

Agents for

TF1ACKAMBAU.
*r\

Manures l Ground Piaster

in’s

ins, Boys &

can

Hambletoiiian Stallion

STOCKBRiDGE

Nn editor in southern California managed live
different p ipers in the last year and they all coll 'i'sed on his hands. He has just started another
and has named il “Kind Words,” because kind
words ran never die.

Castings

BRAYTON PETROLEUM ENGINE Co.
STANDARD

HAVE ,11'ST HETIBNK1) FKOM BOSTON WITH
THE LA BREST STOt k OF

aud

Manufacturers of

Skates.

and Boiler

T. READ.

>

Fvery man i- a divinity in
piaying the fool. It seem- as
-••lit ils insane angels iutoo.ur
asylum. And here they wii

if desired.

us

Bushings

Boiler

BOWSER’S

sea, out on the prairie, or in the
ity, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills are the best
for puivative purposes, everywhere alike convenient. cili •aeious. and sate.
For sluggish bowels,
; .pi! liver, indigestion, bad breath, flatulency,
and sick headache, they are a sure remedy.

Pipe

Supplies

patterns for Brass

Fittings,
procured of

he

or at

prices.

Dealers in Machinists'

Steam

occasionally.

; *f-

It costs less than

lyeoAvt'i

J

line

our

rutting and threading. Bolt cutting from 1-s inch
to 2 inches.

httrehi !

*

cold, W.r...
;
cou^h. I f<>umi 1.0

A SPECIFIC FOR
W
EPILEPSY, SPASMS,
CONVULSIONS, FALLING SiGKNESS,
ST. VITUS DANCE, ALCHOHOLISM,
OPIUM EATING, SYPHILLIS,
SCROFULA, KINGS EVIL,
UGLY BLOOD DISEASES, DYSPEPSIA,
NERVOUSNESS, SICK HEADACHE,
RHEUMATISM. NERVOUS WEAKNESS,
NERVOUS PROSTRATION,
BRAIN WORRY, BL030 SORES,
BILIOUSNESS, COSTIVENESS,

The stem

>n^b remedy.

While with

the battle of \

Me.

Belfast,

light and heavy work In

g

TRIPS

I

ver*'

done at short notice and reasonable

A New York woman has left her husband a
lave- l«»rtnnc on condition that he shall remain
sin/lc.
Happiness does come In double doses

■

IT

AN!* Alt

Don’t allow your system to become disarranged,
when for a trifle you can buy a bottle of (junker
Bitters, which will give you new life, and send
your Hood living through every vein.

■

AS

All kinds of

<•<

*•

Brass Founders,

ing.

--

And every grade and variety of Foreign and Domestic Carpetings,
Oil
Cloths, Mattings, or Oriental iRugs,
for sale at

BOSTON,

Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Rheumatism,

Lumbago. Backache. Headache. Toothache.
Sore Throat. SoHIintfN. Sprain**, Itruines,
IturitH. ScaltS. Frost KitcN.

as a

-AND-

44 Main St.,

1

appreciation of tho

Ayer s Cherry Pectoral

Maillists, Steam Fitters,

CUMBERLAND

CURES

A camel will work for seven or eight days without drinking.
In this he differs from some men
who will drink seven or eight days without work-

What shall 1 sax of peace <>•• of praise of
peace till we arrive at that countrv of peace?
J here we shall be able to prai-e ii. where we
nior
fully possess it. Jem-ahm is the xi-ion
of pi are. and all who j
and love peace
an
blessed there lor evermore. r>t. Augustine.

Saxony Rugs,
Art ingrains,
China Mattings.
Woodstock Squares,

ap^xw.

FOR

~

The morality of an action depend- upon the
motive from which xxv act. If 1 tling half a
io,vn to a beggar with intention to break his
head, and he pick- it up and buys victuals with
it. tii j hysiea! cilert i- good : but with respect
to me. tli
action i- very wrong
[Johnson.

Ax minsters,

HEAD & CARTER,

Pacific Guano,

the Fashion.
The Diamond Dyes
Keep
alw t> do more than they claim to do. Color over
licit old dress, it will look like new. They arc
warranted
luc. at druggists. Wells, Richardson
A •' o Burlington, N’t.

<

alvert, Texa-,

I wish to express my
valuable qualities of

Soluble

C.'o.

I

Ma\

in

I'-v land
crowded

\

Bangor

Stoam»<Ui]>

EXPERIENCE.
<

“1 thought you were a llame of Miss Bullion, Mr.
!>.*•».i,’’ said slim. “1 thought so, too,” said the
•thor, “until the old man lired me out one night.”

Pity is the virtue of the law, and
tyrants use it cruelly. [Shakespeare.

Thought.

1

From Rev. Dr. Quinby.
“Ar«;i:sTA, Me., Jan. 5, 1878.
“Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam has been
ised in uur family for more than three years, and
ac can recommend it as a superior remedy for
loughs and colds.”

Th- prevailing fashions for babies this spring
will he six feet of clothing to six inches of bahv.
N“W lay your plans and ligure accordingly.

of

-AND-

Boston and

All Old Soldier's

I

If you don’t believe that “three is a crowd” just
i>k the young man whose sweetheart’s small
mother infests the parlor Sunday evening.

He who would arrive at fairy land must face
the phantoms.
[Bulxver Lytton.

Hems

'The moral

12

A <;«>«.»!> Investment.—One of our prominent
m-iness men said tons the other day: “In the
prin/ my wife got all run down and could not eat
my luing ; passing your store I saw a pile of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla in the window, and I got a bottle.
Nil -r she had taken it a week she had arousing
ippetite, and did her everything. She took three
•ottles, and il was the best three dollars J ever inested. ('. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Paralysis, Nine Years.
“After having suffered fori) years with paraly-i-." -ays Mr. -Joseph Yates, of Paterson, N. -Jer“1 w;i> cured by Samaritan Xcrvine.” Mr.
Yates authorizes this statement. Your druggist
keeps it, $1.50.

b"dy to perform ih? duties nature requires
of tiiem. Try a bottle and satisfy yourself.
Cold Hards and Feet.
Lowell, Feb. 3,1879.
Messrs. C. I. Iloon & Co.: Gentlemen
About one vear :um mv daughter commenced
taking >vx:V sar-ap: rilla. At that time she
bad very little apj < ite; could take no long
walks, and her fact was badly broken out

of

*/v not tin* do

WESTERN

FARM MORTGAGE CO
First

Iyr40

Lawrence, Kansas.
Mortgage Farm Loang. Prompt pay-

Exchange. Interest dates from
deposits. Satisfaction guaranteed. I.ar«e
Experience. No Fosses. Send for circular,
references and sample forms.
N F. Hart, f L. II. Perkins. Sec.
F. M. Perkins. Pres.
J. T. Warne, V Pres. f Auditor. I C. W.tOllett,Tress.
N. Y'. Office. 161 Broadway. 0. C. Him* ,t Son Agents.
l:lteo\v8
ments in

N.Y.

Printing
|
1

Press for Sale.

NP LEVEU PRINTING PUKS>, bed *2tP,
inches by *»:P, inches. Suitable for job work
or taking proofs.
In good order.
Will be sold
cheap. Apply at the
VJtf
JOURNAL OFFICE.

VIIA

